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Of the Scope of Natural 'Philosophy, and
the Rules of philosophizingatural
Philosophy
treats of NaT y tural things, and their Phœnomew.
Definition

Natural Things arc
Mage or Syjiem of them

I, and II.
all

Bodies: -And the AJfem- \

all} is called the Univcrle.
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III.

Natural Phænomena are all Situations and all
Motions of Natural Bodies, not immediately depend¬
ing upon the Aliion of an intelligent Being ; and which
may be observed by our Senses.
We do not exclude out of the Number of Na¬
tural Phxnomena , thole which happen in our Bo¬
dies by our Will ; for they are produced by the
Motion of our Muscles, and their Adtion depends
upon another Motion : Jn these, there is only that
Motion which arises from the immediate Action
oft he Mind , and is entirely unknown to us, which

is not a Natural Phajnomenon.
All these Motions are performed by certain
Rules , and always subject to the fame Laws.
The Sun riles and sets daily ; and the Time of
his Rising and Setting may always be determined,
according to the Time of the Year , and Latitude
of the Place . Plants ot the fame Kind, under the
lame Circumstances, are always produced and grow
in the fame Manner : And so on in other Cafes.
Nay , even in those things which appear to be
wholly fortuitous and uncertain , certain Rules are
without doubt observed.
3
Natural Philosophy explains Natural Pheno¬
mena that
;
is, gives an Account of their Causes.
In enquiring after those Causes, BODY in
general is to be examined ; and then the Rules
which the Creator has established, according to
which , Motions are to beperform ’d : These Rules
are called Laws of Nature.

DEFINITION
4

IV.

A Law of Nature then is, the Rule and Law,
according to which God resolved that certain Motions
should always, that is, in all Cafes, be performed.

Every
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Every Law does immediately depend upon the
Will of God.
Also in respect: to us, we call a Law of Nature,
every Effect which in all Occasions is produced
after the fame Manner , although its Cause is un¬
known to us, and we do not fee that it flows from
any Law known to us.
For we make no Difference between a thing
which immediately depends upon the Will of
God , and what it produces by the Intermediation
ot a Cause of which we have no Idea.
The Laws of Nature are only deduced from an
Examination of Natural Phxnomena.
% Help of the Laws , thus discovered, other
Phænomena mull be explained.
In order to find out the Laws of Nature,
Sir Isaac Newton' s following Rules arc to be ob¬
served.

RULE

I.

We are not to admit move Causes of Natural y
thin such as are true , and Juffcient for ex¬
plaining their Phœnomoia.
’Things

RULE

II.

Natural Effects of the fame Kind have the fame 6
Causes.
Such Qualities of Bodies, whose V ivtue cannot 7
be increased and diminiihed , and which belong to
all Bodies upon which Experiments may be made,
must be looked upon as Qualities of all Bodies.
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Body

is Ex-

What is meant by Extension , no Body is igno¬
rant of. Its Idea is most simple, and almost al¬
ways obvious to our Mind j from whence it is
very intelligible, tho ’ we want Words to describe
it.
Every Body has Extension ; without Extension
there is no such thing as Body. And yet all that
has Extension is not always a Body although it
is impossible to determine, how Body differs from
mere Space, till the other Properties of Body
shall first be ascertained.
Second Thing to be examined in 'Body is
Solidity. Body , having no Power to remove itself,

9 The

will consequently exclude every other Body from
the Place posiesied by it ; and the most fluid, as
well as the hardest Bodies, have this Property.
The Third Property of Body is Divisibility ;
10
because if a Body be extended, it is also divisible;
for you may always conceive one Extension less
than another . From whence we fee, that there
arc Parts in all Extensions ; which Parts in a Body
may be separated from each other ; Because,
hath a Fourth Property , that is, that it
11 Body
may be carried from one Place to another ; whence
it is said to be Mnveable.
All Obstacles being removed, a Body yields
to the least Blow : Nevertheless there isa greater
Force required to move a Body with a greater
Celerity than with a less, as also to move a
greater than a smaller Body, allowing their Ve¬
locity to be equal. There is also a greater Force
required
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required in the same Case to stop the Velocity of
different Bodies in Motion . Hence it is, that Bo¬
dies at Rest, and Bodies in Motion , endeavour to
continue in their State.
, This arises from the Inactivity of Matter ( Iner¬
tia) which in all Bodies is ever proportionable to
their Quantity of Matter , because it equally belongs to all the Particles of Matter.
All Bodies have some Figure -, whence Figura- iz
hlity that
(
is, to be of some Shape or Figure ) is
commonly esteemed one of the essential Properties
of Body, though it seems rather to be derived from
other Properties.
If a Body be divided on every Side, and those
Parts removed ; what remains in the Middle is
terminated on every Part , and consequently has a
certain Figure . The fame Body is capable of ha¬
ying different Figures -, because it may be divided
into Parts, and those Parts placed in different Or¬
der in reipect to each other . Neither does it imply
2 Contradiction to fay, that a Body, that should
have no Figure , would be an infinite Body.
CHAP.

III.

Os Extension
, Solidity, andVacuity.

HF.RE
. Question
(

the
so
often handled by 13
the Learned ) concerning
a V■
tcuum, is to
be considered j namely, Whether there be an Ex¬
tension void of all Matter ; for this Extension is
called a Vacuum, an Emptiness,ox mere Space.
That there is really a Vacuum , is proved from
Phænomena : This Proposition therefore shall be
hereafter more fully treated of.
The Possibility of a Vacuum appears from the
bare Examination of Ideas : For whatever
we
conceive to be possible may exist.

*
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The Question therefore amounts to this, viz.
Whether we have an Idea of an Extension that
is
not solid ?
We acquire an Idea of Solidity by the
We feel that some Bodies resist us ; andTouch:
indeed
those Bodies resist us every Moment , that hinder
us from descending to the lowest Places :
From
which Resistance it appears, that a Body excludes
every other Body from the Place which itself
takes up ; that is, it appears that a Body is solid$
which Idea of Solidity we transfer to those more
subtile Bodies, which , by reason of the Smallness
of their Parts, escape our Senses; and we find by
Experience , that even those resist other Bodies, as
well as the hardest.
Experiment The
Air, in which we live, does
almost always escape our Sight and Touch ; yet
in a Syringe, that is close strut at the End , it re¬
sists the Piston, so that it can be pusti’d to the
Bottom of the Syringe by no Force.
The Idea of Solidity is not indeed contained
in the Idea of Extension ; that only follows from
Contact , hut this may be had without it ; for if
a Man had never touch ’d a Body, lie would have
no Notion of Solidity.
Let any one observe an Image projected in the
Air , or represented between a Concave Mirror
and the Object ; such an Image does not resist,
and yet it seems to be a Body as dense as the Ob¬
ject itself ; for the Colours may appear more vivid
in the Image than in the Object itself : If a Man
had never seen any thing else but such Images,and
his own Body was like such an Image, could he
have any Idea of Solidity ? It does not appear that
he could ; and yet he woyld certainly have
an Ideof Extension,
A*
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As weave here disputing of Ideas, we shall not
consider what the above-mentioned Image isj it
is enough that there is such a Thing.
All the Difference between Space and Body does I J”
not consiff in a Privation of Solidity.
That Space is infinite , andean be contained by
no Limits , is plain to any one that attentively
considers it.
We plainly fee that Space has Parts , but they
cannot be separated from one another , being immoveable as Space itself.
The Idea of Space is very simple j that of Body
is more complex j it may be moved, its Parts arc
separated, and what is finite is easily conceived.
Solidity is by some call’d Impenetrability-t and 16
they endeavour to deduce it from the Nature of
Extension : For Example , one cannot add one
cubic Foot of Extension to another cubic Foot of
Extension , without having two cubic Feet *, for
each of them has all that is required to constitute
that Magnitude : therefore one Part of Space ex¬
cludes all others , and cannot admit them.
Answer, This is all true , because the Parts of
Space are immoveable * but it would be false, is
it was not that it would imply a Contradiction,
to suppose one Part of Space conveyed to another
Place : And the Consequence follows only from
the Immobility , not from the Impenetrability or
Solidity of the Parts of Space.

CHAP

. IV.

Ofthe Divisibility of Body in insinitum; and
°fthe Subtilty of the Particles of Matter.

T HE

Extension

ofa

Body

implies

its

Divi
-

siblity j that is, one may consider Parts in
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Yet the Divisibility os Body differs from
the
Divisibility of Extension ; for its Parts may be
separated from one another . But as this
ty depends upon Extension , it mult be Proper¬
under the Consideration of Extension . examined
And then
we may easily transfer to Body what is
demon¬
strated.
18

Body is divisible in infinitum; that is, you
can¬
not conceive any Part of its Extension
ever
so
small, but still there may be a smaller.
Let there be a Line AD perpendicular to
BE,
(. Plate I . Fig. r . ) and another as GH at
a small
Distance from A, also perpendicular to the
Line , with the Centers C, C, C , &V. andfame
Di¬
stances CA , CA , &c. describe Circles
cutting
the Line G PI in the Points e, e, & c. The
greater
the Radius AC is, the Ids is the Part eG ,the
Radius may be augmented sir infinitum, and
there¬
fore the Part eG may be diminished in the
fame
Manner > and yet it can never be reduced to No¬
thing , because the Circle can never coincide
with
the Right Line BE.
Therefore the Parts of any Magnitude may be
diministi’d in infinitum, and there is no End of
such a Division.
The some Thing may be proved by a great
ma¬
ny other Mathematical Demonstrations,
ip
The chief Objections are,— That an
Infinite
cannot be contained by a Finite :<That it fol¬
lows from a Divisibility in infinitum, that all
Bo¬
dies arc equal, or, that one Infinite is
greater
than
another.
But these are easily answer’d $ for to an
Infinite
may be attributed the Properties of a finite
and
determined Quantity . Who has ever proved
that there could not bean infinite
Number of
Parts infinitely small in a finite Quantity j or
that
all Infinites are equal ? The contrary
is demon¬
strated
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strated by Mathematicians in innumerable
In¬
stances.
There ave also other Objections proposed , sup¬
posing that we affitm an actual Division ot' a
into an Infinite Number ot Parts separated Body
from
one another . We neither defend nor
conceive
such a Division : We have demonstrated ,
that
however smalla Body is, it may still be farther di¬
vided ; and, upon that Account , we believe
that
we may call that a Division in infnitum ,
because
what has no Limits is call’d infinite.
There are no such Things as Parts infinitely
zo
small ; but yet the Subtilty of the Particles of
se¬
veral Bodies is such, that they very much
surpass
our Conception ; and there ave
innumerable
In¬
stances in Nature of such Parts that are
actually
separated from one another.
Mr . Boyle has proved it by several
Arguments.
He speaks of a silken Thread 300 Yards
long , it
that weighed but two Grains and a Half.
He measured Leaf-Gold , and found by
weigh - 1L
big it, that po square Inches weighed
but one
Grain . If the Length of an Inch be divided
into
zoo Parts , the Eye may distinguish them
all >
therefore there are in one square Inch 40000 vi¬
sible Parts ; and in one Gram of Gold
there are
two Millions of soeh Parts ; which visible
Parts
no one will deny to be farther divisible.
A whole Ounce of Silver may be ,gdt
eight Grains of Gold , which is afterwards with 1Z
drawn
into a Wire thirteen thousand Foot long.
In odoriferous Bodies we can still
perceive a z4
greater Subtilty of Parts , and which arc
separa¬
ted from one another ; several Bodies
scarce lose
any sensible Part of their Weight in
a long Time,
and yet continually fill a very large Space
odoriferous Particles. Whoever will be atwith
the
Pains to make Calculations concerning
those sub-

io
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tilc Effluvia, will find the Number os Parts to be
amazing.

2-s By

Help of

Microscopes, such Objects

as

would

otherwise escape our Sight , appear very
There are some small Animals scarce visible large.
with
the best Microscopes ; and yet these have all the
Parts necessirry for Life , Blood, and other Li¬
quors : How wonderful must the Subtilty of
those Particles be, which make up such Fluids!
We cannot end this Chapter more aptly than
by the following Theorem, which is easily deduced
from what has been said of the Subtilty of Matter.
Theorem,

2.6

Any Particle of Matter, how small soever,
and any finite Space, how large soever, being gi¬
ven ; it is possible that that small Sand, or Par¬
ticle of Matter , shall be distilled thro ' all that
great Space, and shall fill it in such Manner , that
there shall be no Pore in it, whose Diameter shall
exceed a given Line.
CHAP.

V.

Concerning the Cohesion of Parts ; where we

jhalltreat of Hardness , Softness, Fluidity ,
and Elasticity.
17

A LL

Bodies, that are perceived by our Sen-

Jl \ . ses , consist of very small Parts, no one of

which is indivisible in itselfj but all of them are
in respect to us : For all the Division we can make,
is only a Separation of Parts.
When a great Force is required to make such a
Division , a Body is said to be Hard.
If the Parts yield more easily, and fall in by be¬
ing press’s , such a Body is said to be Soft.

But
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But this great and lesser Force , in the
common
Signification, determine nothing -, for a Body that
is Hard , in respect,to one Man , seems Soft to
ano¬
ther .
r

Def int tion

11

I.

A Body is said to be Hard, in a
Philosophical
Sense, when its Parts mutually cohere
, and do not at
all yield inward *, so as not to be subject to
any Motion
in respect to each other, without
breaking the Body.

2%

Definition

II.
A Body is said to be Soft, in a
Philosophical
Sense, when its Parts yield inwards, and flip
in 2 9
upon one another, even tho’ it may
require
a
Blow
with a Hammer to do it,
Definition

III.

A Body whose Parts yield to any Impression
, and ZO
h ' yielding are easily moved, in respect to each
other,
" call'd a Fluid.
All these Things depend upon the
Cohesion of
Parts -, the closer a Body is, the nearer it
approa¬
ches to perfect Hardness.
But the Hardness of the smallest Parts does not
differ from their Solidity ; it is an essential
Pro¬
perty of a Body, which is no more to be
explain¬
ed, than why a Body is extended, or a Mind
thinks.
I do not know whether all Bodies consist
of
Parts that are equal and alike : And there are
also
several Things very difficult, in Relation to
the
Cause of the Cohesion of the small Parts of
Bodies.
The Laws of Nature , which ate admitted here,
are deduced from Phenomena.
It is a particular Law of Cohesion, that all
the 51
Parts have an attractive Force,

Def i-
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Definition
IV.
By the Word Attraction I understand,
any Force
by which two Bodies tend
toward each other; tho'
perhaps it may happen by Impulse.
But that Attraction is subject to these
Laws;
2Toat it is very great, in the very
Contact of the
Parts ; and that it suddenly decreases
,
that it acts no more at the least sensible insomuch
Distance;
nay, ata greater Distance it is changed intoa
repel¬
lent Force , by which the Particlesfly
from each other.
By Help of this Law , several
Phænomena are
very easily explained ; and that
Attraction and Re¬
pulsion is fully proved by a vast Number of
chymical Experiments . That there is such a
Thing,
appears also from the following
Experiments.

bz

33

Experiment
i.] We

in

Liquors all
the Parts attract one another , fromall
the Spherical
Figure that the Drops always have ; and
also be¬
cause there is no Liquor whose Parts are
not stick¬
ing to one another , which is evidently
true even
in Mercury itself.
fee

that

Experimentz. ] But this mutual Attractionof
Particles is much better proved ; because in
all
Liquids , two Drops , as A and B (Plate I . Fig.
z
.)
as loon as they touch one another ever
so little,
they immediately run into one larger
F . All which Things , as they also Drop , as
happen in
liquified Metals, it follows, that the Parts of
which
they are compounded do attract one
another , even
when they are disjoined by the Motion
of the
Fire
These Appearances do not depend upon
the

Pressure of the Air, because they also
happen
there is no Air ; neither do they depend where
upon the
Pressure of any other Matter equally from all
Sides;

for though such a Pressure is able to
keep the
Drops

V
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^rops to their Spherical Figure , it can by no
means bring them to it at first.
In the Oval Drop a c b d, ( Plate I . Fig. Z. ) 34
l he Pressures upon the Surfaces a d and c b are less
than the Pressures upon the Surfaces a c, db $ tor
the Drop is luppos 'd to be press’d equally from all
Parts ; therefore the Pressure is less in a less Space:
^et the Drop can never become round, till those
lesser Pressures overcome the greater , which is ab¬
surd.
On the contrary , in Attraction , the greater the
Number is of the Particles which attract one ano¬
ther between two Particles , the greater is the Force
With which they are carried towards one another;
'which produces a Motion in the Drop , till the
^stances between the opposite Points in the Surface become every where equal j which can only
happen in a Spherical Figure.
Several Bodies act upon other extraneous Bodies
by this Attraction . 1 shall give a few Examples,
in which the Effects of it are most remarkable.

Experiment3. ] Immerge in Water the Ends of
small Glass Tubes open at both Ends , intheManrepresented in Plate I . Fig. 4 . *1 he Water
will spontaneously ascend in them , and so much
the higher as the Diameter is less. It is not re¬
quired that theTubcs be extremely small ; for the
Experiments will sueeeyd in Tubes whole Bore is
the sixth Part ot an Inch . That this is not to be
attributed to the Pressure of the Air, appears from
the following Experiment.

ner

Experiment4 . ] Having fixed the small Tubes A
to a Piece of Cork , anl suspended them with the
Brass Wire A B , ( Plate I .Fig. f . ) pump out the Air
from the Recipient :R , which stands upon the Brass
Elate of the Air -Pump > then by moving the W ire

3f
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AB , the Tubes may be immersed in the Water
which is contained in the Glass CD , and the Wa¬
ter in this Cafe will life up into the Tube just as
it did in the foregoing Experiment . How the
Wire may be moved, without letting the Air into
the Recipient , will be explained hereafter.
37

Experiment f . ] ABCD are two Glass Plates,
or Planes, (Plate I. Fig. 6 . ) touching one another
at AB , but a little separated at CD , by thrusting
a thin Plate of any Kind between them : they are
sustained by the wooden Frame HIL M , in such
Manner , that the Side D C is always at the fame
Height j the Planes maybe brought to make any
Angle with the Horizon , by raiting the End A B
where they are joined, the Cylinder N Olikewiie
sustaining the Plane in any Position . The Screw
P makes fast the Cylinder at any Height.
A Drop of Water or Oil , G , is put between the
Planes, so as to touch both the Planes, which
mustbefore - hand be made wet with the fame Li¬
quor : this Drop is attracted by both Planes, but
the Attraction hasa greater Effect upon the Drop,
where their Distance is the less : that is, a greater
ate than at / ; therefore the Drop is moved towards
c ,- that is, ascends, and moves upwards the faster,
in Proportion as it is higher , the outfaces in which
the Drop touches the Classes growing very
where the Distances between the Planes is much
dimi¬
nished. The Angle of Inclination of the Planes
may be so increased, that rhe Gravity of the Drop
shall ballance the Attraction , and then the Drop
is at rest ; and in that Cafe, if you raise the End
AB of the Planes still higher , the Drop will de¬
scend by its Gravity , which will then overcome
the Attraction.
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Experiment 6 . ] Let two Glass Planes , AB CD f 58
{Elate I . Fig. 7 .) touch one another at AB , and
at CD let them be a little separated by the Inter¬

position of some thin Plate ; and then let their
Ends be immers’d into Water tinged with some
Colour , in such Manner , that the Sides A B and
Cl ) may be in a vertical Position , the Planes hav¬
ing been moistened with the fame Liquor before¬
hand : The Water will rile between those Planes
hy their Attraction , and rife highest where the
Planes arc nearest together } and as their Distance
continually decreases from CD to AB , the Water rises up to different Heights in every Place,
and makes the Curve Line esg.

ZExperiment 7 . ] Quicksilver unites itself toTin
and Gold ; also Water and Oil stick to Wood and
clean Glass.
We have Instances ofRepulsion between Wa - 40
ter and Oil , and generally between Water and all
UnctuouSBodies } between Mercury and Iron 5 as
also between the Particles of any Dust.
Experiment 8. 1, If any greased Body, lighter 4 r

than Water , is laid upon the Surface of Water,or

Piece of Iron upon Mercury, the Surface of the
Fluid will be depressed about the Bodies laid upon
it, as it appears about the Ball A ( Plate I . Ftg-8.)
■And after the fame Manner , where the Attraction
°btains , the Surface of the Liquor is higher about
the floating Bodies, as about the Ball B, and does
not run to a Level by its Gravity : So here where
the repellant Force exerts it Action , Liquors , not¬
withstanding their Gravity , do not run down to
fill up the Cavities which are made round the
floating Bodies.
Upon this depend all the Phænomena of very 41
light Glass Bubbles (Plate I . Fig 18. ) which swim
upon

ts
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upon Water ; when they are clean, the Water
riles about them all round , as at B ; but , when
they arc made greasy, the Water makes an Hollow
all round them , as at A : in the Glass Vessel where
the Experiments are made, the Water also stands
higher all round next to the Glass, as at Cand D:
but when the Glass is so fill’d that the Water runs
down from all Parts, then , by the mutual At¬
traction of the Parts of the Water , it stands high¬
er in the Middle than at the Sides, and forms the
convex Surface ABC (Plate I . Fig. p . ) : From
these Principles only can the following Experi¬
ments be explain’d.

Experiment 9 , 10, 11, 12. and 13. ] When a
Glass is not quite full of Water , a clean Glais
Bubble always runs to the Side, and there sticks,
provided it be not laid on too far from it. The
Bubble is prefs’d every way by the Water , when
it comes to the Side of the V est el ; the same Force,
by which the Water is raised there , does in part
take off that Pressure; so the Pressure on the la¬
ther Side overcomes, and the Bubble is moved to¬
wards the Side of the Glass.
When the Glass is so full as to be ready to run
over, the Bubble goes off it less from the Side to
the Middle of the Glass, for the fame Reason be¬
cause the Force , by which the Water is raised in
the Middle , does also diminish the Pressure upon
the Bubble towards the Middle.
Just the Reverie happens when the Bubble is
greasy ; because that Force , by which the Water
and the Bubble repel one another , is greatest where
the Water is highest.
Two Clean Bubbles, or two greasy ones, run
towards each other . As to clean Bubbles, we
have just given the Reason : when they are made
grealy, there is a Cavity round each of them ;
and
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and where the Cavities join , the Pressure isdimi-

nisli ’dj and the Bubbles run that Way.
^ one Bubble be clean , and the other greasy,
they fly from one another , for the Reasons before
given.
He Particles of any Salts attract one onother 43
'vith a very great force , as appears by several
Bxperirnents : The following willbeiusticient to
prove , that that Attraction exerts it fell at a very
small Diilance , and the repellent f orce at a
greater.

Experiment 14. ] Dissolve Salt in Water , and*
^hen that Water is reduced into Vapour , the
hnall saline Particles will unite together and
form greater Lumps , which proves the Attta -*
ction.
These Particles are all equal * and of the fame
figure : Whence it follows , that the least Parts,
which they are formed , had every where the
f-mte Situation in tefpect to each other ; that is,
'vere every where diffused in the Water at equal
^ 'stances * which cannot he, unless they all repel
0lle another with equal Forces . *
The Elasticity of Bodies, namely , that Property 44
hereby they return to their former Figure, ‘when it
has been alter 'd by any Force, is easily deduced from

<!vhat has been said: For

if a compact Body be

dented in without the Parts falling into that Dent,
l he Body will return to its former Figure , from
the mutual Attraction of its Parts.
We ihall also in its proper Place shew , that 4/
that Property of the Air , which is call ’d its Elafiicity, anles from the Force whereby its Parts re¬
pel one another.
And less any one should imagine , because we 4 <S
don ’t give the Cause of the find Attraction and
RepulC
-
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Repulsion , that they must be look ’d upon as oc¬
cult Qualities : We fay here with Sir Isaac Newton, ‘ That we consider those Principles not as
* occult Qualities , which arc fuppoled to arise
‘ from the (pecifick Forms of things ; but as u‘ niversal Laws of Nature , by which the things
‘ themselves are form’d : For the Phænomena of
c Nature shew that there are really such Princi‘ pies, tho ’ it has not been yet explain’d what
‘ their Causes are. To affirm that the several Spe* cies of Things have occult spccifick Qualities,.
‘ by which they act with a certain Force , is just
‘ saying nothing . But from two or three Phæ‘ nomena of Nature to deduce general Principles
e of Motion , and t hen explain in what Manner the
‘ Properties and Actions of all things follow from
‘ those Principles , would be a great Progress
« made in Philosophy, tho ’ the Causes of thole
-> Principles should not yet be known.

fcook I.
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II.

PART

Of the Motion of Solid Bodies.
C H A P.
Of Motion

in

VI.

general ; where we so allspeak
Place and Time.

of

a
has

T

HE Subject we arenowentring uponhappens
large Scope ih Phyticks : All that
natural Bodies belongs ro Motion ; and even
^vhat has been laid of the Cohesion of Parts, has

a Relation to it : For though the Parrs are not
Nwved in their Cohesion itself, yet that Cohesion
^nnot be explain ’J , nor can what is said about it
confirm’dby Experiments , \virhout Motion.
Motion is a Pranflation from one Place to ano- 47
ther Place, or a continual Change of Place: Every
fiody has an Idea of it ; and Philoiophers have in
vain laboured to find a Definition of the simple
Idea, and proved with a great deal of Pains, that
nne may come to beignorant of a Thing , which
otherwise every Body knows.
Placz is the Space taken up bya Body, ot which AJ
•flay be said, what has just been said concerning
Motion. •
It is Twofold ; Prue or Absolute, and Relative.
Definition

I.

True Place is that Part of immovcable Space, 4.9
^uich a Body takes up.
C i

Deii*
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Definition
so

I,

II.

Place, which only can be distinguish’d
Relative
by our Senses, is the Situation of a Body in respect
of other Bodies.
True Place is often changed , whilst relative
Place is not , and so reciprocally.
Whence arises a ’True and Absolute Motion , and
another Sort call’d a Relative Motion.
Whilst a Body moves, Time goes on.
Time also is Twofold ; True or Absolute, and
Relative.
Irue Time has no Relation to the Motion of
Bodies, nor to the Succession of Ideas in an Intel¬
ligent Being, but by its Nature it always flows
equally.
Definition

III.

Time is Part of the true Time mea¬
st Relative
sured by the Motion of Bodies; and this is the only
'
Time that our Senses perceive.
All Motion may become swifter, as likewise a
Body may move slower than it did before ; and
it is very likely that there is no Motion of Bodies
wholly equable j whence it follows, that relative
Time differs from true Time , which never flows
faster nor flower.
Definition
/3

IV.

That Assertion of Motion, by which a Body runs
thro' a certain Space ma certain Time, is call'd Ce¬

lerity or Velocity ; which is greater or less, ac¬
cording to the Bigness of that Space^ to which it is
always proportionable.
Definition
s4 The
Co

V.

greater Force is impress’d upon a Body
make it change its Place , the greater is its
i
fa Motion
7
*

Book I.
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and that Force is called the Quantity or

Momentum of Motion.

D EP I NI T I ON VI.
The Direction of Motion is in a Right Line, yf
which we suppose dr anon towards the Place where the
Moving Body tends.
Definition

A Power

Move it.
,

is

VII.

any Force aiding upon a Body

DEFINITION

to

f <5

VIII.

1 he Greatness of that Force is cali’d, the In- 57

onjity of th e Power.

CHAP

VII.

0/ Motions compared together.
AXIOMS.

T
we

^ E Quantity,

or

I.

Momentum of Motion, f8

.follows the Proportion of the Cause producing

Motion.

II.
Ties whole Effects of Motions , produced at thefame f
lpne y have the fame Relation to each other, as the

p

tomenta of those Motions.
, tftwo equal Motions act in a contrary Direction, 60

ey destroy each other ; and the one can never over¬
tone the other.

•J^ 0<^* es in Motion may differ in two Respects, 6l
J tfr^ , e41cd: to the Quantity of Matter in
rilCr 01 ' n. I^elPect' of the Space gone thro' in
•e la?le Time , that is, in Respect of the VeloV‘cy> and there is no other Difference
: These
C 5 two

zz
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I.

two Things therefore , and only
be considered in comparing of these two , are to
Motions.
When the Velocities are equal,
be considered but the Quantities nothing is to
of Matter ; and
if it be double in one Body, the
Quantity
of Mo¬
tion in that Body will alio be double ;
because such
a Body is made up of two Bodies,
each equal to
the least Body, and moved with the
same Celerity
as the little one . The same
may be laid of all ci¬
ther Relations between two Bodies ;
whence \ve
deduce this general Rule :
<51
In equal Bodies, that move with
the fame Velocity,
the Quantity of Motion is as the
Quantity
of Mattes
in each.
When the Quantities of
the Velocities only are to beMatter are equal,
considered : And
then,
In equal Bodies, the Momenta are
as the Velacities: That is, as the Spaces gone
thro
' in the
*53. sirne Time * . For the going
thro ’ those Spaces
are the whole Effects of the
Motions
that Time , and are to one another as produced in
thole Spaces;
therefore the Momenta also are in the
lame Pto*59. portion *.
x
In order to determine the Relation
between two
£4 Morions , when the Velocities
are unequal, and the
Bodies different in Quantity of Matter
; you mud
find two Quantities that are to one
another as the
Masses and as the Velocities.
Multiplying the Ve¬
locities of each Body by its Mass or
ter , the Products will he to each Quantity of Mat¬
other in the s aid
Proportion.
When , for Example , the Velocity is
double,
and the Mass triple , a double
Quantity
of
Mo¬
tion must be tripled ; therefore it
will be sextu¬
ple : This is the Cafe when in one
Body the Ve¬
locity is two , and four in another
; and the
Mass of the first Five, the Mais of
she other be-

r;
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ingFifteen ; multiplying each Mass by its Velo¬
city , the Products are io and 60 , the lafl of
which is six times the first.
This is called a Ratio , compounded of the Ra¬
tio ot the Masses and the Celerities.
A greater Body may move more (lowly than a
less, in such a Manner , that the lesser Body may
have an equal Quantity of Motion with , or a
greater than the other.
Jshen the Vdocity in the lejser Body is to the V »- 65
locityjn tjoe g reaferi as the Mass of the greater to
t :e Mass of the lejser•> the Quantities of Motion
are ei ual in the two Bodies.
As much
as the Quantity of Motion in the
.e , r Body is less, inrelpect of its Mai’s, so much
1S Jt greater, in respect of the Velocity : Whence
Equality arises. Likewise in that Gale, the
,' oducts of the Mass of each Body by its VeloClty are equal ; and the Celerities are laid to be in
a.n Illv erle Ratio of the Masses, or reciprocally as
the Masses.
When such Momenta of Motion a£l contrariwise, 66
ey destroy each other* .
*60.
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CHAP.

VIII.

How to compare the Jlfliotts of Powers.

T HE

Powers
,

Actions of
acting
upon
Bodies,
may be compared together , in the tame
Manner as the Quantities of Motion ; and the
siune Rules serve tor both.
We shall hereafter thew , that a Body once in
Motion will continue in that Motion , tho ’ the
Cause that first gave it, ceaseth : So that it a Body
should be continually acted upon by any Power,
the Motion would become swifter every Moment.

C4

We

%4r
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I.

We do not here consider such an Action os
Powers ; bur we take notice only of Powers that
act against, an Obstacle in such Manner, that by
the Resistance of the Obstacle the Action of the
Power is continually destroyed, which is to be
observed ; for in another Case, the following De¬
monstrations do not obtain . When therefore we
speak here of an Obstacle to be removed by any
Power , we speak of the greatest Obstacle that can
he moved by that Power ; for otherwise the Ob¬
stacle would not destroy the whole Action os the
Power.
The Actions of Powers may differ from one
another , both in respect of the Greatness of the
Obstacles, and in respect of the Spaces run thro’
by the Obstacles ; ( that is, by the Points to
which the Powers are applied :) These two
Things alone are to be considered in comparing of
Powers.
The Obstacles, which may be removed by
Powers , are to one another as the Intensities ot
*57. the Powers *.
From whence it follows, that the Actions of
67 Powers, equal in their Intensities, are to one another
as the Spaces run thro' . For
they only differ in
that respect, because the Obstacles are equal.
<§8
I4 rhcn the Spaces run thro' are equal, those Acti¬
ons are as the Intensities.
$9
When both the Spaces run thro', and the Inten¬
sities, are different, the Actions of the Powers are to
one another, in a Ratio compounded of the Intensities
and the Spaces gone through.
jo When
the Spaces gone thro ’ are in an inverse
Ratio of she Intensities, the Actions are equal.
DEFIN
71

I TION.

We

call the whole Force of Power its Action
, in
Respect to Time ; and therefore the whole Forces

of

Book I .

of Natural
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ot Powers are tooneanother , as
the Actions pro¬
duced in the fame Time.
These Things may be
demonstrated in the fame
Manner, as what has been (aid in
the foregoing
Chapter.
CHAP

.

IX.

General Things concerning
Gravity.

A

PHENOMENON

I.

L L Bodies near the Earths
if hinder 'd
Obstacle, are carried towards the
Eartp.
Definition

by

no 7 *

I.

The Force, by which Bodies are
carried towards 75

Me Earth , is called Gravity.

is

Definition
II.
That Force in Respect to a Body
acted upon by it , 74
call' d the Weight of a Body.

PHENOMENON

II.

The Force of Gravity acts equally,
and every Mo- 77
ment of Time, near the Earth ' s
Surface.
. There is indeed a small
Difference
different Countries , which we shall of Gravity
take No¬
tice of hereafter ; but it is too
small to be consi¬
dered here, especially because it
is wholly insensible
ln neighbouring Countries.
When the Descent of a Body is
hinder’d by an J6
Obstacle, it continually presses that
Obstacle e-

*n

qually, tending towards the
Earth ’s Center ;
therefore it maybe look’dupon as a
upon an Obstacle ; and therefore Power acting
what has in the
foregoing Chapter been demonstrated ,
concerning
Powers , does obtain here also.
P H E N O-
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PHENOMENON
III.
Bodies'which descend by the Force of Gravity (if
all Resistance be taken off) fall with the same Felo*
city. Which
is prov ’d by an
Experiment.] Pump out the Air from the
tall Recipient AB (Plate II . Fig. \ . ) which is
made up of two Glasses, and is about three Foot
high : Then from the Top of the Glass within,
by moving the Handle C D, let fall a Piece oi
Gold and a very light Featherjust at the fame time,
and they will always come down to the Brats Plate
of the Pump upon which the Receiver stands, at
the fame Instant of Time.
For making the Experiment readily, the Top
the Recipient is cover’d with a Brass Plate
laid upon it. A thin Plate, bent into the Figure
E , is fixed to the covering Plate at e, by Help of
two Screws H , that go thro ’ two lesser Plates,
one of which you fee at gff and are joined to the
other Plate E.
The Ends of the Plate spring together , and so
bold the Feather and the Gold , whilst the Recei¬
ver is exhausting.
A Brass Wire runs thro ' the Cover , which , by
Means of the Handle C D, may be turned round
without admitting the external Air ; which we
shall explain, when we come to speak of the AirPump.
The Wire goes thro ' an Hole in the upper Part
of the Plate e, and the End of the Wire , which
comes down between the springing Piate , maybe
seen at L : It is iquare and hollow , that the Oval
Plate I may be joined to it,
You must observe, that the small Diameter of
the Oval be small enough for this little Plate to be
contained between the Springs E , when their Ends
come together.

Now

»7
Thilosiophy.
0s Natural
®° ok I .
Now when the Brass Wire , and by it rbePlate
l ,s turned round ■, by reason of the Difference
Diameters in the Oval , the Ends of the
PUngs open ; and then the Bodies, that arc sus¬
pended, are let no at the fame Moment of
°
' .
1me
^ be some Phænomenon is also deduced from
pother Experiment , which we shall mention * ,6o.
bereaste,*.
Hence it follows , that Gravity in all Bodies, 79
151 their Weight , is proportionable to their
*62.
-Pfanuty oj- Matter
*herelore all Bodies consiit of Matter that is 80
ffnvtly heavy ; and the Reason that Bodies do not
is because some have more
M Cai cclua Hy heavy,
a“ cr than others under the lame Bulk ; that is,
fame Space.
Weight is considered as a Power , the 81
t hen
tensity of the Power is proportional tb the
of Matter in the heavy Body ; and the
"ection of the Power is towards the Center of
the Earth.
.

CHAP

0/

the

X.

single Pulley , Balance, and of the
Center of Gravity.

A

Definition
Single

isa

Pulley

little

I.
JVheel

moveable

about
8r

its Axis, over which goesa drawing or runnini Rope, dee ( Plate I . Fig. 10 . )
By this Engine , the Direction of the Power is
changed , neither is it ofany other Use when fix’d •,
01 in that Cafe, if the Force of Power apply'd to the 8 5
af aw ing Rope, as M , be equal to the Obfiack P, it ba¬
*
lances that Obstacle* ; for in that Case the Power can' t 71

move)

%
%
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move, unless the Obstacle does at th; same
Time F
through an equal Space.

Weights are found, that is, the Quantities o>
*79- Matter in Ji idies are compared
together , * by *
Balance, or a Pair of Scales, which isa
wellknoWt*
Instrument.
Definition

84 The

ll.

Axis of a Balanceis that Line about which

the Balance moves,

or

rather turns round.

Dei ’ inition

IIP

When we consider the Length of
or of the Beam, then the Axis is tothebeBracbia,
looked
upon as a Point , and called the Center of the
B.i’

lance.

Definition

IV,

g6 We

call Points of Suspension, or
Application,
those Points where the heights really
are, or from
which they hang freely ; or the Scales in
which the
Weights are placed.

Concerning this Machine , we are to observe,
That the Weight does equally press the Point
of

87

Suspension, at whatever Height it hangs from it ,
and
the fame Manner as if it was
fixed at that very
Point.
For the Weight , at all Heights , equally
stretches
*74>75 the Rope by which it hangs.* This
is also proved
in

by

Experiment 1. ]

In

the Balance A B, the

P , by Means of the Rope BD (Plate II. Weight
Fig. z .)
is suspended at different Heights :
And the Posi¬
tion of the Balance is not changed by it.

1luiiiiui
-iu
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'the Action of a IVeight to movea Balance is by 88
so much greater, as the Point prest'ed by the Plreight
is wore distant from the Center of the Balance and
that Action fellows the Proportion of the Distance of
the

said Point from that Center.
When the Balance moves about

its

Center , the

Point B describes the Arc Bb (Plate II.

Fig

3 .)

'vliillt the Point A describes the Arc As , which
is the biggest of the two ; therefore,in that Mo¬
tion of the Balance, the Action of the sameW eight
is different, according to the Point to which it is
applied, and it follows the Proportion of the
Space* gone through by that Point : At A there- *67,76
W it is as A s , and at B as B b but
}
those Arcs
aie to one another , as CA , to CB.
Experiment 2.. ] The Brachia of the Balance A B
{Elate II . Fig. 4 .) are divided into equal Parts j
ai >d one Ounce applied to the ninth Divition irom
the Center , is as powerful as three Ounces at the
third ; and two Ounces at the sixth Division act:

strongly as three at the fourth , &c.
The Construction of a Balance, for this and
some other following Experiments , is plain
enough from the Figure , adding to it what is
said at Numb. 102 . Hence it follows, that the
Action of a Power to move a Balance is in a
Ratio compounded of the Power itself, and its
Distance from the Center * ; for that Distance is * 69
as the Space gone through in the Motion of the
Balance.

as

Definition

. V.

A Balance is said to be in Æquihbrio,w6eK the 89
Actions of the M'eights upon each Brachium , to move
the Balance, are equal -, so that they mutually de¬
stroy each othcr-t as appears by the foregoing Ex¬
periment.

Def i-
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VI.

When a Balance is in Æquilibrio , the' Weights
each Side are (aid to (equiponderate.
Unequal Weight scan equiponderate. For this, it
requisite, that the Distances from the Center be

on

po
is

*89,70 reciprocally

as the Weights

*.

In that

Cute , st"

each Weight be multiplied by its Distance, the
Products will be equal.

pi

Experiment 3 . ] In the above-mentioned Ba¬
lance (II.
fig. 4 .) oneOunceattheDistance
of the ninth Diviiion from the Center , tequipon*
derates with three Ounces at the third Division,
The Stcel-yard, or Statera Romana, which
weighs every Thing with one Weight , is tnadtf
upon this Principle.
Experiment 4 . ] The Stcel-yard A B ( Plate Ib
y . ) has two Brachia very unequal ; a Scale
hangs at the stiovtest ; the longest is divided into

Fig.

unequal Parts : Apply such a Weight to it, that,
at the first Division, it strall æqui ponderate with
one Ounce laid in the Scale ; then the Body to he
weighed is put into the Scale, and the abovementioned Weight is to be moved along the longest
Brachium , till you find the ./Equilibrium ; the
Number of Divisions between the Body and the
Center , strew the Number of Ounces that the
Body weighs, and the Subdivisions the Parts c>t
on Ounce,
pL

U,pon

this Principle

also is founded

the deceit¬

ful Balance, which cheats by the Inequality of the
Brachia.
Experiment y. Take
]
two Scales of unequal
Weights , in the Proportion of 9 to 10 {Plate lMEig. 1 . ) and hang one of them at the tenthDivision

BookI.
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Division of the Balance above described, and the
°ther at the ninth Division , so that there maybe
un -Equilibrium : It then you take any Weights,
tvhich are to one another as y to io , and put the
first in the first Scale, and the other in the other
Scale, they will equiponderate.
Several Weights , hanging

at

several Distances

on

°»e Side, may equiponderate with a single Weight on
the other Side. To
do this, it is required, that
the Product: of that Weight , by its Distance from
the Center, be equal to the Sura of the Products
of all the other Weights , each being multiplied
by its Distance from the Center.

95

Experiment 6. ] Hang three Weights of an
Dunce each, at the second, third and fifth Divifions from the Center , and they will æquipondefate with the Weight of one single Ounce appli—
C<
1at the tenth Division of the other Brachium
{Elate II . Fig. 6 . ) And the Weight of one Ounce

the sixth Division, and another os three Ounces
the fourth Division , will equiponderate with
a Weight of two Ounces on the other Side at
tfie ninth Division,
Several Weights, unequal in Number, on either
Side, may equiponderate. In that Cafe, if each of
them be multiplied by its Distance from the Cen¬
ter, the Sums of the Products on either Side will
he equal ; and if those Sums are equal, there will
he an Equilibrium.

ut
at

Experiment 7 . ] Hang on a Weight

of two

Dunces ( Plate II . Fig 7 .) at the fifth Division,
ar>d two others , each of one Ounce , at the second
and seventh -, and on the other Side hang two
Weights , each also of one Ounce , at the ninth
and tenth Divisions ; and these two will æquipon®er ate with those three,
z
D EF I-
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VII.

The Center of Gravity isa Point in a Boil'
about 'which all the Parts of the Body ( wbatevi
Position it is in ) are in æquilibrio.
5>8
When two or more Bodies are joined, whetb et
they ave contiguous or separated, they have a con1'
raon Center of Gravity.
When the Center of Gravity is sustained* ^
Body remains at rest.
Experiment ft. } The Body A ( Plate III . Fig. F
is sustained and at red , because its Center of Gi'4'
vity is sustained by the Prop F.
When the Center of Gravity is not sustained)

the Body moves till that Center comes to be ft1'
stained.

Experiment 9 . ] The Body A, laid upon the
Table , will fall, and the Body B will not remai 11
in its Position , because their Centers of Gravit/
are not sustained.
99
Hence may be known , why some Bodies, laid
upon inclined Planes, will roll off, whilst fbtftf
only slide off.
Experiment 10. ] The Body A slides, bccslU^
its Center of Gravity is sustained by an inclined
Plane ; ( Plate 111. Fig 4 . ) that is, the Vertical
Line , which goes through that Center , c, ai [S
the inclined Plane within the Body. But the Bo'
dy B rolls, because the Vertical Line , thro'
Center of Gravity , cuts the inclined Plane with'
out the Body.
TOO

From

what has been said it follows

also , that 4

Body descends, when its Center of Gravity dC'
Icends, that is, is moved towards the Center 0'
the Earth.
i

Some*

&o°k I.
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Sometimes in that Cafe a Body seems to ascend,
it does really ascend but as all
^oftentimes
ouics descend by Gravity , that is, their Centers
Gravity descend ; it follows, that a Body seems
0 ascend by its Gravity , and can really alcend.
^Experiment n . ] The Wheel A {Plate III.
6.) whose Axis is made os two Cones , theBaCs ol which join to the Wheel , when put between
J*v° Planes, whose Sides !) G,FH continued , make

n ^ ngle FCD , which has the Base(supposing
c Vlav: gle made) higher than the Vertex , will
°m H G , the lower Part of the Planes, roll tothe highest Part of the Planes.
ards
reason of the greater Distance between the
^t FD , the W heel A , whose Axis isa Cone
Vvh1^ ays’ ^^^ ends more between the Planes,
j,j ,ent > moves towards that Part , and is so car^ thither by its Gravity , provided that Descent
of §’eater than the Ascent from the Inclination
cheAngle FCD with the Horizon.
^Experiment 11.] The Wooden Cylinder A
a ^ te 111. Fig. f .) has within it, near the Side,
q ea den Cylinder ; their common Center of
Xv,av jty is in a Section parallel to the Base,
^Od' • ^’V^ CS the Cylinder into two equal Parts,
a Point answering to the Point c of the
Position this Cylinder be laid in, it
move until the above-mentioned Center of

Whatever
WiH
Grai

rJ 4vit.V be in the lowest Place which
Cc>me

to.

it can

upon an inclined Plane, in the Pofiti^ ^
V!tyn^ c,ci 'ibed in the Figure , the Center of Gruw‘|l descend whilst the Body riles along the
nc> it be inclined in a fit manner.
D

Th®

r
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The Body ascends by rolling towards the
up' [
per Part of the Plane, but care mull be
take",j
that whilst it is endeavouring to roll up,
ic does!
not slide down along the Plane j and
therefo
r<
j
you must use a Rope , which goes in part
round
the Cylinder -, one End of which is joined
to the
Cylinder at / , and the other is fixed to the Pia"e
at d.
ioi

From what

has

been said of the Center os Gra'

vity,it is farther deduced, that whatever Point
£>t
a Body or Machine sustains the Center
of Gra¬
vity of any Weight , that Point sustains
the wholc
Weight : So that the whole Force , by
any Body tends towards the Earth , is, as it whi^
were,
collected to that Center.
Experiment 13 . ] If the Body AB (Plate ITTFig 7 .) whose Center of Gravity is laid
upon the
Brachium of a Ballance, does in any Position
equiponderate with any Weight Pj it will $
any other Position , as a b, ab ,
sequiponderat®
with it, provided the Center of Gravity
be st>"
at C.
102,

That a Ballance may be perfect
1. That the Points of Suspension, itofis required, j
the beale5;
or Weights be exactly in the same Line
as the j
Center of the Ballance. 2. That they be
precise!)' j
equidistant from that Point on either Side. 3. Th ^ j
the Brachia of the Ballance be as long
as thef j
conveniently can. 4 . That there beas little Fric' j
tion as possible in the Motion of the
Beam an"
Scales, y. And, lastly, that the Center of
Gt*'
vity of the Beam be placed^a little
below
tbs
Center of Motion,
i
i
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Of the LEVER

A
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Definition

I.

, 10$
Mathematicians

inan
Lever is called by
flexible Right Line, made use of to raise
Veights , either weighing nothing itself or of fitch
height as may be ballanced. ( Plate IV . Fig. i .)
It is the first ol those that we call Simple Ma¬
rines (or Mechanical Powers ) as being the most
"triple ok all j and it ierves, when Weights are
lo fie raised but to a small Height.
There are sour other Simple Machines , which
shall treat of in the three following Chapters.
Concerning the Lever , three things are to be
c°nsidered.
t . The Weight to be raised or sustained, as P.
The Power , by which it is to be railed or
, which here is represented by the Weight
lu stained
^5 tho ’ commonly it is the Action of a Man.
, or Prop, by which the Lever
3- The Fulcrum
, or rather on which it moves round,
ls stistairied
Point F remains fixed.
said
the
whilst
The Lever is threefold.
l - Sometimes the Fulcrum is placed between 104
l he Weight and the Power . ( Plate IV . Fig. i -)
Sometimes the Weight is between the FulCl'um and the Power . ( Plate IV . Fig. r .)
, L And often also the Power acts between the
' ^Tight and the Fulcrum . (Plate IV . Fig. z .)
. The fame Rules serve in all these Cales, which
™stow from what has been said of the Ballance * : *8*
^ nd this sliews the Analogy between the Lever
a,'1d the Ballance.The Lever of the first Kind is,
as tt Were, a Steel-yard to raise Weights.
ion of a Power , and the Resistance of the top
,del
e‘ght increase, in proportion to their Distance from

D 1
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*88 the Fulcrum*; and therefore, that a Power may

I.
be

able to sustain a IFcight, it is required
., that the
Distance of the Pant in the Lever, tc which it is
applied, be to the Distance of the Weights as the
9° Weight to the Intensity of the Power* ; which, if it
be ever so little increased
, will raise the Weight.

Experim. I, r, andz. ] This Rule is confirm’d
by Experiments , in respect of the three Levers,
as it appears from the fil ls, second and
third Fi¬
gures of the fourth Plate j for there is an Equi¬
librium , when the Weights P, and the Weights
JV1
, which represent the Powers, and also the Di¬
stances from the Fulcra, bear those Proportions
to each other , as the Numbers written in the Fi¬
gures exprels. A Sight of the Figures so plainly
thews the Construction of the Machines where¬
with the Experiments are made, that a farther
Explanation would be needless.
Workmen allo make use of a Lever to carry
Weights ; and there are several remarkable Gales
of those Levers, the Demonstration of which may
be deduced from what
has been said.
io (5 In all Cafes this is generally to be observed,
that the Intensity of the Poxver, or the Intensities of
the Powers, taken all together (when there are more
than one) must atl as strongly as the Gravity of the
Weights to be carried or Justained,
toy If a Weight is to be carried or sustained by
two Powers , it must be placed between the
two Powers ; and the Distances of the Powers on
each Side of the Weight must be in an inverse Ra¬
tio of the Intensities of the Powers.
Experiment4 . ] This Proposition is confirm’d
by the Experiment of Fig. 4 . which requires no
farther Explanation.

£°ok I.

11
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Experiment f. ] When two Weights arc to be io8
stained by one Power , that Power must be pla-

£ed between the Weights ; and then what has
been (aid before of the Powers, must be applied
to the Weights . See Fig. i . Plate V.
Several Weights are often carried or sustained
I y one or more Powers. In which Cafes it is to iop
. observed, that all Weights, in whatever Post;
have one common Center of Gravity which
Weight
each
Side,
either
Sinter is such, that if, on
^ Multiplied by its Distance from that Point,
tfle Sums of the Products on each Side will be
equal*.
95>99
Eet the Powers also he disposed in any Position,
they
;
:ey have a common Center of Gravity for
the *76
here
and
;
*
Weights
? ay be represented by
'density of each Power is to be multiplied by its
^ ‘stance from the Center , and the Sums of the
soducts will then be equal on both Sides : Float
e Powers may be able to sustain the Weights, it is
rspared that the Center ef Gravity of the Powers
and the Weights be the fame.
Experiment 6 and 7 . ] What has been said, sufoiently explains the Figures , (Plate V Fig. 2

Z) where C denotes the Center of Gravity
to the W eights and the Powers.

Cot nrnon

Experiment 8.] What has been said is true, if II0
Lever is drawn (Plate V . Fig. 4 .) by Powers

M*each Side ; which we fee in the Lever o£Fig. 4.
Mob is drawn horizontally on each Side ; where
1^ ■® clu ’bbrium only depends upon what has been
a'd down in the Rules above-mentioned,
e niay also make use of a compound Lever m
r
Weights : In which Case, instead of
a
°Wer, a second Lever is applied to the first,

D 3
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and a third to that , and so on as far as you wilb
and a Power is applied to the last Lever ; and
then the Ratio of the Power to the Weightwhen
(
it sustains it) is compounded of the Ratio 's of the
Power to the Weights in each Lever, when they are
used separately.
Experiment 9 . ] The three Levers A, B, I?,
are so disposed ( Plate IV . Fig. y. ) that the Power
M sustains the Weight P . In the Lever A, if
it were used singly, the Power would be to the
"Weight as 1 to y j the Lever B, as 1 to 4 y- and
in the Lever D , as I to 6. The Ratio , com¬
pounded of all these, is as 1 to 1to For
:
one
Ounce M does here sustain the Weight P , of
I to

Ounce 11
. Observe , that in the Motion

of

this Engine , the Spaces gone thro ' by the Weight

and the Power are to one another , as 1 to 1zo i
that is in the said inverse Ratio , which is requir’d
#70 to make an ./Equilibrium *.

CHAP

. XII.

Of the Axis in T eritrochio, and Wheel5
•with Teeth.

T

Lever
,

Beginn
°/

HE
as was
said
in the
the foregoing Chapter , serves to raifc
Weights to a small Height ; when they must bG
railed higher , we use an Axis in Peritrochio,
Definition,
j XI

We call Axis in Peritrochio , a Wheel whi^
turns together with its Axis. ( Plate V. Fig. y.)

The Power in this Machine is applied to thc
Circumference of the Wheel , by whole Motio' 1
a Rope that is tied to th Weight , is wound abont
" Tthe
Axis by which the Weight is raised,

l^el
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Let ab be the Wheel , (Plate V . Fig. 6 .) de
the Axis,/ ) the Weight to be raised, m the Power ; as the Wheel is moved by the Power , the
Points b and d describe similar Arcs, which are
the Ways of the Power and the Weight , and are
l0 each other , as cb to cd, that is, as the Dia¬
meter of the Wheel to the Diameter of the Axis ;
whence the following Rule is deduced.
The Power has the greater Force, the greater then j
Wheel is, and its Action increases in the fame Ratio
The Weight resists so
as the Wheel's Diameter.
Witch the less as the Diameter of the Axis is less, and
lts Resistance is diministied in the fame Ratio as the
diameter of the Axis. And that there may be an
•Equilibrium between the FTeight and the Power, it
always requisite that the Diameter of the Wheel
to the Diameter of the Axis, in an inverse Ra¬
*7°
tio of the Power to the Weight*.
It is to be observed, that you must add the Dia¬
15

be,

meter of the Rope to that of the Axis.
Experiment i . ] This Rule is variously confirm’d
{Plate V . Fig. s .) by help of the Machine here
represented. When the Axis is the twelfh Part

of the Diameter of the Wheel , half a Pound susitains six Pounds j and so on.
The Power also may be applied to an Handle
°r Spoke ; as at D , and then the Distance of the

Point to which it is applied, reckon ’d from the
Center , must be look ’d upon as the Wheel ’s Semidiamitcr.
The W heels, that haveTeeth , work in the same
Manner as this Machine y they being , in respect
°f the Axis in Peritrccbio , what the compound
Lever is, in respect of the simple Lever.
Is the Axis ot the Wheel has Teeth also, it 114
serves to move a Wheel , whose Circumference has
Teeth i and this Axis of the last Wheel may

D 4

again
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again communicate Motion toa third Wheel , and
io on. In that Cafe, that the Power way Juflaii
the tVeight, its Patio to the Weight is compounded
of the Patio of the Diameter of the Axis of the laji
Wheels to the Diameter of the firs ; and the Ratio
of the Revolutions of the lift Wheel, to the Revolu¬
tions of the firft in the fame Rime.
The Demonstration of which Rule is also de¬
duced from the Comparison of the Ways run thro'
by the Weight and the Power . ( Plate V , Fig.j .)
Experiment l. Let
]
the Power represented by
the Weight M be applied to the Wheel A B, and
the Weight P to the Axis of the Wheel FG ;
the Diameter of that Axis is the eighth Part of the
Diameter of the Wheel ABj and this Wheel
goes round five Times , whilst the Wheel FG
goes round once : Therefore the Ratio of the
Power to the Weight is compounded of the Ra¬
tio ’s of one to 8 ; and one to s : Therefore it is
the Ratio of i to 40 ; half a Pound in this Cafe
sustaining 20 Pounds.

CHAT.

XIII.

Of the PULLET.

IN Cases
,

several
where the Axis in Peritrochio
cannot
conveniently
be applied, Pullies must
be made use of to raise Weights ; a .Machine made
by combining several of them , lies in alittle Com,
pals, and is easily carried about,
*82 What a Pulley is, has been already explain’d *.
1 if If the Weight be fixed to the Pulley, so that it
may be drawn up along with it, each End of the
drawing or running Rope sustains half the Weight,
Therefore when one End is fixed, either to a Hook, of
any other Way, the moving Force or Power applied
to the other End, if it be equal to half the Weights
will keep the Weight in Æquilibrio.
Exper
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Experiment 1 . ] Make fast the Weight P of
two Pounds to a Pulley (F/g. 1 . Plate VI .) yet
io that the Wheel or Sheave may not be hindered
from turning round ; let one Part of the Rope ef
be tied to a Hook , and the other End cd go round
the fix’d Pulley , to change the Direction , * the *Sz
height M of one Pound, fix’d to this End of the
K-ope, will sustain the Weight P.
Several Sheaves may be joined in any manner, 116
and the Weight be fix’d to them ; then if one End
the Rope be fix’d, and the Rope goes round
those Sheaves, and as many other fix’d ones as
*s necessary, a great Weight may be raised by a
‘mall Power : In that Case the greater the Number
°t Sheaves fix'd in a moveable Pulley, or of moveable
to' heelsyfor
(
the fix’d ones do not change the
Action of the Power * ) so much may the Power85
*
he leftt which fu/lains the Weights and a Power
hich is to the Weight, as the Number One to twice
*he Number of the Sheaves, will fuflain the Weight.
The Reason is, that the Number last-ment'°ned is the Number of the Ropes that sustain
the Weight , and the Power is applied only to
°nc Rope.
N . B. Phe Workmen in England call a Block , the
fox or Piece of Wood that has one or several Wheels
ln it ; and those Wheels, Sheaves or Shcavers.
Experiment 1. ] Hang the Weight P of 6 Pounds

to the Piece AB (Plate VI . Fig. L.) in which
three Sheaves turn freely round . Let one End of
the Rope to be fasten’d to an Hook , and let the
Kope go round those three Sheaves, and three
other fix’d ones : One Pound , fix’d to the other
Tnd of the Rope , will make an ^Equilibrium.
Experiment 3 and 4 . ] The

different

Make of

the Pullies, or the different Way of joining the
z
Sheaves

4a
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Sheaves together , makes no Alteration ; the last
Sort is not very convenient for raising Weights,
and therefore Workmen make use of unequal
Sheaves, joined together in the manner represent¬
ed in Fig. z . ; for the different Bigness of the
Sheaves makes no Alteration . Oftentimes all the
Sheaves move round the fame Axis, as in the
4th Fig. and so the Bullies lie in the least Room.
Now in both these Cafes the Experiments answer
as before.
When the End of the Rope , which in the fore¬
going Experiments was fix'd, is joined to the
Weight , or to the moveable Wheels ; then the
Ratio of the Power to the Weight is no longer
as one to twice the Number of the Sheaves jointo the Weight ; but this double Number must
be increased by 1 ; and then, where two Sheaves
are joined to the Weight , the Ratio will be as
I to f j for there are just so many Ropes

sustain the Weight . See Plate N I .
li j

Fig.

which

y.

Experiment y . ] If several moveable Bullies with
one Wheel in each, and each having its own par¬
ticular Rope , be disposed in the manner repre¬
sented in Plate VII . Fig. 1 . tire Action of the
Power will be very much increased; for every
Wheel doubles it , and therefore it is four times
greater with two Wheels , and eight times great¬
er with three , and so on.
The Rule above- mentioned (namely, that the
Spaces gone thro ’ by the Bower and Weight?
when they ballance each other , arc to one another
inversely as the Power to the Weight ) may be
applied in all the Cafes above-mentioned.
Here we always suppose the Ropes parallel:
We shall hereafter strew what Difference is made
by the Obliquity of the Ropes.

CHAP-
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and SCREW.

said
,

what has been
it
plainly appears,
how great a Weight may be sustained, or
tv en raised, by a little Power ; but those are not
the only Ways of producing the lame Effect. Mechanicks are not confined only to these Methods ;
the Actions of Powers may be increased in all
Cafes: A very good Inltance of it appears in the
Wedge, which is contrived for cleaving Wood,
and also useful in several other Cases.
Hom

Definition
Ps

I.

A Wedge is a Prism of a small Height, ivhose Pa- 118
are aqu tcrural
'
Ifiangles, as A,Plate VI . Fig. 6.
Definition

The Height of the Triangle
Wedge i as db.
Definition

II.
is

the Height of the
III.

The Base of the Triangle is also called the Base

the Wedge ; as c e.
Definition

IV.

The Edge of the Wedge isa Right Line, which
the Vertices of the Triangles as
;
bf.
The Edge of the Wedge is applied for cleav¬
ing Wood , and the Power is the Blow of a HamWer or Mallet , which drives the Wedge into the

Joins

Wood.

When the whole Wedge is driven in, the Space
8° be thro ' by means of the Blow or Blows, is the
j'feight of the Wedge , which therefore may be
look’d upon as the Space gone through by the
Power } and the Space which the Wood goes
thro ' ,
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thro ’, as it yields on each Side, is half the Base
of
lip the Wedge . Whence it follows, That
the Power
is to the Resistance of the Wood (
when its Action is
equal to it) as the half Base of the Wedge is to
its
Height.
What is here said of the Resistance of the
Wood , may be applied to all the other Uses
of
the Wedge.
no
The two wooden Rules A A, A A, are
kept
up in a parallel and horizontal Situation by
the
Feet B B, B B. ( Plate VI . Fig. 7 .)
The Brals Rulers C C, C C, are fix’d to them
on the Inside.
Between them are moved the two Barrels, or
Wooden Cylinders EE , which turn upon small
Steel Axes that come out behind the
Rulers,
and have a small Return at their Ends, or
the Bases
are bigger than the Cylinders ; each
Return is a
little Convex on the Outside , that the
Friction
against the Rulers C C, C C, may be the lest.
the Middle of each Ruler A A, there are In
two
Bullies d, d, which almost touch one another,
and whole upper Part is even with the
Top of
the Rulers C C.
The Rope , which in its Middle carries
the
Weight P , goes round the Bulliesd, d, and each
End of it is fixed to the Axis of one Cylinder
E,
by means of a small Plate that has a Hole
through
which the Axis goes. The other Weight
P
hangs in the fame Manner upon such
another
Rope.
Therefore the Cylinders E E must be carried
towards one another in an horizontal
Motion
(their Axis remaining parallel) by the Weight
P»
st they are equal.
Let there be a Wedge made of two
wooden
Planes F F , which make any Angle at
Pleasure
by help of the Screw gg.
Experiment .]

Book I .
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Experiment. ] The Cylinders EE are separated
by setting down the Wedge FF between
them,
^hich is drawn down by the Weight M , and
y°u have an ^Equilibrium
, when the Weight M,
together with the Weight of the Wedge , is to
the Weights P, P, as the half Base of the Wedge
to its Height.
T- he Force with which the Cylinders are carried
towards one another , and which mull be over¬
tone , to separate them , is here instead of the Re¬
liance of the Wood , the Force with which the
y edge is driven or drawn between the Cylinders j
^Bat is, the Weight of the Wedge ,
together with
the Weight M , is here taken for a Blow with
^ Mallet ; and so the foregoing Rule is
reduced
0 Experiment , and confirmed by it.
, 1 he Screw has a great Affinity with the
Wedge.
consilts of two Parts.
Definition

V.

'Thefirst , which is called the Male Screw , or tzi
Cut fide Screw , is a Cylinder cut in, in a
Helical
h'orm, as AB (Plate VI . Fig. 8 .)

1 he second, which is called the Female
°r Inside Screw , and sometimes the Nut ,Screw,
and is
oifterent according to the different Uses of the
Machine of which it is made a Part , is a solid
E°dy, that contains an hollow Cylinder, whose
Concave Surface is cut in the fame Manner as the
Male
^crewi so that the Prominent Part of the one may
s!t the Cavity of the other ; as D E.
N . B. The Prominent Helical Part is called
1 ^shftad of the Screw.
1 hese two Parts are to move one within ano' eri when the Screw is applied to Use. It serves
? Mly to prels together such Bodies as mull
be
so’ued and firmly united •> for in this
Machine
the
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the smallest Power may produce a very great
Pressure. The Screw may also be used for railing
Weights . In every Revolution of it , one Part
remaining at rest, the other is thiust out as far as
the Interval between two Threads . The Power
which moves the Screw is applied to an Handle
or Hand -Spike; and then the Power, which acts
as strongly as the Resistance, is to the Resistance>
as the said Distance between two shreads to the Peri phery of a Circle, run thro' by that Point of the
Handle to which the Power is applied. For the
Way gone through by that Point or Plane, where¬
with the Resistance is overcome, has the same
Ratio to the Way of the Power.
Here we must observe, that when the Power
ballances the Weight in any Machine whatever,
where no Friction is supposed; that , by increasing
the Power ever so little, it will over-ballance the
Weight . But when there is any Friction , that
Friction must also be overcome by the Power >
and how much must be added to it, to produce
that Effect, cannot be determined mathematicallyIn the Machine last-mentioned , this Friction is
very le risible, and also of a great Use j for by it
the Machine is kept in its Position , and cannot
(either by the Action of the Bodies that are presled, or the Gravity of the Weights ) receive a
contrary Motion , so as to be puihed back to its
first Position.

CHAP

.

XV.

Of Compound Engines.
1'

1;lve alie:ldy sbewn*, how a Machine

, VV

may be compounded of leverat Levers si
or several Wheels ; and that in luch Machines the

Pozvcr is to the Resistancewhen
(

it counterbal-

lances
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hiices it) in a Ratio compounded of all the Ratio 's,
fhicb the Powers in each simple Machine would
^ if they were separately applied.
•oave to the Resistance
1 his Rule also obtains in all other Machines.
Not only simple Machines of the same Kind
be joined ; but one may compound a Ma*
c hine of several other Machines in different manwill be plain enough by two Exam¬
:
ner This
ples.

^ ° ok I .

Experiment 1.] Join the running Rope of the izz
uHies to the Axle of the W heel (Plate VI . Fig. f .)
^nd apply the Power to the Wheel : Now , asm
his Cafe, the Action of the Power becomes five

greater by help of these Pullies, and the
•^ iamecer of the Axis is but the third Part of the
IOmeter of the Wheel ; the Ratio of the Power
to the Weight is compounded of the Ratio ’s of^
\ tof* , and x to J- 3 ; it is therefore as 1to if •, 116
Hndtherefore one Pound M sustains the Weight P ' 1
if Pounds.
1 he Axis in Pcritrochio may be moved by aU)
crew p- 'or this Purpose the Wheel must have
, or
j* ee th, and those Teeth must stand a-skew
A,
Wheel
the
in
fee
may
you
as
,
£ inclined
9 -) which is carried round by the Screw
W Such -a Screw is called an endless Screwy
and very much increases the Action of the Power
° r there are so many Revolutions of the Screw,
P! of the Handle of it , required to turn the
Wheel once about as the Wheel has Teeth . And
first,
’^ another Wheel with Teeth be added to the more
tlle Action of the Power will still be much
' "creased.

^inaes

Experiment 2..] The Machine of Plate VI . Figaj.

consiits of an endless Screw , which is moved by
Here the Patio of the Power
le Handle HE .
to
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tothe Weight when itballances it, is
compound¬
ed of the Ratio of the
Semidiamiter of the Axis
of the lats Wheel F\ to the
1)E , and the Ratio of theLength of the Handle
Revolutions of that
Wheel to the Revolutions of the Handle
or Screws
The first Ratio in this Machine is
the Ratio ot
I to 30 ; the second

is

gathered

ber of Teeth ; the last Wheel Ffrom the Num¬
has in its Cir¬
cumference
Teeth , and th " Axis of the first
Wheel 7 ; therefore the first Wheel
five times while the second Wheel goes round
goes round
once : But this first contains 36 Teeth
5 therefore
the Screw goes round so many
times for one
*123 Turn of the Wheel *.
The Ratio compound¬
ed of these two , is 1 to 180,
which is the se¬
cond Ratio sought ; and the Ratio
that and the first (which is 1 to 30 ) made up of
is the Ratio
of 1 to 7400 , which would be the
Ratio of the
Rower to the Weight , if there was no
Friction i
but as ir is pretty great in all these
Engines , the
Power must be pretty much increased,
to make
it raise the Weight ; though
stilla very small Pow¬
er applied to it, will raise a
prodigious Weight.
The Handle E D may be twice or
three times as
long , or still longer, which will
double,
cr triple,
or farther increase, the Action of
the Power:
And , in that Case, a small Hair
will overcome
the Force of the strongest Man.
A great number of other
compound Machines
may be made, whose For ;cs are
in tne same'
Manner determined, by Computation ,
by the
Rule mentioned in the beginning of
this Chapter}
or also by comparing the Way
gone
the Power with that gone through by through by
or any other Obstacle ; for their the Weight,
Ratio will bo
the inverse Ratio of the Power , and
the Weigh c
or Resistance.

The
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Forces , which acting contrariwise ballance
^ ne another , are always equal : if therefore the InCn hty of a Power be less than that of theResist^ Cci it must run thro ' a greater Space in the same
that must always be in proportion as
lts Intensity is lei's ; for the Forces can differ in
110 other Respect,neither can we compensate any
ot her way for the Difference of Intensity.
he

C H A P.

Of

Sir

XVI.

Isaac Ncwton\r £ <*mr os Nature .

| ^ what we have said of Machines , we have
.Con sider’d the Actions of Powers and Weights
f,«iln8 continually against Obstacles and other Refej ailce>
now we shall consider Bodies left to thetn* v!rs»and continuing in Motion,or freely selling:
"" here we must reason from Phænomena , (as
e niust do in all Natural Philosophy ) and from
deduce the Laws of Nature.
" saac Newton has laid down three,by which
c,nh‘ that every thing that relates to Motion
> be explained.
L A W I.
t‘on ^ °^iescontinue *n their Slate of Reft, or Mo- I L4
aref Un rform ly in a Right Line, except so much as they
Jojc d to change that State by Forces impress’d.
act' C^CC tbat: bodies , by their Nature , are inf0 lv se>and incapable of moving themselves; where^ e unless they be moved by some extrinsical
^5 nto t hey mu st neceffarily remain for ever at rest.
ijj ct.^ °dy also, being once in Motion , continues
the'f' 011 according to the fame Direction , in
astre ^' Right Line , and with the fame Velocity,
see VC
lV daily Experience ; for we never
sente^r Change made in Motion , but from
Q,
"ai| se. But (since Motion is a continual
l,1Sc of Place) how the Motion in the second
E
Moment
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Moment of Time should slow from the Morio'1
in the first, and what should be the Cause os the
Continuation osMotion , appears wholly unknoW*1
to me ; but , as it is a certain Phænomenon,
must look upon it as a Law of Nature.

LAW
If.
'the Change of Motion is always proportionable
the moving Force impress'd, and is always made at'
cording to the Right Line in which that Force >>
imprefs'd.
Iftoa Body that is already in Motion , anoths1’
Force be superadded to move it in the same Dire¬
ction , the Motion becomes quicker , and that in
*58 proportion to the new Force imprefs’d *.
When a new Force imprefs’d is contrary to the
Body’s Motion , the Retardation follows the Pro*
portion of the Impression $ so that a Force which

I if

js double

or triple , £s?c. produces

a double

ot

triple Retardation . And generally all Forces pro*
duce Changes in Motion , according to their Di'
sections and Quantities ; other Actions of Forces
would imply a Contradiction : This will appeat
more clearly by Inch Experiments made upon ob¬
lique Forces, as we shall mention in some os the
following Chapters.
L A W III.
116 Action is always equal, and contrary to Re-action1
that is, the Actions of two Bodies upon each other aft
always equal, and in contrary Directions.
W Inch Way soever one Body acts upon another
we fee that Body always lusters an equal and
con¬
trary Re -action . If I press a Stone with my Fin'
ger , my Finger is equally prefs’d by the StonCA Horse that draws a Cart forward, is as much
drawn backward by the Cart ; for the Geers °1'
Traces arc equally stretched both Ways.

Whc»
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When a Body strikes against another , whatever
the Stroke be, both suffer it equally * but the Ira - •
Passions are contrary . This is clearly confirmed
by the Experiments of the Congress of Bodies.
The Loadstone draws Iron , and is equally
bra wn by Iron.
Experiment.]Suspend
the Loadstone M,
(P/W VII . pig. 2 .) m such manner that it may
easily be moved : then , bringing a Piece of Iron
'Whin a imall Distance os it, the Loadstone will
come to the Iron : And if you pull back the Iron,
hefoie the Stone be come to it, the Stone will
m.low the Iron j just as the Iron goes towards
‘he Stone and follows it, when the Iron is sufpendand moveable, and the Loadstone brought
to the
Iron.
When a Man fits in a Boat , and by a Rope
Phils towards him another Boat, just as big and
as much laden, both Boats will be equally moved,
p?d meet in the Middle of the Distance of the
, otces in which they were at first. If one Boat
, e greater than the other , or more laden, the Ve¬
rities in each will be different, when they have
'fferent Quantities of'Matterjbut the Quantities
^ Motion on both Sides will be equal, abstracting
l°tn the Resistance of the Water.
And this Law takes place generally in all the
Actions ot Bodies upon one another.
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0/ she Acceleration and Retardation
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heavy Bodies.
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Definition

accelerated

Motion

I eiocity becomes

qt

I.
is that

Motion
, 117
whose

cater every Moment.
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II.

A retarded Motion is that , •whose Velocity it
diminished every Moment.
The Force of Gravity acts continually upon all
Bodies, in proportion to their Quantity of Mat* yg ter .* When a Body falls freely, the Impression
made upon it the first Moment is not destroyed
in the second Moment ; therefore there is superadded to it the Impression made in the second
x29 Moment , and so on. The Motion then of a Body
that falls steely, is accelerated, and that equallyIst
equal Times; because the Force of Gravity acts
* 75 every Moment in the fame Manner, * and there¬
fore communicates an equal Velocity to Bodies in
equal Times . Whence that Celerity, which is ac¬
quired in the Fall, is always as the Time in which
130 the Body has fallen. For Example : The Velocity,
acquired in a certain Time will be double, st
the Time be double ; and triple , if the Time
be triple , £s?f.
Let that Time be expressed by the Line A B
(Plate VII . Fig. 3 ) and let the Beginning of the
Time be A . In the Triangle ABE , the Lines
1s ig, 3 h, which , being parallel to the Base,
arc drawn through the Points , 1, 2,
are to
one another as their Distances from A , A 1, A r,
A 3 ; that is, as the Times which are expressed
by those Distances, and express the Velocities
of a Body falling freely after those Times . If,
instead of Mathematical Lines , others be taken
with a very small Breadth equal to each of them,
the Proportion will not be changed thereby »
and thole small Surfaces will in the fame manner
denote the above-find Velocities . In the least
Time the Velocity may be looked upon as equa¬
ble, and therefore the Space gone through in
*53 that Time is proportionable to the Velocity * I'1
each

53
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^ch of those small Surfaces above-mentioned , if
. e Breadth of the Surface be called the Time,
^ Surface itself will be the Space gone thro ’.
-p. le Whole Time A B conliils of thole very small
'nies and the Area of the Triangle ABE,
l|le Sum of all thole very little Surfaces, an¬
gering to those small Parts of Times : Therefore
nat Area expresses the Space gone through in the
wie AB . After the fame Manner the Area
the Triangle A 1/represents the Space gone
,ti °’ in the Time A I ; thole Triangles arefunio1’ and their Areas are to one another as the
quares of the Sides AB , A i : That is, theSpates,
through from the Beginning of the Fall, are i z i
t ’
fe another, as the Squares of the limes during
**** * lioij fdt.
r i, his is confirmed by Experiments made on the
®Wing Machine.
j * he Ballance AB ( Plate VII . Fig. 4 . ) which 151
a *,~ut one Scale, is exactly in Æquilibrio ; when
t^ j^’ghtisput into the Scale, an Iron , made in
^ t’orm of a Gnomon , keeps fall theBrachium
h ’^ 'td the Ballance is retained in a horizontal
°htion.
to the
/ there is a thin Springfixed
to
reaches
,
extended
when
,
ion°* , and which
Iq .t'ethe End £ is retained by help of the little
Jvt e *> which is made fast to the Brachium A.
b l' v by this Means the least Motion of the
s ^ becomes sensible; because then the Spring
fg oeing frce, flies out , and returns to the Figure

®°°k I.

of theBrachium B, there isa Hole,
^ .
thro ,tEnd
String fastened to the Hook D
Passe r^ 'c^
, that String is kept in a vertical Situatj0oly^
Tl , ^ an 8' ng on the Weight N.
pCWeight M has a Hole thro ' it for the
ab 0V
'Mentioned String to pass freely thro ’ 5 in
making
E 3
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making Experiments , the Weight M is raised up
along the String , and, when you let it go, it talk ,
upon the same Point of the Brachium B.
Experiment.] Put the one Pound Weight Pint ° >
the Scalej then the Body M , falling from the I
Height os three Inches, will move the BallanceWhen P is a two Pound Weight , let M fall lion1
twelve Inches, and the Ballance will be movedIf you lay on three Pounds in the Scale, the Body
M mult be let fall froma Height of zj Inches
to move the Ballance and raiseP. And in all these
Cafes, if the Height from which M falls be take 11
but a little less, the Ballance, with the Weight
the Scale, will not be moved.
In this Experiment , the Weight which is laid
upon the Scale, and raised by the Blow of thc
falling Body, is proportionable to the Stroke } the
Quantity of Motion in the Body follows the Pr°'
portion of the Stroke : And Mat Quantity ( be"
cause we make tile of the fame Body ) is propel’'
*63 tionable to the Celerity * } and, lallly , the Celeb*
*130 ty here is proportioned to the Time of the Fall *:
Therefore the Weights above-mentioned folios
the fame Proportion of the Time . The Weight
here arc as the natural Numbers i , z, 3 , and
therefore the 'l ’imes arc in that Proportion : Bl,c
the Spaces gone thro ' in those Times are as $>
lz , zj, or as 1,4 , 9, which Numbers arc
Squares of the ot hers.
133 Having divided the Time AB ( Plate
Fig. 3 . ) into the equal Parts A 1, 12., zj , 3
thro ' the Divisions draw Lines parallel to the Base>
the Spaces gone thro’ in those Parts of Time , th at
is, m the first) second, and third Moment, &c .fits'
posing the Moments equal, are to one another as lhe
Areas A 1 / , 1fg z, zgh 3 , 3 ÆEB ; \vh> cil
Areas, as appears by the Figure , are to one aQP'
ther as thepddNumbers 1 , 3, f , 7 .
*
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If the Body, after it has fallen, during the Time
**H, should be no more accelerated,but with the
ferity B E , acquired by that Fall, should uniormly continue its Motion , during the equal
.little BC , the Space gone thro ’ by that Motion
js express’d by the Area B ED C , which is dou¬
ble the Triangle A B E . And therefore,
A Body falling freely from any Height, with that 134
Velocity which tt has acquired by that Fall, will in
alime
’
equal to the 'Time of the Fall (by an equable
Motion) run thro' a Space double the said Height.
■p Which Proposition we shall also confirm by an
Experiment* .
* 21«
I he Motion of a Body thrown upwards is
ret ardcd in the fame Manner
, as the Motion of
r falling Body is accelerated by the second
aw * - j n rlrjg Cafe the Force of Gravity con - * 125
spires with the Motion acquired ; and in that it
acts
contrary to it . But , as the Force of Gravity
^ Cc]Ual every Moment , the Motion ofa Body thrown 13f
If equally diminished or retarded in equal Times.
j ■
she fame Force of Gravity generates Morion
P l he falling Body, and destroys it in the rising
°dy ; therefore the fame Forces are generated
destroyed in equal Times . A Body thrown up 1; 6
J Cs till it has lost all its Motion j and so goes up
^r*ng the fame Time that a Body jailing could have
fspired a Ftlocity equal to the Velocity with which
de Body is thrown up.
j If a Body be thrown up with the lame Ve.? Clt
y that it would acquire in falling down '
a!-e Line BC (Plate VII . Fig. f . ) it would
p.c.^nd in a Time equal to the Time of the
aand
*- (
with an equable Motion ) so as to * 1; 6
11 j
bu^ ei1P to the Height CA , the double of BC * j
th
*n t^le Ltie Time , by the Force of Gravity,
^dy goes
thro ’ atwo
SpaceMotions
equal to obtain
the Space
as these
hereA B,
at
E 4

the
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the same Time , and aft contrariwise , the lest*cr
mull be lubdrafted from the greater ; therefore
the Body, aster the End of the Ascent , will be at
137B . Whence it follows, that a Body thrown up
will rife to the fame Heights from which falling , it
would acquire the Velocity with which it is throesit '
up. And therefore , the Heights , which Bodies throat
up with different Velocities can t ife to, are to one ano*131 ther as the Squares ofthoje Velocities
I 3O

CHAP.

XVIII.

Ofthe ’Defcent of heavy Bodies as
Blancs.
Definition

139 '7 "Wx E call
\l V

an

on

incUntil

I.

inclined Plane that which make*

an oblique Jngle with the Horizon.

C B in Plate VII . Fig. 6 . represent a Line
parallel to the Horizon ; AB makes with it the
oblique Angle ABC , and represents an inclined
Plane ; and the Perpendicular AC is let fall from
A , the upper Part of the Plane, to the Horizon*
Definition
140

she Length A B is

called

Definition

141

II.
the Length osthe PlaneIII.

Line A C is called the Height of the PlaneLet two equal Bodies descend by the Force of
Gravity from the Point A, the one along thc
Line A B, and the other along the Line A C>
when they arc come to the Points B and C, the/
have descended equally, that is, they will be g° c
each equally near to the Earth ’s Center : There¬
fore the Forces with which they are impelled, ^
they arc directed towards the Earth ’s Center,
'she
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equal ) but the Intensities of equal Forces are
^•ciprocally as the Spaces gone through *) and* 7o
therefore here the Intensity of the Force , by
. "lch the Body is impelled along an inclined Plane,
Is to the Intensity of it, by which it is directly
spelled towards the Center of the Earth , as A C
to A B. Therefore , A Body laid upon an inclined
“lane^ loses Part of its Gravity ; and the Weight 142,
7e Wired to suflain itsis to the speight of the Body,
as tbf Height of the Plane to its Length.

aie

1 he PlaneN OQjL (Plate VII .

Fig.

7 .) is 143

Faced in an horizontal Situation ) the Plane A B
r Ttroves
.
upon Hinges j and may be fixed at any
^e'ght , by help of the Screw V , and Quadrant t.
"I he wooden Ruler EF has a Pully C fastened
one end, and revolves about the other ) the
t'wad p), about whole Center this Ruler moves,
l^ay be fixed (in any Place of the Slit />>) to the
lane N O QL , by a Screw under the Plane.
„ M is a wooden Cylinder, whose Axis is of
p tCcl, and whose Bales somewhat exceed the
H 'linder ; so that , as it turns round along the
lane ABIH , the Bases only touch the Plane.
The Cylinder is sustained by a String that
8° ves ovet the Pulley G ) which String is fixed to
a thin Brass Ruler , bent in such Manner , that the
. xes ot the Cylinder go thro ’ its Ends, and turn
1,1

them.

, In malting Experiments , the Pulley is so plac’d
fy the inclining Ruler EF , and moving the Head
i; along the Slier j, that the String by which the
flinder is sustained, is parallel to the inclined
Mane ABIH.
.Experiment

1. ] Let the Plane ABIH

be in-

in any Manner , the Weight of the Body
j *las the fame Ratio to the Weight P , as the
en gtb ot the Plane AB to its Height AC ) and
the
’Oed
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the Body M, in what Part soever of the
inclined
Plane it be set, will be sustained upon it by
the
Weight P.
As the Force, by which a Body is made to
de¬
scend along an inclined Plane , arises from
Gravity*
it is of the same Nature with it ; and
therefore
that Force every Moment , and in all Parts of
the
*75 Plane, is equal*: For the fame Reason
the Motion
144 of a Body,freely running down upon an inclined
Pb.iiih
is of the fame Nature with the
Motion of a Body
freely falling ; and what has been said of the
one*
may also be affirmed of the other . It is
therefore
* 129 a Motion equally accelerated in equal '
Times-, * and
therefore the Propositions of Numb . 130, 131,
133 , 134, 13y, 136, l 37 and 138, may be
here
applied, if we suppose a Motion upon an inclined
Plane, instead of a direct: Assent or Descent.
14s
The Forces by which two Bodies descend, one of
which falls freely, and the other runs down an
inch'
ned Plane, if the said Bodies begin to fall at
the fafflt
Time, are always to one another in the
faWe
* 129 Ratio as in the Beginning of the Fall
* ,- therefore
' 4+ the Effect of those Forces, that is, the
Spaces gotit
thto’ in the fame time, are in the famc Ratio
; name* 14- >y, that of the Length of the Plane to
its Height*In the Plane A B (Plate VII . Fig. 8.) the
Space
gone through by a Bx1y, whilst another fills
free¬
ly down the Height of the Plane AC , is
deter¬
mined by drawing CG perpendicular to
AB:
for then the Length of the Plane AB is
to its
Height AC , as AC to AG . If a Circle be described
with the Diameter AC , the Point G will be
in
the Periphery of the Circle ; because an
Angle in
a Semicircle, as A G C , is alwaysa Right
Angle*
and therefore a Point taken , as G , in any
Inclina¬
tion of the Plane, will always be in the
Periphery
of the said Circle : Whence it follows, that
all the

Chords

®° ok I ,
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Swords, as A G , are gone thro ’ by Bodies run!"ng along them , in the Time that a Body, falln8 freely, would run down the Diameter AC;
pd therefore the Time of the Falls thro ’ thole
Swords are equal. Thro ’ the Point C there can
bc drawn no Chord , as HC , but what a Chord,
as A (j, may be drawn parallel to it, (that is, 147
^Ually inclined) and equal ; therefore in a Semi-

7c'ei AHC,whether
a
Body

as

falls

steely

along

e Diameter A C, or whether it falls down along
any Chord, as I I C , it will in the fame Time come
0the lozvest Point of the Semicircle.
AT'
me of the Fall along the whole Plane
j- " may be compared with the Time of thcDc£ ent along the Height A C ; which for that
‘ttie is equal to tncTimeof the Fall along A G ;
nd so the Squares ofthofeTimesare to one another,
as ABtoAG*
But AB is to AC, as AC* 145
0 A G j therefore the Squares of the Lines AB izi
''d AC are to one another , as AB to A G ; and
erei° re those Lines A Band A C are to one ano- 148
f r as the Times of the Fall along A B and A G,
^ A C ; that is, the Times in that Cafe are , as the
Paces gone through.
{, hn the fame Cafe, the Velocities, at the End of
^Descents are equal-, for after equal Times , when
c Bodies are at G and C, the Velocities are in
tr!6 ^l.me
as in the Beginning of the Fall*, * Iz9
.
is, as the Forces by which the Bodies are , 44
^Pell ’d, or as A C to AB .* When the Bo- * ,^
tleseends from G to B, the Velocity increases
s the Time ; and the Velocity at G is to the Vc-

v B,
°7

as

AC

to

AB:*Therefore the
*148

t]lC0fties at B and C have the fame Ratio to
e*° city at G , and so are equal. Hence it
in/s/' *’ t^at a dlody acquires the fame Velocity,
Vetit 7 *hr°m a certain Heights whether it falls di~ 1 5o
y dozvn3 or along an inclined Plane ; and lincc

3
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the Angle of Inclination causes no Alteration
a Body may run down several Planes differently i*1'
clined , and even along a Curve , (which may o®
consider’d as made up of an innumerable Numb®1
of Planes differently inclined) and the Celerity
quired will always be the fame , when the Height lS
equal.
Experiment i ■]

In this Experiment

it

is

to

be

obferv’d, that a Body hanging by a Thread , ai'J
describing a Curve by its Fall, falls in the ta"^
manner, as if it was to rundown such a Curve cUl
hollow in a solid Body without any Friction.
Let the Body P , (Plate V II . Fig. 9 .) suspended
by a Thread , fall from the Height AC , in tbe
Curve B C , and in the Curve I) C, and in the
Curve E F G C, made up of Parts of differed
Circles, and in each Cafe it will, with the lam®
Force , strike against the Body Q , which is at
rest ; and always drives it to the lame Height.
Iy1

A Body that has acquired any Celerity in fallal

down aloni any Surface , whether Plane or Curv 1'
will rife up to the fame Height along another sirniW
Surface , with the fame Velocity, in the fame Pirns,p
A B°dy will, with the fame Celerity that it hd
acquired infilling down from a certain Height , rifr
up to the fame Height in any Curve whatever.
Experiment Let
$. ]

the Body P , (Plate VIlI*
by a Thread , fill from tb e
Height A C, along any Curve B C ; with th®
Celerity which it has thereby acquired, it W®

Fig. 1 .) hanging

ascend to the fame Height , on the other Side?
in the Curves C D or C E , or C I I G F.
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or Vibration
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t,^
and

bya

small Thready
hanging
Heavy
nioveable with the Thread about the Point to

*ch the spread

is

sipd ^is call'd a Pendulum.

vji^ e Motion ofa Pendulum is an oscillatory or
bein^ 01^ lotion . When the Weight , the Thread
sr. v c*tended, is raised upon one Side, it de- - lCe 'idsb ■ that
« has y its Gravity , and, with the Celerity
the
on
Height
lame
°tlipr Quired , rises up to the
* 151
Gravity,
its
by
returns
it
and then
anil's
Vibrations.
its
in
W Continues
§Us Cbere suppose the Motion about the Point of
,l0 C?nfion to be perfectly tree, and that there is
^Cll dul anCC J^'r’ wb’cb *s vcry dnall

in

great

^Inr^ ^ody P (Plate VIII . Fig. i .) does , in its if 4
^^^ ribe the Arc P BF ; if, instead of
^at
Q ,0 y^ ot 'on, a Body should descend along the
ar)d again alcend along the Chord B F,
a, ld f ^
its Vibration in Chords,■the
Tiouldperform
t)ei'f
'elcent
th e a , would be made in that Time in which
octi. °3 by its Fall would go thro’ thcLength
Cj 'ameter AB * - that is, twice the Length * I47
of tJl
°e Pendulum. In an equal Time , it ascends
al 0n
°ne F ,r'le Chord BF * ; therefore in the Times of *
thro *1 e Vibration, the Body in falling might run
Tcnrfi° * Ul Ammeters * ; that is, eight Times the *131
'ct J°^-t'Je Pwdulum. And as the Descent and
■Ad
Ti stlg t. ,’n any Chord is performed in the same
°r sm’ll thcVlb ^ionsin Chords, whether great
,1-, a’e bkewile performed in the fame Time.
Iit frp
a Vibrations , the Arcs of a Circle do not
sensibly

%
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sensibly differ from the Chords ; and the Fibs
f s tions of the fame Pendulum, tho' unequal, are F 1
formed in the fame Time, as far as our Senses$
dijlinguif}.
Experiment i . Plate VIII . Fig, 4 .] If the
equal Pendulums , C P and cp, are let fall froff> tlie
Points P and p in the lame Moment of Ti |flls
!1
they will at the lame Timecome to B and b, 911
then to F and / ; and so they will continue tb el
Motion in the Aves P B F and pbf , always
the same Time.
Here it is to be observed, that tho ’ thePvop 0"
sition iyy be true in all Pendulums , the Den 90'1'
Illation given is only to be applied to short Pcl1
dulums ; in the longer Sort , the Time os the De‘
scent along a Chord differs sensibly enough si'0/11
its Descent along an Arc ; but in small Arcs rP
Differences ave equal, tho * the Chords be ot ^
ferent Lengths .
.■
Let the Circle F B ( Plate VIII . Fig. 3 .)
along the Line AD , till the Point B comes to ^
in the fame Line ; by such a Motion the Point
d’
describes a Portion of the Curve BPA.
another Curve BD may be described in the ^
Manner , and the whole Curve ABD is call _
Cycloid. Let
it be divided into two equal Palj
at B, and let the Parts B A and B D be so dilp0^
as to have the Points A and D fall in togethet ‘
C ; and let the Point B coincide with the Po' 11f
A and D in the Line A D . Let two Plates ^
Metal be bent according to these Curves , s° c ^
the Thread of a Pendulum , suspended at C, ^
on either Side apply itself to those Plates , and*4
in with their Curves as the Pendulum vibra^ '
Now if the Length of the Pendulum be CBA .j
Body P in its Vibrations will delcribctheCyd 01
ABD

.

tt

6}
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It is a Property of this Curve , that in what - ips
ever Point of it the Body P be placed, the Force,
^ith which it is carried by its Weight along the
'- tirve, is proportional to the Part of the Curve
h>ch is between that Point and the lowest Point
p he Curve B. Whence it tollows, that if two
en dulums, as CP , be let fall in the fame Mo^ nt from different Heights , the Velocities, with
P hch they begin to fall, are to one another , as
1e Spaces to be run through before they come
If therefore they should be acted upon by
?
'‘ofe Forces alone with a Motion not accelera, ’ they would come to B at the fame Moment
I line* : After the fame Manner , by the Forces *53.
,(. ch are acquired the second Moment , they
^ 0 come to B at the fame Time . The fame may
" in relation to the following Moments ;
elid
p the half Vibrations made up of all the For, however unequal they are, as also
5s together
Vv hole Vibrations are performed in the lame
we.
1>
^ ^ is moreover demonstrated by Geometricians , j yy
Time of each Vibration is to the Time of a
%sse
Fa//, along the half Length of a Pendulum,
e Periphery of a Circle to its Diameter. In
^ ,s Curve the lower Part coincides with a small
n rcfa° Circle , as to Senle : And this is the true
, eafon) w j1y jn ;l Circle the Times of small Via at ioi)s (however unequal those Vibrations be)
' ’ an<^ therefore also the Duration of
Ih r ^Ua
vie Vibrations has the above-mentioned Ratio
° the Time of a vertical Fall . The Durations of 1y8
e Vibrations of unequal Pendulums may be comj^ led together : When the Arcs arc similar, the
firrn iU '° ns’ ’n aspect of the Chords, are also
*' ar » and the Times of the Vibrations in the
t|leCs are, as the Times of the Vibrations along
Chords j but they are, as the Times of the
Descent
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Descent along Lengths , eight times
* 154 the Length of Pendulums * ; and greater th&n
so the Squash
of the Durations are as those eightfold
Lengths
131or
* as the Lengths of the Pendulums.
Experiment z .] Two Pendulums , OP , tP'
{Plate Vlll . Pig-s.whose
)
Lengths are as 4 to
arc let fall at the (ame Time
from the Points 1
and />, so that in their Vibrations they
describe
similar Arcs* the longer Pendulum vibrates
whilst the shortest vibrates twice ; and soonCe»
the
Squares of the Durations of the Vibrations
ate
as 4 to 1, namely, as the Lengths of
the
Peiidti'
lums.
When the Vibrations are small, this Ratio
ah
so holds, tho ’ the Pendulums ihould not
vibrate
* V5 in similar Arcs *.
159 phe Velocities of Pendulums in
the lowes Pod‘U
•when the Vibrations are unequal,
arc to one another
as the Subtenses of those Arcs, which the
Bodyde"
scribes in its Descent. So the Velocity of
the B0'
dy P, (PlateV III . Fig. 2 .) falling in the
Arc pB*
is to its Velocity when it falls
along D B, as the
Chord P B, to the Chord D B : For if you
dra^
in a Circle the Lines P/ , D d paiallelto
the H 0'
rizon , the Squares of the said Chords are
to 0H6
another , as the LinesThe
Squares
of rl^
said Velocities are also, as those
Lines / B, d $ '’
* i: 0 rb ^ 'efore the Velocities ave as the
Chords *.
j Concerning
all that has hitherto been said
j j 0l Pendulums , it is to be observed,
that it is !1°
I(5g matter how big the Weight
of the Pendulum
or whether the Weights of two
Pendulums
different in Magnitude , or different Sorts ofB be
0'
dies ; since Gravity is proportioned
to tbc
Quantity of Matter in all Bodies, all
the lame Circumstances arc moved byBodies
J th Gravity
-.
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same Velocity . Which is also con0:1 d by the following Experiment.
P

\\s^

ertment z. ] Take two equal or unequal Balls,
th ° ste Lead , and the other of Ivory j hang
dul^ UP by Threads , that they may make Pene af° cqual Lengths ; let them vibrate,and their
4 al Vibrations ( or even all their unequal ones,
ir.0^ 1^ they be small Vibrations ) are perform ’d
n t^ fame Time.
ftiif ^ en timcs instead of a Thread , a small, but l6l
» Iton -Rod is made use of, and sometimes
is n^ ,° or more Weights are fix’d to it, and it
Ki1 ed a Compound Pendulum : in that Case the
es above-mentioned are not applicable ; but
% 6ondulums
^
arc reduced to simple ones, by
^ttnining in them such a Point , that , if all the
beej^ bts were united in it, the Vibrations would
j»°^l he fame Duration as those of the compound
Or*., ^ m. This Point is called the Center of

fusion,

be Center of Percussion in a compound Pen - i (SJ
j>
is a Point , in which the whole Force ofthe
p ?"ulnm is as it were collected ; so that if that
be lllt strikes again 11 an Obltacle , the Blow will
^l ^ eater, than if any other Point ol the Penshould lliike againlt it.
pn 11a Vacuum , or a Medium that does not rej,. ' ^ efe two Centers coincide . They also cofrh'ii
the Air , as to Sense, by reason ofthe
a Resistance.

vib^ Body of any Figure may be suspended, and
!aCe about a Point , or rather an Axis j and in
of
Body one may also determine the Center
^ J cillation.
i'il> l° en aRi
- &ht Line, such as is an Iron Wire, x<55
rat cs about one Endj the Center of Oscillation is
F
distant
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distant from the Point of Suspension two third P^
of the Length of the Wire.

Experiment 4 .] The flat Iron AB (Plata
Fig. 6.] must be so hung up , as to vibrate ^ .
the End A ; let the simple Pendulum CP,
Length is equal to two third Parts of AB» *
suffered to descend at the same Time as the h .
and the Vibrations of the Pendulum and the *
will be perform’d at the fame Time .
,u
The Vibrations of Pendulums , aswehavf ^ i
55 tho ’ unequal, are perform ’d in the
same ”1
and this Property of Pendulums is of great
in Clocks , to which an equable Motion is c°
municated by fixing on a Pendulum .
.
By carrying Clocks to different Places, 'c
appear’d that the Force of Gravity is not ^ .
in all Parts of the Earth , because the Vibi-at‘ .
of the some Pendulum , in divers Countries, h ,
been found unequal, in respect: to Time ; andc
Difference of Gravity is measured by Peudul^ .
64 Let there be two Pendulums, whose Lengthsa
to one another, as the Forces of Gravity by ^
they are actuated ; if they run out into si^ x
Arcs , in correspondent Points , the Force
ways have the fame Ratio to one another , and •
deed the Ratio of the Spaces to be gone -th *st
(because similar Arcs are as the Lengths of ^
dulums, ) which therefore will be run th*0
s 3 equal Times , * that is, the Vibrations will bef
form 'd in the fame Time. u
If they be reduced to the some Length
changing one Pendulum , the Square os the* 1jS
of the Vibration of the Pendulum tl>st
changed , is to the Square of the Time of
tion before the Change (that is, to the Squ^ ji
the Time of the Vibration of the Pendulum
1j
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's~n°t changed) as the Length of the Pendulum
I er the Change to its first Length : * which * 158
v.Cr'gths are to one another , as the Force of Gray >n the Pendulum that is not changed , to the
®rce ofGravity in the Pendulum thatis changed
.nd therefore the Squaresof the Times of the Vi - \ 6f
• 5t *ons in equal Pendulums are to one another,
£ Ve rse]y, as the Forces of Gravity with which the
ffdula are acted upon: which therefore are to one
01 her, directly , as the Squares of the Vibrations
iffni'd in the fame Time.
.out whence this Difference of Gravity arises,
al* be explain’d hereafter, when we lpealc of
e Figure of the Earth.
CHAP.

XX.

Percussion , and the Communication
of Motion.
p ^ ery Body that is at Reft , and hinder’d by
no Obstacle , may be push’d forward by any
i'llVr Body *n lotion ; and, when once it is put
L potion , it will continue in ir, till it is hinder ’d
external Cause.* That Cause is some- * 14*
Stj-6? a Stroke of another Body against it , of a
Which itself gives another Body ; or, lastly,
a v° Ce'
^ ? be of both meeting.
, Laws to be observed in that Percussion,
arene
n^'e to be explain’d.
fpi - bodies, here taken notice of, are supposed
l e, tcalj because the Laws of Motion ought to
^tnin ’d in the most simple Cafe.
Definition

I.

ther B°dy ,s ^l'd to impinge directly against ano- 166
Bodies to strike or impinge against
^
onc * 0rwo
iffg^ lotber, when the Direction of the Motion, or
both are moved) goes thro’ the Centers
of
D e f I4
Wbodies, F
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In all other Cases the Stroke Is said to be Ob'
lique. When elastic Bodies impinge against ost®
another , the Parts that are struck yield inwards?
and, by the Restitution of the Parts , the Bodks
repel one another , and are separated from oUS
another.
168 In Bodies that are perfectly soft, or perse Idly haf^i
there is no such Action ; and therefore , in a disf
Stroke they are not separated aster the Blow, becaii^
1sip after their meeting, as well as before, they are mow
in the fame Line ; for nothing happens that ca®
change the Direction.
I shall in this Chapter speak of the Percussi0/1
of Bodies that are not elastic ; and here, as also>N
the whole following Chapter , I shall speak of di¬
rect Percussion ; and confirm the whole by Exp£”
riments made with the following Machine.
170 ABC is a vertical Plane of Wood almost trian¬
gular , about 4 Foot and a half high , and 3 Fo ot
wide at the Bottom . Plate IX.
In the upper Part there is a Slit st quite thro’&
which is horizontal , along which two square P^
(and sometimes more) are moved ; these Pins, hJ'

ving a Shank that goes through the Plane, may^
made fast in any part of the Slit by Screws, whics
take the ’Shanks behind the Plane or flat Board,
as may be seen from the Figure of the Pins ac V*
A little square Pipe of Iron X , slips upon cad1
Pin , and may be fasten’d to it by a little Screw
in the upper Part of any Place of the whojc
Length of the Pin . These little Pipes haveHoO‘{S
in the under Parts , thro ’ which small Threads cj
Fiddle -strings run , and sustain such Balls as P nN
Qi Those Strings go round the wooden Keys /,"
by turning which , the Balls arerais’dorlowcr ’d-
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The Pin , from which any Ball hangs, is fix’d
a llch a Part of the Slit st, that its Center is diCh^ rorn the Line A D (which divides the Ma1Ile into two Parts vertically) just one SemidiaBall} and that is to be done for
a]iec^r the
Balls, by means of Marks in the Surface
„
°f 't ' Board.
^ Ahe little Pipe and Hook , from which the Ball
is fix’d to such a Part of the Pin, that the
of l(j^ hangs but a little farther from the Surface
•j^ the Board than a Semidiamiter of the Ball.
J>1 erc ure Divisions in the Pins, to determine the
the Iron Pipes upon the Pins,according
t0 of
the Bigness of the Balls,
r^t ^en y° u ofc two Balls, the Line A D fepaat est hem, and in that Cafe ( as also when several
fy ° nce is made use of ) if they are of different
^ Mess, the great Ball always determines the Dithe little Ball from the Board; and the
Pipes are fix’d at Inch Divisions of the Pins,
Centers of all the Balls may be equally
din
the Board. The Keys I bring all thole
Cenatnt from
-w the fame Heights } which is to be
tr ^ to
^ all the Experiments.
Tr,v in
flijJ^ leare two Brals Rulers EG , EG , which
hoi] horizontally in the Board, whose Surface is
°wed to receive them, so that their Surface
a S]- ‘e even with lt- Behind each Ruler there is
a g * in the Board of about y Inches, to transmit
v coming from the Backside of the Ruler,
\v>Crev
Slit C1 IS ^ x>1^ behind a Nut in any Part of the
ew ’ 1° making Experiments, the End G of
^ u*er 15 distant from the Line AD , one Se$icjelan:ietcr of the Ball, which hangs on the fame

sh r

Arwvic e Orders are so divided, as to shew equal
'
‘ Threads which
thro’ ■
carry
by the

F Z

To

o
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To measure those Angles in making theExp e'
riments, there are four Indices, two great ot$
M M , and two less N N .
<
These Indices, sliding in a Groove , are moV^
along the Slits or , or , and are fastened bebi0
the Board, where you please, in the same
by Screws . The longer Indices reach to the Ed^
of the Board, tho ’ the Slits want about z Inch6*
of it.
The separated Figure M represents the grea^
Indices, in which a b is a Plate, which slides1
the Groove of the Board ; cd is the Index, pc>'
pcndicular to that Plate, and about x lncb eS

long-

f

1 he other separated Figure N , represents one o
the lesser Indices, whose Length is equal to w
Semidiametcr of the smaller Balls, which are aT
plied to the Machine , and whose Diameter flw
be about i Inch and a Half : These Indices ^
put among the great ones, because they don’t hi 11
”
der the Motion os the Balls: Sometimes the t^ 0
small ones are put in the fame Slit, when th>^
Angles are to be measured on one Side.
In that Case, the Ball Qjs raised up , or >i^
after its Fall towards the Side of the
Board w
That the Index may be placed right for •r»1^T
luring that Angle, the end G of the Ruler
which is on the Side B, must be joined with ^
End G of the other Ruler , placed as above-meI1
tioned.
The three Iron Screws FFF serve to set ^
Machine or Board truly vertical, so as to brigs’
the Line A .D perpendicular to the Horiz oM
which may be easily done by hanging on anyo>1<:
of the Balls, and putting on one of the great Is1'
slices ; lo that the Thread , cutting any Mark 011
the Index , may hang parallel to the Line A D-

F*
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Tor making Experiments on Bodies that have
0 E| asticity , you must use Balls of soft Clay,
ade in the wooden Mould L.
This Mould consists of five Parts , four of which
*yay be seen at H , H , XX,El; these being jcin ’d,
j °.ntain a spherical Cavity of an Inch and a Half
.^ anieter ; with a Hole in the lower Part : there
a Scre \V on the Outside , by which they are
P^ fs’d together by means of the Ring I, that has
bcrew on the Inside.
is u prdcnts aPc'ie Tarts join’d together ; there
a Hole in v , which has a Communication with
e Inside of the Mould : thro ' this Hole must
A a Thread , which lies irregularly in the Clay,
th ^
Before you put the Clay into
(y , Mould, you must anoint the Inside of it with
and t^Cn’ when a'i the Parts have been join ’d
tal prePsti together by screwing on the Ring,
f <e them asunder again, and you will find a
anc^ tound Clay Ball, to the Thread of
tned^ you may fasten another Thread , and imtately hang it upon the Machine,
are le Experiments , relating to elastick Bodies,
^adc with Ivory Balls. You must have six
ones, of an Inch and half Diameter . Bcof ri
one of double the Weight , another
mme times the Weight , and a fourth of sour
" ^ 8 the Weight.
n the nth Experiment of the following
j^ apter, the fix equal Balls above-mentioned are
t an8 on to the Machine at the fame Time , so as
Pi l2,Uch one another . And this is done (fee
to^th ) ^7 means of the Plate mn, which is six’d
SorK ^ aohine by help of the Screws yy, which
Pip r°'
Slit s t. This Plate contains four Pins,
the ''pi/ ' *n w hofe Ends are Holes , thro ' which
alc 1 lrea ds pass that carry the Balls. The Threads
rou ght to a proper Length , and staid by the
F 4
Keys

7

7a
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Keys 1, 1,J, I. The two other Balls hang from thc
two Pins V , already described.
To make the 13th Experiment of the neSt
Chapter , there mull be three such Pins as VIn this Machine the Percussion of the Balls, 10
the lowest Part of it, is always direct ; and
Balls (whether you let them go from differs
Heights , the same Way or contrary Ways)
*155 always come to the Bottom at the same Time >
and (bin that Case the Percussion is always dire# *
the Celerities at the Bottom are mark ’d by ^
*G9Divistons of the Rulers EG , EG* ; for in A&
no greater than such as the Balls describe in t^!S
Machine , the Ratio between the Arcs and Chow5
does not sensibly differ. The Heights,
which the Balls are let fall, determine the Ce'e'
rities before the Stroke ; and the Heights , f*
which the Balls rife, their Celerities after th
Stroke.
All that relates to the Percussion of Bodies) 10
elastick, may be referred to the four folloW> l1$
Casts.
171

Cafe 1.] If one Body dr ikes against another that is at rest, both together will continue their
* 16S tion in the fame Direction as the first Motion* j ^
ib9 the Quantity of Motion, inihetwo Bodies, willk^ 3
fame after the Stroke, as in the single one before1‘
Fdr the Action of the Body in Motion,
the other , communicates to it all the Mo^o
that it acquires : Now the Rc - actionof this Ja
in the first retards its Motion ; and as Act',0
* 1~J> and Re -action are equal *, therefore the Quants
of Motion , acquir’d by one Body, is equal to t ^
Quantity of Motion lost by the other -, and lo 10
-.tab , ^ r
_
r i_ i. „ CrrnlW'
Quantity of Motion is not changed by the Str<

Th‘s
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. This Quantity of Motion is found by multiplyMass of the first Body by its Velocity ;
fg
and dividing that Quantity by the Mast of both
^odies, you will have the Velocity after the

64

Tor Example , take two equal Bodies, in each
0 tvhich the Quantity of Matter may be exPtest’d by One ; let the Velocity of the moving
k ° dy be Ten , the Quantity of Motion will also
«Ten , which must be divided by Two , the Mast
both Bodies, and Five, the Quotient of the
Msion, will be the Celerity of the Bodies after
lhe Stroke.
Experiment i .] Take the two soft Clay BallsP

hang them upon the Machine of
.
t :_ r Tti . . . v
X
Plate
170. oSee
~'
- Q ' 1.
- . Fig.
* *the Ball P from the Height answerable
t fall
•° lhe tenth Division of the Ruler EG , so that
af may strike against the Ball Q , which is at rest ;
Sttoke they will both move together,

0, and

^Units'
T

_
' ~

or u'k UP on

the other Side

to

the fifth

Division

other Ruler EG : The rest of the Experi-

R8]']'1 Chapter

are

made with the fame fort

z -] If one Body strikes another that moves 17~
th ■ rne 7Vay^ hut flower, they will both continue
tf r Motion in the fame Direkion as before; and
if Quantity of Motion, after the Stroke, will
}f e fame at before.
th ^ *1C Reason of this Proposition is the fame as
a> of the foregoing.
of the Bodies, after
lhe S ^ 'SCderity
g ,^ tr °ke, is determined by multiplying each
Muf • • *ts Celerity ; the Products of which
.Pheations will give the Quantities of Molri each Body ; * by collecting them into one *64
Sum,
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Sum , you have the Quantity of the
whole Mo'
tion ; which if you divide by the Mass
of both
Bodies, the Quotient will be the
Celerity t'e'
quired.
’Experiment z . ] Take the equal Bodies P and
2{Plate X . Fig. z .) and let them go
towards the
fame Side, P with the Velocity to ,
and Qwith
the Velocity 6 ; as the Mass of each
Body is i , th®

*6z Quantity of Motion in both together
will be
which if you divide by z, the Mass of
both Bo*
dies, the Quotient will be 8 > and the
Expert'
ment will shew the Velocity to be
answerablc
to this.
I7J

m68,

Cafe 5-] lEhen tivo Bodies, with equal
Quant*'
ties of Motion , are carried towards
contrary Sidth
the whole Motion will be destroyed by
their meetings
and the Bodies will be at rest.
The Bodies are not separated after the
Stroke?

and the Line in which they
* 163 changed j* but that they may move cannot be
continue to moV fi
in the lame Line , it is required that
one Motioft
should overcome the other , which implies a
Colt'
* 62 tradiction .*

Experiment 5. Plate X . Fig. 5 .] Let two

Bodies, P and Q , fill from contrary Sides equal
with
equal Velocities , and as soon as they
meet
th
will be at rest.
134

Cafe

4 .] Two Bodies moved with different Pel0'
cities contrariwise , after having struck
one anoth^ i
will both together continue their Motion
In the stl^t
7)ireflion, towards that Side where there
is tnost
Motion ; and the Quantity of Motion ,
after thf r
meeting, is equal to their Difference of
Motion
fore the Stroke.
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The greatest Motion overpowers j therefore
the Bodies must be carried together the Way that

the Motion is directed ; * and a Body, which * ,6S
has a less Quantity of Motion , is carried in the i6t
hime Line (but in a contrary Direction ) as be¬
fore the Stroke for this is required, that by the
Action of one Body, the whole Motion of the
other be destroyed, which cannot be done, unless
that Body by the Re -action loses an equal Quanti¬
fy of Motion j there remains therefore only the
difference of the Motions.
Multiplying the Mass of each Body by its Cejer 'ty, we have the Quantities of Motion , the
^st of which must be fiibstracted from the greater,
so have the Difference cf the Motions ; which
difference, if it be divided by the Mass of both
bodies, will give the Celerity after the meeting
the Bodies.
■Experiment 4 . Plate 10, Fig. 4, ] Let the Body
Qhe moved with the Celerity 14, and an equal
Body p in a contrary Direction with the Celerity
after meeting , the Body Q continues its Mo*?on, and carries along with it the Body P with
Celerity 4.
Because of the Equality of the Bodies, the
Quantities of Motion will also be 14 and 6 ; * * 63
•sod their Difference is 8 ; which Number being
divides by r>, the Mass of both Bodies, theQuo*ient4 will be the Celerity after the Stroke.

Defi

n i tion

III.

^

call Relative Celerity, that with which one
y is carried towards another, or with which two 177
are separated j in Motions directed the fame
g ay> it is the Difference of the Celerities of the
odiesj and, in contrary Motions , it is the Sum
of rhe Celerities.
7

In
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ij 6 In the Congress of Bodies, the Stroke is
proportions
to that Relative Celerity. For
the Force of Bqdies, striking against each other , is increased
or di¬
minished, according to the Celerity with whic^
two Bodies come towards one another.
CHAP.

XXL

Of the Congress of Elastic Bodies.

AN Body
,

whole Figure is changed
byElastic
any Force , will
, when the Action of
that Force ceases, by its Elasticity or Spring ,
re*44 turn to its first Figure .*

Definition.

177

J Body has perfect Elasticity , when it
returns ft
its first Figure with the fame Force with
which d
was press’d in.
178 In that Cafe, the Stroke, arising from
the Rest1"
fusion of the Spring, is equal to the Stroke by
which
the Figure of the Body was alter’d.
In this Chapter we liippofe this Sort of
Elasti¬
city , tho ’ we know no Bodies perfectly
elastic’In different Bodies, the Force by which the
Part*
return to their former Figure is very
unequak
for which Reason we can give general Rules
onlfi
concerning perfect Elasticity ; the nearer Bodies
approach this Elasticity , the more exactly ^
their Motion agree with these Rules.
The Experiments , that we shall mention
111
this Chapter , are co be made' with the fame
Ml1'
*170chine * that the Experiments of the last
Chapter
were made with ; and here we are to use
Ivory
Balls, such as are mention ’d in the
Description
ot the Machine -, for the Want of perfect
city , and the Resistance of the Air , do notElasti¬
make
a icnfible Error in the Experiments ;
which also,

when

of Natural Philosophy.
^en Necessity requires, may be corrected
fining the Difference anting from it.
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^Vhich Way soever two Bodies strike against
other , the mutual Actions of the one against
other are always equal *. By that Action * 126
p
he arts of Bodies arc pusli’d inwards, and that
,lth equal Force in both Bodies ; by their Elastialso they return with equal Force to the
o’** Figure . The Action of Bodies upon each
from their Restitution by their Spring , is
to the first Action from the Stroke * 5* 178
it follows, that the Ahlion of Bodies upon IJ 9
"
eEhce
Ycst other is double in elaflic ones; that A, double in
fPeSl of each Body confidesdsingly, because of the
Quality of the Action in each . The Change thcref ^ hich in thatCafe is produced in the Motion of
e ]Q
^ c®Body by the Stroke, is double that which ths
t^ °^e would by the fame Motion produce in Bodies
, and as, in respect ofthefe
^ have no Elasticity ■
tit iCS’the Change ( both in respect to the Quan«} ? of Motion , and in respect to the Celerity ) is
p0Cf ined in the foregoing Chapter , we may aldetermine what the Change will be in those,
Bodies
elastic
in to
^ ls>ate
’d.: In which the following
be obferv

RULE

I.

ta ? ^eft bodies that are not elafiic flrike against 180
a ° tlocr' tf one Body acquiresa certain Quantity
of
°f M
much, if the
i^
B
Bodieot*on-* i* would require twice as
be i , ‘Weree^afi !c » and this double Quantity is to
th fided to the firll Motion, in order to determine
Potion after the Stroke.

RULE

II.

,n two Bodies that arc not elafiic flrike against 181
ea,f^ 3e
fi er>if one Body losesa certain Quantity of Moti 0ft ot
as would lose twice as mush, if t he Bodies were
elastic ;
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elastic; and that double Quantity must be fubstraft^
from the first Motion, in order to determine the M°‘
lion after the Stroke.
What is said of Motion must also he understood
of Velocity ; because in the same Body theM 0'
* 63 tion is proportionable to the Velocity * .
Experiment 1 . PlateX . Fig. f . ] Let the Body
P , whose Mass is 2, and Celerity 9 , strike against
Q , a Body at rest, whose Mass is 1 ; after th®
Stroke , Qjnoves with the Velocity 12, and *
continues its Motion with the Velocity 3 ; whic*1
agrees with the former Rules : For if the Bodies
were not elastic, the Celerities of both after meet'
* 171 ing would be 6 * ; and so the Body CLwould a®'
* 18 oquire 6 Decrees of Velocity,and , by / ^«/s I .* there'
fore it must acquire 12 Degrees ; the Body P losifl#
*1813 Degrees of Velocity , by Rule II . * must lose 6,
which if you take from 9 , the former Velocity*
there remain 3 Degrees of Velocity.
Experiment 2 . Plate X . Fig• 6 . ] If the Body
P , whose Mass is 2, and Velocity 8, strikes th®
Body Q , whose Mass is I , and which is carried
the fame Way with the Velocity y $ after th®
Stroke , the Body Q moves with the Velocity 91
and P with the Velocity 6 ; which again migh1
have been determined by the foregoing Rules . .
If the Bodies had not been elastic, both wow^
have moved after the Stroke with the Celerity
* 172J* : the Body Q would acquire 2Degrees of Cc'
lerity , which , by Rule I . must be doubled,
added to y, the first Celerity , which gives us 9 '
The Body P lost one Degree of Velocity , and,b/
Rule II . itnjust lose 2 ; therefore it has 6 left.

R U b &
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III.

Ishen a Body loses its whole Motion,and acquires l8r
Motion the contrary Way, those two Motions must
J collecled into one Sum, in order to have the Mo~
that h lost.
shen the Quantity , which is to besubstra&ed by

tl0n

5U'C11. exceeds

the

Quantity of Motion before

the

*r°ke, fromwhich it must be substr aided, that whole
tensity of Motion is destroyed, and what remains,
j5 ac isj its Difference from that which it should
ave been substracted from) elves the Motion the
nlr “ry tVaj.
j>
Z. Plate X . Fig. 7 . ] Let the Body
by n e
l^e Velocity 12,against another Bo'which is three times as heavy, and at rest,
£ r *c will return with the Velocity 6 . In this
] ‘.e>Bodies not elastic would move with the Ce^
3 therefore
,
the Body P would have lofty
l°f(P e» Sob Velocity j but by Rule II . * it must
Vei . » which if you fubftract from the former
\y °Clty iz , you have 6 Degrees the contrary
ter^ by Rule III . * In this Manner may be de- *
lajj llncd, by the following Experiments, what is
down in the Rules.
p

perintent 4 . Plate X Fig. 8 .] Let the Body
oecarried with the Velocity 19,the same way
\Qj that is, three times as heavy, and move
ltb the Velocity 3 ; after the Stroke the Body
Iei urns with the Velocity y.

p Experiment y. Plate X . Fig. 9 . ] Let the two
Bodies P and Qcome towards one another with
^tial Quantities of Motion i after the Stroke both
dl return with the seme Celerities with which
acy came upon each other.
Expe-
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Experiment 6. Elate X . Tug. to . ] Let P
the Velocity y, andQ _of triple the Weight , ^
^
the Velocity 11, move in contrary
Directions ; ?,
ter the Stroke , Q ^continues its Motion with c
Celerity 3, and P returns with the Celerity
Experiment 7 . Plate X . Fig. 11 . ] Let the ^
Bodies P and QJoe carried in contrary Direct!0!1!
P with the Celerity l6 , and Qjwith the Cele
s!x
8 ; both willbe reflected after the Stroke , P'
vl
Lo, and Q with 4 Degrees of Velocity.
All the Cafes of the Percussions of elastic
may be determined by the Rules abovementioN jv
the following remarkable Observations
are al
deduced from them .
.i
83 When the Bodies are equal, and move the/ <*:
'
Way , they continue their Motions, interchads ’,
their Velocities-, if they move contrariwise-, f 3
they are reflected from each other, likewise
&
changing their Velocities.
Cafe 1 . Plate W . Fig. 1. ] Let the
^t
the lame Way , and let AB be the Bodiesf
Velocity ,
one Body, and BC the Velocity of the otf^1’
the Velocities here are as the Quantities of W

*63 cion *

Let

the Line A C be divided into

equal Parts at D , and let D b be equal to V pt,
A D or D C gives the Celerity of each Body^
173 ter

the

Stroke

,

if

they

are

not

elastic

j * f^

Celerity BC is increaled by the Quantity V ^;
but as it must be doubly increaled
of Q
180Elasticity , * it will become bC: because
The
A B, in Bodies not elastic, is diminished
byW
Quantity DBj but it must be diminished
double that Quantity , for the Reason above' n’ h
tion’di * and therefore it will now become h <
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refore the v eioc iti es AB and B C are char.gl J nto the Velocities A b and b C ; but A B and
th ' aS a^° ^ O and Ab, are equal to one ano^he

, Experiment 8 .] Let two equal BodiesP and Q,
he first with the Velocity io , and the other with
^Velocity y, be carried the fame Way , they
continue their Motion after the Stroke , inter. ar>ging their Velocities : Which also agrees with
le Computation by the foregoing Rules.
rj ^afi 2.. PlateXJ . Fig. i . ] Let A B be the Celcl’Cy ° f one Body, C B the Celerity of the other;
bCche Difference A C be divided into two equal
at D , and let Ab be equal to CB . When
t^e oodies are not elastic, the Velocity of each of
a
after the Stroke towards the fame Side, is
i74
cj * 1 therefore the firstBody has loll the Velo- *
Cj y DB , and the other has loll the whole Velot, y CB , and acquired DC the contrary Way;
* jSz
ij.- e' ef° i'e the whole Quantity loll is also DB * ;
0 h,s Quantity be doubled , it will be ÆB, the ,8i
j^ljaiitity of Celerity lost: by both Bodies
the*
ea' I^ eilcef° that Velocity with the Velocity of
Cri ^o °dy,does in each Body give a Velocity the
Co ntl,
i8r
ab ary Way * ; that Difference for the Motion*
18b A, and for the Motion CB is Cb -, but
0t

|^ nd A B, as also b A and C B are equal to each

P
-xper'ment p . ] If the equal Bodies P , with the
rip com -.._
T0»:_and Q with
the Celerity y, are car.
L . . L I_
n .. rA _ j . r . . .
the pOntrariwife, they will both be refle&ed after
,^ tr °ke , interchanging their Velocities.
fbat ^ en an e^a^ c Eody firikes another equal to it 184
the " at reft ->that the Velocities may be changed,
Pwcutient Body will be at rest after the Stroke,
G
and

8r
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^

and the other

will go on with all the Velocity of$
Percutient: Which is confirmed by
Experiment 10.] Let the Body P, with
Velocity to , ilrikc the Body Q , which is at rdd
P will be at rest after the Stroke, and Qwill
forward with the Velocity io . And this ieO'^
to explain the following
Experiment it . ] i/ , Let several equal Bo^
P , Q, R, S, T , V, (Plate XI . Fig. 3 . ) be pl^
in the lame Line, and touching one anothp1
if the Body strike against Qjwith any Vclocks'
after the Stroke,P , Q, R , S' and T , will rerfl al!l
at rest, and V only be moved.
idly, I .et P and Q_move with equal Velocity
so that Qjnay strike againstR ; after the Str°L
P , Q , R , and 8, will be at rest; but T aid
will move forwaid together.
,.1
idly, If I'hrce are let go together, they 'v)
al ib strike off 'I' hrce.
\thly and lastly, If P,Q , R and S be moved*h
once, lo that 8 strikesT , after the Stroke P al1
°
Qj,vill be at rest, andR , S, T , V will move tog'l’ Cliter. In general, let the Numbers of Balls. if
what it will, how many loever move on bd°*
the Stroke, lo many also will move off in u
lame Direction aster the Stroke.
\
In the first Cafe, the Body P (Plate XL Fig-H

* |S 4 strikes Q ^, and then is at rest * ,
QJhikcs R ?*1^
is also at rest after the Stroke ; and Ib it
happj
\,
to the others, till at lastT strikesV, which,y1^,
ving no Obstacle to stop it , does alone const 11

Motion.
-1
In the second Cafe, the Body Q (Plate j^
Fig. 4 .) does in the fame Manner drive forVv'
a
the Body V > P immediately follows, and st>''V
Q , which , on account of the first Stroke, ^
in

S° °k I.
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st, but now communicates its new Motion
orwaicj to T , (in the Manner above-mentioned)
nich is not able to ltrike V , that is already in
‘ ° tion ; and as the Motions of P and
are
Dually twist, and those Bodies follow one another
re

5ry clole,

there

is

no sensible

Time between

two Communications of Motion ; which is
c Reason that the Bodies V and T are moved

hose

9ually swift, and

not separated from each

other.

the^ relative or respective Velocity, with which 18s
~° e!ajlic Bodies whatever recede front each other
. er the Stroke, is the fame as the respective Velothoer
W^!C^ (he bodies came against one ano: ^ the Bodies were not elastic, they would
•^ fitly continue their Motion * j and in that Cafe,* 168
.J the Action of the Bodies upon each other , the
t h ° le respective Celerity , by which they come
U ^another , is destroyed ; the Action from the
an1" lotion of the Spring is equal and contrary *,* 178
therefore it must generate the lame rei'pe0 Celerity
with which they recede from each
ner- Let the Inequality of the Bodies be what
q
nothing is changed thereby , because of
e e Equality of the first and second Action upon * 126
. n Body *.
or^ i e Qy ant ity of Motion towards the fame Side, 186
thej ame IVay, is the fame after as before the
stroke,
.
Bodies that are not elastic, this PropoGq 011 ' s proved in all Cafes* j for when the Mo - * 17
tlo not conspire, the contrary Motion must 172
de . ukstractcd from the Motion one Way , in or- »7J
RelV° ^CCe,
'miI'e the Motion that Way . By the
q ltl) tiou on account of the Elasticity , equal
by

ari

fi-ties

aie

generated

towards

each Side *,*

Sid • ‘t-k the Quantity of Motion towards one
e not
changed . These two last ;Propositions
Proposi
G L
are

I 20

84
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t

are fully confirmed by the above-mentioned E *'
periments.
187

*

180

When a,small Body strikes against another great'

er Body, ‘Which is at restt the great Body at'
quires a greater Quantity of Motion than the ftiali
one had before the Stroke.
TheQuantity of Motion acquired by the great
Body, is double the Quantity which the little one
would lose, if the Bodies had no Elasticity ) buc
in that Cafe, the little Body would lose mo>e
than half its Motion *.

17 1

Experiment 1 1. Plate XI . Fig. 7 .] Let the Bo*
dy P , with the Velocity if , (which Number ^ '
so does here express the Quantity of Motions sln^
the Body Q ^ which weighs four Times as much*
and is at re It ; the Body Q acquires the Velocity
*171

150

6 * j

that

is ,

14

Degrees

of

Motion

.

But

tl^

Body P returns with 9 Degrees of Velocity ; a""
so the Quantity of Motion , towards that W !,y

*136 where P was

fir

II directed , continues to be if '

The Motion is more increased in the Body
by the Interposition of a Body of a mean Big'
ness between the Bodies P and Q^
jjjg

Experiment 13 . Plate XI . Fig. 8 .] Let thereby
the two Bodies P and QJoefore -mentioned, a‘7.
between them the Body R double the Body P »1
the Body P , with 18 Degrees of Velocity , cord'5
upon R which is at rdl , it will communicate to iC
* tyi 11 Degrees of Velocity * j with which if this Bdy
1Sd strikes upon Q^ that is at reft, it will commun1'
catc to it the Celerity 8, that is,
Degrees 0
Motion but in this Experiment , because of P,e
double Percussion, the Error arising from ihc
"Want of perfect Elasticity , is more sensible th art
n the others , where there is but one PcicusB 0llj

^°°k I.
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Motion acquired by the
Sod**° ^ 1C Qi iantIty
y Q , is about 30.
Tuf- , greater the Number is of unequal Bodies, 1"9
ffijj are interposed between two Bodies, if the M&
ifoa^ay ; increase from the first to the last, so much
heater ivill the Quantity of Motion le in the
s atcft ; audit will be the great eft of all ( the Num^ °d' es interposed remaining the farm) when
th
cai ^ <{fl'esf ° all the Bodies increase in a GeometriProgreffion.
f * ^0’ the Quantity of Motion , directed the
n t*ic Gongrefs of Bodies, whether
chy *
tlc 0r not elastic, remains the fame, the Quan¬
always remain
ts °f the Motion itself does not
■e f'rne, but is often diminifii’d *,and also often * 73
;'«r«ed so that there is no Reason to (ay, *i>74
87
t there is always the fame Quantity of Motion
11 World.

. XXII.

CHAP

^Compound Motion, and oblique Percussion.

A

Body

in

Motion

may

be

acted

upon

by

anew

Force , and driven according to another
that Cafe the Change of Motion
;
f$ * on in
j^ ° Ws the Proportion and Direction of that
as tjie fli-fl-Motion is not destroy’d
, >cc * ;
a,L lIl at Action , from these two Motions a third
p according to a new Direction.
ly "et the Body P (Plate XI . Fig. 9 .) be driven 190
theV F° rce'> according to the Direction 1? C , and at
by another Force, accorn■ e tlMe driven
av-i H^ to the Direction P B; and let the Celerities
j>-g £ from those Forces, be as those Lines P C,
order to determine what will happen , let
lheP
hie 'j' allelogram P B A Cbecompleatcd,by draw^ *nes BA , CA , parallel to the Lines
ftbo
vc-mention ’d ; let P A be the Diagonal of
that
G 3
1
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that Parallelogram . Let the Body be suppose^
by the first Force , that is, with the Celerity P ^ » '
to describe the Line P C , and let that whole Li>^
be carried along in the Direction , and with tbe
Celerity P B ; when that Line is come to ba, the
Body will be at / >, so that P b will be to PB , 35
b p toba ^ ox A B, that is, it will be in the D>3"
gon al P A , and lo always. When the LineP^
is at B A , the Body will beat A ; therefore/^
a Motion compounded of the tzvo Motions abovt'
mentioned, there arises a Motion along the DiagotJs
P A, -whose Celerity is proportional )o the Length0} ;
*SI the Diagonal *for$
the Diagonal will be >'U"
thro ’ in the fame Time by the Body P with 3
compound Motion , as the Line PB orPCwoul“
have been gone thro ’ by the fame Body, by oflty
one Motipn > that is, acted upon by one of the
Forces.
To confirm this Proposition experimentally,
must make foe os the following Machine.
ipr
It consists of two Boards, or wooden Planed
C l ) E,CDE , (PlateX II . Fig 1.) of theFig l"e
of a right -angled Triangle , whole Side C D ishj
Length about 3 Foot and a half, and the Side
about I Foot and a half ; these Boards are fixed
as to move in a vertical Situation about the Hmg cS
A and B.
1 he Experiments upon this Machine are
with Ivory Balls of an Inch and a half Diantf'
ter . The Planes are so joined , that if you cost'
ceive two other Planes to run parallel to theifo
at the Distance of a little more than a SenA'
diameter of the Balls ; the Lines , in which the^
imaginary Planes intersect, shall be the Axis
their Circumvolution : Which is brought top 3**
by the Contrivance of the Hinges , (Figwhose Pares b, b, are let into the Wood to be th$
firmer, In the Center of the upper Hinge A,

there

®°°k I.
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^ e‘e is a small Cylinder a, (Fig . z. ) in whose
S.a c there is a Hole , which meers another in the
thro ' which the Thread i h is to run ; at
tjIle End of this Thread a Ball, as P, hangs, and
t] 1e other End is joined to the Key/ . By Help of
lc

Screws F , F , F, F , F, this Machine is set peras to have the Threadh i hang in
Axis of the Machine.

| e'tdicular
, so
lc

p, t %, M, there are two Pins six’d to the two
a,le 'S from which Pins the Balls Q ^, Q _, hang,
Uch a Distance from the Planes, that they may
touch them ; so that if you suppose a
r, Ule to pass thro ’ the Centers of the Balls P and
jjp’ E shall be parallel to the Plane on that Side :
jj. u'L's, it is required, that , when those Balls
a] ^8
;tt the same Height , they shall touch one
th^ i 1e threads which are tied to the Balls go
t)ir° the Holes in the said Pins, and are fix’d to
]et . eys / /, so that the Balls may be raised or
to t!)° VVn easily, and have all their Centers brought
1: ,c lame Horizontal Plane. 1 here is a Brass
^r , or graduated Limb R , bent up in the Arc
she Circle , so as to have the Ball P rife along it
j? lts Motion ; and this Limb turns one of its
on a Center which is in the Axis of the
w, ac hine.
This Piece of Brass serves to shew to
pt a Height the Ball P ascends,
t] pCh Ball CA, when it swings, moves along
f,. ^ Ene to which itis applied ; and theHeight,
^
which it is made to fall, is shewn by an Inf * hxed
to the Plane ; to which End there arc
»»
Idoles
in each Plane containing equal Anfiles,
respect to the Motion os the Threads.
it jr . ?ei1 Ball
Qjs let fall from any Height,
Ern pu*
uPon the Ball P , and drives it to the
L84
"eight in the fame Direction *.

O 4

Expe-
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Experiment i . ] The Horizontal Section of this
Machine is here represented, {Plate XII . Fig-{
and 4. ) the Body P may be driven by either et
the Bodies
with any Direction and VelocityIf the Bodies Q ^ and Qjtrelet fall at the fatne
time , the Body P has two Motions impress’d up 011
*155 it at the fame time *, and therefore runs in the
Diagonal Pp of the Parallelogram made in the
*190 Manner above mentioned *, to express those tv?°
Motions , and runs up to an Height proportionable
to the Length of that Diagonal.
The Experiment answers very exactly , whethc1’
the BallsQand
arc let fall from the lame Height,
or from unequal Heights $ and whatever the Angle
be that is made by the two Planes, that is, by tbe
Directions of the Motions , whether the Angle be
right , acute , or obtuse.
I
A Body moved any how in the Right Line P A*
{Plate XI . Fig. 10 . ) may always be considerdF
alt ed upon by two Motions>
and that as many W a}'s
as you please : For you may draw as many dif'
ferent Parallelograms as you please, as P B, A Lt
pbac , p bac, whose Diagonal is the Line aboVe'
mentioned ; and, in every one of them , if the>e
be supposed two Forces acting in the
P B and PC , from which the Celerities Direction
which thc
Body would have are as the Sides P B andPCj 1’
Motion will always be produced by the Action ot
them both at once, which will give a Celcrby
proportional to the Diagonal.
From this Resolution os Motion into two oth es
Motions , may be determined the Motion of B°'
dies that strike one another obliquely.
Let Q _( Plate XI . Fig. 11 and 12. ) be at rest*
and P with thc Direction and Celerity P -A*
strike against it. When P is come to A, dra^
thro ’ the Centers of both Bodies the Line D B>
and

®°°k I.
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then PB perpendicular to it, andcompleat
-ae ParallelogramA B P C, the Motion along P A
ls resolved into two others along P B and P C,
p P A, CA : By the Motion in the Direction
A, the Body P does not act upon the Body Q_;
7*e Action therefore arises solely from the Mo'°n jn the XDirectrion along B A, that is, the BoJyp , by the oblique Stroke along P A 'with the Cein thefame Man- l § z
ag Supon the Body
erity p
as if it JIjould strike it directly along B A with
f Celerity B A. And so the Motion of theBoJQjrom that Action, whether the Bodies be
airie or not, is determined from what has been
a’df° direct Percussion.
The Motion ofthe Body P ( Plate XI . Fig. i r
r *112.. ) after the Stroke, is deduced from the
•'trie Principle ; the Motion along C A is not
Rangedj therefore by that Motion , with an equal
Afc *cy> t^ie Body P' s carried in the Direction
j P- Now let A E be equal toC A j the Change
the Motion B A is determined, in respect of
ofe Body P, in the same Manner as the Motion
, by the two foregoing Chapters j let the
r
^e*crityof that Motion be AD , in F/g. 11 , when
. e Body goes forward, and in Fig l z, when
t- re turns back -, from that Motion , and the Mo¬
il011 along AE , arisesa compound Motion in the
, la gonalA / >, which, by its Situation and Length,
>,en ntes the Direction and Celerity of the Body
* 190
Eer the Stroke *.
», ^ hen Bodies are equal and clastic, the whole ipf
along B A is destroyed by the Percussi°
0bon
th p and only the Motion along C A is left,and *148
ssi6 ° 0cty B1S a'^° calT’cd in that Direction. In
w/at ^ ale’ both the Bodies always fly from each
an m directions that are at Right Angles with one
^ ^stiver the Body P comes upon
the

Eupc-

9°
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Experimentz. Plate ~
KU . Fig. f. In
]
the
chine described Numb. 191 , let the BaUQjt 'y
hang ; having set the Planes at Right Ang‘ eS’
let the Body Qjvith any Direction , and from al4 j
Height , come down upon P, and
agai*j
it j after the Stroke the Bodies willstrike
follow t"
Directions of the Planes, and rife to Heigh1*’
which may be determined by what has been I*11
hitherto .
. ,
IPf
We may al ib the fame Way determine thcM°
lion of two Bodies after the Stroke , when bct
Bodies are moved, which Way soever they co*1^
upon one another . The chief Cases are rep*e.
seated in PctteXIII , and all ot them are explai' ie
exactly the (atue Way.
Plate XIII . Fig. 1, L,

4, s , and 6. ^ l c[

the Body P be moved with the Direction and Ce
lerity PA , and the Body Q ^, with the Direct*0!
and Celerity Q _« ; draw the Line B b, wb’ c'
goes through the Centers of both Bodies whc'
they touch one another , and let C A and c a 0
drawn perpendicular to the Line above-mentse1*'
ed, and let the Parallelograms PB AC
Qb ac be complcated. The Motion of P is rC'
solved into two others , of which the Celeris
and Directions are exprets’d by CA , B A . Th
Motions , into which the Motion of QJs refold’
are exprefs’d by ca , ba -, by the Motions alo l1h
C A and ca, the Bodies do not act upon one
therj therefore these Motions are not chang e0’
and after the Stroke are exprefs’d by A E and ’
which arc equal to A C and ac -, the Percum 0!’
front the Motions in the Lines BA ba, is dirct ’
and determined in the foregoing Chapters:
the Body P move towards D , and its Celerity ^
A D, and the Body Qjnove towards d with u*
Celerity ad. After
the Stroke therefore, f 1
Mot *°°

7?tatc . / /

k f v-

J.

i Fy- *■ a.

S
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M°tior> of the Body P is compounded of the
potions along A E and A D , and moved in the
.'agonal Ap. The
Motion of the Body Q ,
ajter the Stroke , is compounded of the Motions
a 0llg a c and a d, whence that Body is carried
the Diagonal ae -, and the Lengths of those
^ ‘‘tgonals exprels the Celerities of the Bodies aft®r their Meeting . In the ill , 2.d, and 3d Figures
ae Bodies
are supposed not elastic 5 and in
P^e 4th , yth , and 6th , the same Bases are put,
j^Pposing the Bodies elastic. There are some
peters wanting in the first Figure , because the
,0l nts, which arc marked with those Letters in
^le other Figures , do here coincide with other
>oints, and are not necessary for determining the

Potions.

CHAP.

XXIII.

Os Oblique Powers.
HE Body P (Plate XIII . Fig. 7 .) being
driven in the Directions P B and P C, with
ferities proportionable to those Lines ; from
^nce arises a Motion along p , the Diagonal
t},. Parallelogram P B AC , with a Celerity
ti iit ls denoted by that Diagonal * : If there be a * 190
'td Force acting along the Line P a , so that the
tj^'trity arising from it be PA ; by chat Action
3 Actions
*■
ot both the said Forces are destroyed,
^ the Body comes to rest : If the aforesaid
^ lions continue , the Body will continue at rest;
C n*1happens when the Body is drawn towards
•jAB and a, with the said Forces pulling by
le reacB - Whence it follows, That a Body -will 1 p6
ay®( reft -> 'which h drawn by three Powers , that
h J °°ne anot^er-> as the Sides of a Triangle made
ln es parallel to the DireSiiotts of the Powers.
qTJ

This
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This Proposition is confirmed experimentally’
by the Machine represented in PlateXHl .Fip,
- °'
It ^consists of a round Board of about 8
Inch#
Diameter , which is in a horizontal Position,
fultain’d by a Foot : Round the Edge of' t’
within the Thickness of the Wood , is a Gr °° ve
whereby Pullies are applied at Pleasure to
Part of the Circumference > for each Pulley
^
a Brass Plate perpendicular to it, which fits
int°
the Groove , when the Pulley is applied. See
Pulley with the Plate represented by F .
The Board above- mentioned isa little hollow^ .
in, in the upper Part , so as to receive a less°r
bicular Board D F A, whose Thickness is ab°^
a Quarter of an Inch , and its Surface rises a
li tCe
above the first Board ; so that a Thread that ru nS
over any of the Pullies, being extended horiz0'1
'
tally , may just touch the said Surface.
,
You must; have several of the letter rof " .
Boards for making different Experiments . TM
have Paper pasted upon them on both Sides,
th^
the Lines ( to be mentioned hereafter ) may
^
the more easily drawn upon them.
Experiment i . ] Let C be the Center of
small Board, and let there be drawn upon it thc
Triangle ABC , whose Sides are to one anotbc
as L, z, -and 4 : Let C E be parallel to the
A B of the Triangle , and let the Side A C be
coV
tinned towards I) .
Now if there be three Threads joined togetb (
at C , and stretched over the Pullies
fastened *
the greater Board, so as to be in the Lines C
w
CE , and CB ; if to the Thread C D you hat's
4Pounds , to CE 3 ; and lastly, but z to th
Thread C F, the Threads
not be mov’d, a" ^
the Knot remains over C >will
but if it be mov’d 0
of that Point , it will not be at vest.

I.
0s Natural 'Philosophy.
this Proposition any two Powers are balanJr by a third , that is, act but as one ; which
T *contrariwise in the Direction of that third.
t h^'efore the Actions of two Powers may be reduced 198
0 Action of one.
., bo> when a Point is drawn by four Powers,
p ;re will be an ^Equilibrium , if reducing two
°^ ers to one, this new Power , with the other
t^ ° temaining, beinthePosition of Numb. ip<5 ;
^ acs> , if those remaining Powers being also reto one, the Power arising thence be equal
tj^ ”v^ nd acts contrary to the new Power men^ Experiment z . Plate XIII . Fig. p . ] The Point ipp
vJ s drawn by four Threads ; towards B by the
t e'ght of 1 Pound , towards F by 3 Pounds,
j^ ards E by z Pounds ; and, laltly , towards
b . by 4 Pounds ; and this produces an Æquilip 1Utn
- Having drawn the Triangle LIU , or the
^^ '"elogvam C F a E , the abovefaid Powers,
a£^ ’nS >n C F and C E , are reduced to one that
p s lr> the Direction Ca, with the Force of4
tL° Ull ds; and then the three Powers , drawing in
^.e Lines C B, CD , C a, give us the Cafe of
irip^ ' 1^6 : And therefore if the Powers , draw¬
ing a'0nS LB and C D, be reduced to one draw¬
ls®a'°ng C A, it will act in the lame Direction,
Co ?ub againil the Power pulling in C -r, and be
u

t0 ’ c‘

be s - at ' s bere of
the four Powers , might.
r . a'd of sive or more ; for of five, if two be
Liases to one, we come to the lath mentioned
Q ^sP cy lment 3. Plate XIV . Fig. 1 . ] The Point zoo
a orawnby y Powers, pulling by the Threads
*^
CD , C E , and C F ; the Powers
arc

94
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are to one another as the Weight by whicM^
Threads arc drawn , and they have the lame L
portion to one another as the Numbers that
iee at the ? tribes in the Figure , and you have•
Equilibrium .
£
The Powers , drawing in CB and CD ) i
reduced to one drawing in C G .
*
The Powers , drawing in CE and C B,
be reduced to one acting in CHj which bi' lsl&
us to the Cafe of Numb. 196 . Lastly , thoseo
new Powers , drawing in CH and CG,are ieJ
ced to one acting in C a, which are equal to 1
lifth drawing along CA , and pulls in the s^
Line , but contrariwise .
zoi Besides this . we deduce from the Propo^ 1. >t
mentioned Nuynb. 169 , that the same Thing
be sud of the Action of the Power which his ^
laid concerning Motion in the foregoing C'r ^

*192 ter * ; namely , that it may be resolved i>>t0 .
Actions of two other Powers, and that in I1iy$
berless Manners , because Triangles of numN' ^

Kinds may be made, tho ’ you keep one
*
the same. Thus in all Engines we can rc<it,c J
Power , that acts obliquely, to a direct onejLj
can determine the Proportion between a u'1^
and an oblique one : Which will appear by
following Examples , that are confirmed by ^
pertinents.

voi

Experiment4 . PlateXIV . Fig. 1 and 3. J 1 0 1U
I .ever AB , wholeBrachia ave equal,
the Weight Pof two Pounds , and at A a ^ j,
adting obliquely in the Direction AD , and' v
1
is represented by the Weight M . Is you
a Line , as I ) E , parallel to the Lever in a
/.ontal Position , and AE perpendicular t0 1^
J..ever ; and il A D be to A E as 3 to h ^

,15 F/ <zte t3-p $ 4-

At Fy ■6
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are to one another as the Weight by which ^
Threads arc drawn , and they have the lame D
portion to one another as the Numbers that
ice at the Pullies in the Figure , and you have<
^Equilibrium .
f£
The Powers , drawing in CB and CD » i
reduced to one drawing in C G .
*
The Powers , drawing in CE and C F> ^
be reduced to one acting in CH > which ht^
us to the Cafe of Numb. 1 96. Lastly , those1'
new Powers , drawing in CH and G G, are >e
ced to one acting in C s , which are equal to 1
fifth drawing along CA , and pulls in the *a
Line , but contrariwise.
iOl
Besides this, we deduce from the Propo
mentioned Numb. 165), that the fame Thing
l-ce"
be said of the Action of the Power which has
said concerning Motion in the foregoing
*192 ter* ; namely, that it may be resolved
Actions of two other Powers, and that in 11 ^
berlefs Manners , because Triangles of nuinbJF ||
Kinds may be made, tho ’ you keep one Side t
the fame. Thus in all Engines we can red^ j
Power , that acts obliquely, to a direct ° nC fJ
can determine the Proportion between a ^
and an oblique one : Which will appear b)^ .
following Examples , that are confirmed by p
periments.
. ti)c
ioz
Experiment4 . PlateXIV , Fig. 1 and 3. ] ^ 0 t0
Lever AB , wholeBrachia are equal,
the Weight Pof two Pounds , and at A a 1^j,
adtingobliquely in the Direction AD , andWF^
is represented by the Weight M . Is you ‘lTli J^Ip
a Line , as I) E , parallel to the Lever in a
zontal Position, and A E perpendicular to ^
I -ever ; and it A D be to A E as ; to h ^

JVate/3f

Ab-Fy f
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l'lc Weight M be of three Pounds, there will be
^Equilibrium.
i * he Direction of the Motion of the Point A,
Vthe Motion of the Lever, is perpendicular to
, lc Lever, therefore it acts in the Line E A pro¬
bed . As the DittanceB A always remains the
the second Figure A is hindered from
jY^hig towards B, and as it were repelled in the
ptctionB A ; in Fig. 3. the Point A is hindered
join receding from B, and so A is as it were
,1;'Wn towards B. Besides, the Point A is by M
k‘aWn towards I) ; therefore that Point is drawn
.V three Powers, whole Directions are parallel
* Sides of the Triangle A E D ; which thcrej.0he
°'e5 to producean Equilibrium , mult be to one
ail ^ther as those Sides.
, ^ he Point A, by reason of the Equality of
distances of the Points A and B from
J|eLtilcrum, moving along EA , is drawn with
p e fame Force as P delcends, that is, with the
0l 'ce of two Pounds j the Force therefore along
. p mull be of three Pounds, because the Sides
and A E are to one another as Z to 2.
r le Side DE exprellcs what the Fulcrum
• fains by the Force with which the Point A
jpTig. 1., is pushed towardsB, or is drawn from
,
t The lame also may be laid of an oblique Power
0t hc Axis in Peritrochio.
1,1 Fig.

. Experimentf . Plate XIV . Fig. 4 . ] Let the 203
Weight P, fixed to a Pulley, be sultaincd by Pow5rs applied on both Sides to the running Rope,
Ut drawing obliquely in the Directions C A and
} these Powers are equal to one another, he¬
lps' 2no Part of the Rope, that goes about the
u‘*ey, can be at veil, unless it he equally drawn
The Weight P is as it werea *S;
011 both Sides"'.
third

z>6
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t

third Power , and so the Point C is drawn
three Powers ; suppose the Line C E pcrP®.n|
dicular to the Horizon , and the Line A E pa ra’e
to C B : Is C E be to A E or A C ( for these
Lines are equal, because of the above- mentio^
Equality of the Powers drawing along C

f‘96 C A * j ) as 6 to f , the Weight P of 6 P

will be sustained by the Weight Q _and Q_°t
c Pounds each ; the Realon of which is evide 11
oy Prop. 196 .
If one End of the Running Rope is fastener, r0
a Pin , the Weight P will be sustained by only 011
of the Weights

Z04

Experiment 6 . PlateXW

. Fig. f . ] If theWcig^
P be not joined to the Pulley
, but sustained J
the Rope CA and CB fastened to it , it
be sustained by two unequal Powers . Drawt 1
Triangle CAE, as was done in the foregoes
Experiments , and let A E be 11, and CA i li .)
and C E 11 j you shall have an ^Equilibrium* ^
the Weights Q _and Q ^are to P, as the first N ulfl
bers to the last ; the Reason of which Ex perimeI)
is also evident from Numb, 196.
zos Here we are to observe, that from the g‘v'^
Inclinations of the Threads CA and CB to
Horizon , the Proportion of the Weight
Qj :o the Weight P may be determined by st
gonometrical Tables . If in the Triangle ^ t
you conceive a Line A e drawn thro ' the A
P° 1'
A parallel to the Horizon , and that Line
taken for a Radius of a Circle , CA will be t’
Secant , and e C the Tangent of the Angle wh>c
C A makes with the Horizon , and A E ",1.
be the Secant , and eE the Tangent of the A»A^
of Inclination of the Thread CB to the H o1'
zon : Whence it appears that the Weights Oare proportional to the said Secants, and that ’/T
t
Weig bt
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^ hollows the Proportion of the Sum of
th
e atordaid Tangents.
the Machine with which these last Experi-are mac*e> ( rbe Make of which the Figure
alo lllS
^sufficiently expresses, especially if it be com^ With the 4 th Fig. of Plate IV . ) draw Lines
0^8, that the Threads which go over thePullies
be stretched; in the Middle of the Lines
lltc down the Numbers, which express theSct^lts of the Angles which thole Lines make with
^ horizon ; and, at the E.nds of the Lines,
of ltc down the Numbers expressing the Tangents
N

lcAnsles

*

hr- °w i ‘i every Cafe where there is an Æquilithe Weights Q_and Q_are as the Num'p,rs bi the Middle of the Lines along which the
§ llea ds arc stretchedj and the Weight Pas the
i 111 of the Numbers at the Ends of those two

^Qcs.

j . Plate XIV . Fig.6 .] For this Ex - roS
p Experiment
M lme nt we mult make use of the Machine of
I43 * Plate VII . Fig.j. the Body M, bebyb. a'd upon an inclined Plane A B, is sustained
drawing along MS } let MR be a
^
Lj uower
pe(.e Perpendicular to the Horizon, and A SR
eve^eiat*ieular to the Surface of the Plane ; in
of // ^ a*e where the Weight P is to the Weight
be le Body M , as M S to MR , the Body will
^ rest.
Body M by its own Weight is drawn in
^
Oiredt,on R M ; by the inclined Plane it is
‘ll a Direction perpendicular to the Plane,
siri 0 t bat Experiment is reduced to the Propo1011 of Numb. 196.
PhtteX.lV . Fig. 7 . ] TheBrachia Z07
c Fever AC B are equal, and form such an
Angle,
H

8
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Angle , that is A G be continued towards D, ®1’..
B D be drawn perpendicular to C D, D C *ha
be the Half of B C or CA . At A hang
Pound />, and at B the two Pound Weight * |
then setting the Brachium C A in a horizon1®
°S Position , you will have an ./Equilibrium * » ^
cause the Weight P hangs, as it. would do Up0
a Freight Lever hanging at the Point D .
.
Charge the Weights , and let the greater h®s
at A , and the lesser be laid upon the Bracbiu ,
BC at B ; (Plate XIV . Fig. 8 . ) if by a vert><J
Plane you hinder thislalt Weight from falling0 ’
you will again have an ./Equilibrium.
The Brachia of the Lever are equal , and by y
Motion of the Lever more equally ; therefct J
by the Force of the Weight P , the Weight /
as it were drawn towards K, in the Direction Pe^
pendicular to the Brachium BC ; by the Act' ^
of the vertical Plane, that Weight is pufh’d h°L
zontally ; and at last is push’d vertically by c
Force of Gravity . Therefore the Weight f
drawn by three Powers , which are to one anotp
96 as the Sides of the Triangle B K D*.
Therct 0*
the Force tending towards the Earth , (that is?y
Weight p to the Force drawing towards E, nainyl’
the Weight P ) is as B I) to BE , or 1) C tot>
or CA ; that is, as 1 to 2. Which is also 1^
Ratio between the Weights p and P . And he
therefore the Reason of the Experiment is dc ^
ced from the often mentioned Proposition
Numb. 196 ; to which all other Gales imagine,bk>
relating to oblique Powers, allo belong.

S<>Ok
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XXIV.

CHAP.

0/ the Projection of heavy Bodies.

}
A^dy
moved

by

two

-ro8
aMo
,has
Impressions

tion compounded of both * ; if a Body be* 190
or thrown in the Line AB , ( PlateXV.

thg'j1-) in the Time in which it could run
ingth A B, it is by the Force of Gravity
ca rr- *
towards the Center of the Earth the Length
so, by a Motion compounded of both,
it j ’
in A F j and by that Motion the
^°
ved
se CQi
it would run through F C, equal
^
t0Moment
v\ not by the
tviumuiiwitn- was
ittuiiw Moment
‘•uai second
" that
roj. ' if
so that the
,
inCG
ef ° Gravity carried
FG : After
in
is
Moment
thc> in the second
third Mothe
in
Manner, the Motion
JHen
in HI ;
Moment
bnt 1' s in GH , and the fourth
Moments
of ^ Gravity acts continually , those
e are to be look ’d upon as infinitely j- ltT)
ou w '^ every where have a
and y
is, '^ compounded indifferent Directions ; that
tioo^ section of Direction in the Body’s Molls ll) that Cafe therefore it will move in a Curve

, Z09
, or Projectile
9 Motion of a projected Body
. e consider ’d more simply in all Projections
o^ake ; because all Lines which tend
t°ty'
Upoa' ds the Center of the Earth , may be look ’d
Mo*1 as pit' ^llel, and the Direction from that
Mot'°n ' s always the fame: When the projectile
in°^ ' n » made up of two Motions, the first equable
hrjf P nef ° the Projection, and the second acce*11
swards the Earth *.
raljcjCCa Body be projected in the Line A D , pato the Horizon • in equal Times , by that
H
Motion,

oo
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Motion , it will run thro ’ the equal Spa ceS
BC , C D : By Gravity it will, in a Modify
pendicular to the Horizon , be carried in ^
lection B F, C G , or I) H , which here #rC J
poled parallel ; this Motion is accelerate^’ w
therefore if after the firii Moment theBW ^.
at the Point F , after the second it will be *
after the third at H ; lb that if you cf m
"izi one , C G will be four, and D H nine *• 1 jfl
^
dy will run in a Curve , which goes thloUo^ k
the Points that may be determined in
>
Manner as F , G , H , and that Line is Cl1
Parabola. .
The Machine made use of, for proving
position experimentally , is made of tln'ef ^ (it
as may be seen in Plate XV . Fig. z . A b ’s As
ches high , D E is exactly of the (ame
The Length
of iz Inches , lupp0^ '^
Point H tobe HHis
diitant t Inch
from the
Cavity in which it is taken .
. 9O
!'
Let EA be hollowed circularly ; ot 1
other Curve ; and let this hollow Channel
laid with a Plate of very smooth Tin
\jl
that a Brals Ball may freely roll down lC^ ||){
Care mult be taken that the lower Plirt, £<$
Curve , at A, shall have a horizontal p l,e
that the Ball may quit it in that Direct‘ 0,|-'^Iii(
A h mull be divided into y equal Parts, 0
As is 1, and A g contains 4 .
. e f\
When , to this fids Part of the IVTucb 11
add the iecond B, (Plate XV . Fig. 4 -)
to and^ G is 8 Inches long : If upon
31'
lay the third Part C , this,last reaches tC,J
/F is of 4 Inches.
, li^ j
The Diameter of the BallP , which >° ^ if
t he Experiments is to be let fall along
L A, is of about half an Inch ; neither 11,1 fl )1

. ! iiiiiiiii
[imiiniininiimiiiiniiiii
:i[ iiiniiuMi
I m

IIIIHIlimilllHIIIIIIIlllllllHllllllliHIHllliil
'llIuil
i# iiiliiiiiiilili
!liiiiliiiiiiitiiiiiiiii
'iisiiiiiiinmiiM
|-iiHiiHtiiiiinn
'^iiiMinii

Æ
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a bigger Machine than what ishcremen^0l >ed, be made use of ; for the less the Bodies
more in
pe’ and the swifter their Motion , the the
Air ’s
' ^portion is the Motion retarded by
Place.
its
in
shewn
be
shall
ehstance; as
^ When the Ball P is let fall from E , a running
the Curve E A, it acquires such Degree
j- Velocity, as appears to be always the lame in
and horiev eral Trials ; and with that Velocity
Motion.
its
continues
it
,
° ac al Direction
p Experiment.'} Having joined together the three
p4i ts of the Machine , as in Fig. 4 . let go the Ball
a l0rr>E , and it will ltrike the Point F . Take
. Wy the lead:Part C, and let the Ball come down
before, and it will ltrike G . Lastly , takeaway
;
J.1 Part B, and the Ball, descending as before,
' ^ hike against H.
jfyou Itick on a Piece of soft Clay upon H
' b G, the Point of the Stroke will be exactly
^ ai ’h’d ; this will not do io well in the Point F,
^ Ca Ufe of the great Obliquity of the Motion
, by repeating the Experiment , the
;
p‘ e,'c but
^ >nt F will be well enough determined by Sight
be expe- z 1r
we
j^ htally consumed by this Machine -, for, as will
u Ve already laid, the Ball running down E A
11 ‘he the Point H.
'-°niingdown FA , it acquires a Celerity which
, c°Uld have acquired in falling in ED *> with *1
p 'jt Celerity it is horizontally projected from the
a ° lnt A , and it moves that Length h H equably
by its Fall it
Cc °iding to that Direction , whilst
H is double
b
but
■,
I)
E
to
equal
Ah
D.
E
or
b
A
e Length

1he Proposition of Numb. 1 34

H 3

may

What

io2
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212 What
has beenlaid of the Curve, describedW
a Body projected horizontally , may also beappb£
to any Projection.
Lee the Body be projected in the Direction
AE , (Plate XV . Fig. y.) and let AB , B C, C y’
D E , be equal ; the Body will go through t‘le
Curve AEG HI , so that BE , CO , DH , $ l*
will be to one another, as i , 4, p, and id } 111
which Cafe the Curve is also called a Patabol^
Definition.

213

Let A I be drawn horizontal , and the Cu>'v£
above- mentioned will cut it at I ; Al is called
the Amplitude of the Projection.
1 he Motions of Bodies projected with the fa1*1^
Celerity , but different Directions , may be coi°
pared together.
Let AL be the Height to which a Bodff
thrown up with a determinate Degree of Celerity
may nib : Let the Body with the same CcP'
jity bethrown along AB , cutting in B the Sera1'
circle ddcribed in the Diameter AL ; let A”
express that Celerity , and M B be parallel to th£
Horizon . The Motion in AB may be relblv£.
*192 into two others* ; the first along M B, a
hoN"
zontal , and the second along A M , a vertical L» lC >
and it is only by that second Impression that th£
Body ascends: The Height therefore, to which
the Body ascends in that Cafe, is to the Height
which it would ascend with the Celerity A B, aS
*138 the Square of A M to the Squaie of A B* }
th aC
is, as AM to A L } but this is the Height to wh |C‘l
the Body ascends with the Celerity os the Proje¬
ction ; therefore also AM is the greatest Heigh1'
to which the Body comes in that Projection . ^
the T ime of the Ascent in A M , the Body mighc

^
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?n uniform Motion , with the same Celerity
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jyj11 which it moves in AM , in a horizontal
]\4& Ion go thro ’ twice the Length of the Line
of the Fall is equal to
theT -3nc* as Time
is* >z6
fQTuieof the Ascent *, the Amplitude AB
B.
M
Line
fame
No Times the Length of the
, whatever the
In r ^ is Demonstration willofserve
is. Whence
AB
Direction
the
of
c Ration
'Vede(j uce,
is the great ed, with the 114
A. • That the Amplitude
a
tjjp^ e^er ity, when the Angle of the Projection is
being
Angle. For then the Line nib,
a if
^u ' Usof the Semicircle, isthegreatell of all.
Hv ' ^ Xcept this Cafe, there are always two Inelitz !f s that give the fame Amplitude•, for if thro’
njj . ^ be drawn parallel to A L, cutting the Set|1i<'I' cIe at <^, and mb parallel to the Horizon,
Amp,.sLin e will be equal to M B ; therefore the

of the Projection , in the Direction A b,
A I - In the lecond Part of the fol]0 be
tip^ ^L Book , all this will be consirm ’d by ExpeCelerity be changed , and rheBody pro - ziy
eu hi the (ame Direction , the Amplitude is
AL;
tl^ Scd, in the lame Ratio as the Diameter
the
remaining
Direction
the
,
Amplitudes
j a IS>the
with
,
are as the Heights to which Bodies
aUdaI^eCelerities , being thrown up, may ascend;
are as the Squares of the Cele^
r*ties eie*oie hey

H 4

C PI A P.
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Of Central Forces.
Body in Motion continues its
Motion ,n
Right

Line

* ,

and

docs

not

recede
h' 0 ^
it , unless anew Impulse acts
an Impulse the Motion is upon it j after >0 ^
from the two there a, ties a compound , and
third Motion lsl ,
*190 Right Line also*. It
therefore a Body is nao^
in a Curve , it receives
a new Impulle every M
ment ; for a Curve cannot
be reduced to
Lines , unless you conceive it
divided into
infinitely small. We have an
Example ot
*zoS Motion in the Projection
of
Bodies* ; a°
another in all Motions round heavy
a Point as a Cent •
?.16 If a Body, that is
continually driven towatdt
Center, be projected in a Line that
does not go
n
that Center, it will describe a
Curve ,- and, t* .
the Points of it, it endeavours to
Curve, according to the Direction ofrecede from ^ _
a Curvatu ^ '
that is, of a Tangent to the
Curve so
;
that it
Force driving towards the Center
sliould im»^ '
diately cease to act, the Body
would
Motion in a Right Line along the continued
Tangent - ^
A Stone whirl’d round in a
Sling dcicribcS
Curve , because the Sling does
it were, draw it back towards every Moment, L
the Hand ; bot>^
you let the Stone go , it will fly
out in the A
gent of the Curve.

zi 8

Di ' VINITION

I.

The Force with which a Body in
the Cafe ahofl(
mentioned endeavours to fly from
the Center, f llC
as the Force by which the
Sling in Motion 1
llrctch ’d, is call'd a Centrifugal Force.
pEFl'
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II.

^ut the Force, by which a Body is drawn or im- 2,19
ti l'd towards that Center, is cail'd a centripetal
*orce.
Definition

III.

r Vese Forces are by a common Name cail’d zzo
°nj ral Forces.
*naU Cafes, the centrifugal and centripetal Forces zzt
C(lual to one another j tor they act in contrary
'fictions, and dcllroy one another,
he whirl’d Sling is equally lfretch’d both
^ ay$*, and the Stone endeavours to recede from *i 2&
c Hand with as much Force as it is drawn to%vards it.
neutral Forces are of great Use in Natural
hiloi'ophy ; for all the Planets move in Orbits,
A^
moil of them, if not all, turn upon their
"lies.
t 61
^ all choose out thcchiefPropositions relating
. ^ elc Forces, and confirm them by ExpenV *i!S^’ ut
wc mu^ ddcribe the Machines
cu which these Experiments are performed.
ot
^ VI . Fig- 1and 2. ] A is a round Board2Zz.
v able
*
of z Feet and a half Diameter ; whole
^rtical Section is leen in Fig. z. in which a a re*j'e*onts the Section of the Fable itself, and gb
le Section of its turn’d Foot , which is joined
e'Pendicularly to its Center : This Foot or Sup\vi 1Cer lC Lonselfs of two Pieces separated at D,
are fix’d together by four Imall Irons,
^ose Ends are rivetted to Rings of the lame
TV upper Part of the Foot has a Groove
at f

*c ac cc ’ ant^ ^as a cylindric

Hole

•' <2 of three Quarters of an Inch Bore.

thro ' it

The

io 6
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The Frame of the whole Machine , represents
at C, is very solid ; and one Side
receives the? 0®
of the Table A , which pastes freely thro ' an ll° e
in the upper Part of the Frame Cj to which **
firmly joined the wooden Collar F of Fzg. Z. which
fits in the said upper Part of the Frame .
,
The Table with its Foot bears upon the cX0
Piece ED , which has a Plate of Iron to
the Brass Center h. This transverse Piece is fix
but jud above the Feet of the Frame , that , whe
the Table -Foot is let down upon it , the Gro° v.
cc may be but jud above the wooden Coll ar’
to the Top of which are screwed down two Is011
Plates RR ( Fig. 3 . ) by four Screws, such a
ss. In
this Position the Table will very h'cC}{
move horizontally about its Center ? and, th at!’
may move the more easily, there is slipped on up^
on the Foot close to the Table ( where it is pof
round , but six or eight square ) a small Wheel
Pulley , whose Section you fee in bb, and wh>c
is joined to the Table by means of the Screws e '
et. There mud be three other such Wheels wh°>.
Circumferences , taking them at the Bottom 0
their Grooves , are to one another as one, tV^0’
three ? the lead of all the Wheels is of abo 1'
pinches Diameter.
Another Table B, made jud like the first) lSl^
whirl 'd about round its Center in the ° PP\?iV
Part of the Frame C. Tho ’ there is a lrnall I
ference between them •, for in this the lower -I a
of the Foot has an IIolc thro ' it as well as 1
upper , ( fee ih Fig. 4 . ) yet it is turn ’d f ee ; >
having six’d to its Bottom a Brass Plate Wit*
Hole in it to receive the little Pipe of anot
Plate M, whose vertical Section is seen at
and which is fixed to E D , the other cross Pj^
of the Frame , at the Place m. This cross PlC
be
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„? > bored thro’ to answer to the Hole of
the
f Plate;
*J«te, iin such Manner that a Thread may go
b 111the Top of the Table quite thro’ the whole
jS^ and the Piece ED . Such a Wheel as bb
a0d^ ^ to the Table immediately under it.
tyi. ,s in Bigness just equal to the least ot those
t lch are made to take off and on, belonging
Table A.
ryr ,e, two Tables A and B may be whirl’d, veIjej^ ^tly, either separately, or both together, by
f0 P .° f the great vertical Wheel Qj For perIVj
^'ng os which , you must make use of the
jjr chine of Fig. y . which is a wooden Plane, or
flat Board, to which is perpendicularly
3).e J a Parallelepiped, in whose upper Surface
f .^ ttically fixed the two Pullies vv t at the
sojp and fideways at one End there is another
Wh as which
is horizontal.
The Surface,
the Machine is applied to the Frame, is
hune Plane with the small Wheels of the
abl

es_

is!fB a'° neis to be whirl’d, the Piece of Fig. y.
8^, o be fixed to the Frame C, by help of two
p evvs going thro’ such Holes asx in the lower
sp JJ °f the Piece, which must be so fixed, inrepVe
p to the little Wheel of the Table, as is re¬
typed in Fig. 6. where b represents that little
Q Cel: The Rope goes round the great Wheel
h 5 aild from its lower Part goes down d towards
]p! 8° cs round the Wheel b, and against the Pul¬
ps swards c, and so comes back to the upper
the Wheel
he
seventh
Figure represents the Position of
the
Machine
or
Piece of Fig.— y.
hies a •
* when both Tathe F t0 whirl
’d round at once. A Sight of
ff0 shews
the Way of the Rope, which
of rk V8 ° cs down tod, and so to the lower Part
Che great Wheel.
I
Besides

eo8
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Besides this, in several Experiments you w"
make use of long Boxes or Troughs IlG ^ j
which are laid upon the Tables , and six’d to[1 j [g
with Screws ; the Center of every one oi
Boxes lies just over the Center of the 1 atL
where there is a Hole equal to the Holc ^ ’
(Fig . z .) and exactly answering to it , in v' hL
Hole of the Box is thrust a wooden Cylindei ’
( Fig. z. ) as may be seen at G : Thro ’ the M<d ^
of this Cylinder goes a little Glass Tube oi
a Quarter of an Inch Bore , whole Ends are th ,c '
en’d at the Flame of a Lamp , so as to make 1j
Hole something lets and smooth ; that a Thi e?
or small String may run tip and down thro 1’
without any sensible Friction .
%
One of the Troughs holds a Ball, tied ro ^
Thread which goes thro ' the above- mentio"f\
Tube , and is also faltened by a Screw to 1
Weight O , ( Fig. 7 ) which lies in D the Scf £
ration of the Foot . This Weight is laid upon l .
lower Halt of the Foot , from whence it is >'-» ^
up , as the Ball recedes from the Center ot 1
Trough.
This Weight is a round Plate of Lead , ar^ °
about z Inches Diameter ; it has a Brass Gyh'1^
six’d to its Center, whole upper Part , inordei ^
receive the String , is cleft into two Parts, v/b'
are drawn together by means of a Screw : * ^
Plate of Lead with its Cylinder weighs ha
Pound ; and there must be two such Weigh c fThere are icveral other Weights , tome ot *,a ’
some of a quarter of a Pound , represented by ’
( Fig. 7 .) which areto be laid upon the iaid
O ; that one may at Pleasure vary the Weigh 1
be raised by the Ball.
s^
i 1? U' hcn a Body, laid upona Plane, does in ther
1‘ittie, and about the fame Center, revolve wit IB ^
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c,

p anei and so describe a Circle; if the centripetal
>b which the Body is every Moment drawn or
s Ce,
lou'ar^s the Center, Jloould cease toaSt, and
sJ *lane floould continue to move with the same Cesty * the Body will begin to recede from the Center
s respett of the Plane J in a Line which pases
the Center.
Experiment i . ] Take

a Ball

which

is tied

to

j hread, the other End of the Thread being
o ^aed to the Center of one of the Tubes A
lay it on the Table , which must be
Jand
Ilrl’d singly so long, till the Ball is carried
d with it ; here the Ball is at rest, in respect:
®,Un
the Table , and in that Situation it is retained
j- y by the String fastened to the Center ; there?re it suffers no Impression in that Plane, except
J at by which the String is stretched , that is,
hole Direction pastes thro ' the Center of the
jHinst Table ; and so, if it be left to itself, it
j.^ 'ot the firlb Moment move in any other Die<“tion jn t]n t pi ane.
. hPhena Body moves about a Center, if in its Mo- 2.14
tion
tt comes nearer to the Center, its Motion is acfftted ; but on the contrary retarded, if it recedes
' ~'n the Center.
the Trough F I, through
]
Experiment z. Let
• \° lc Center the Cylinder G , with its Class rube,
Sfixed into the Center of the Table B, befastenro the said Table.
-v, Eet the Ball L , tied to a Thread , be laid in the
l**'°ugh , and the Thread put thro ' the Tube aot
^e -mentioned , as also thro ’ the whole Foot sufable , and the cross Piece at Bottom that
‘ns ihe Foot , and then with your Hand hold
,le End of the Thread.
Let

no
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Let the Table be turned round , and you
observe, that , during that Motion , theBaU1^
apply itself to one Side of the Trough , »n
carried round so as to move with the same Vcj
city as the Trough . Let the Thread be P° nj
so as to bring the Ball nearer the Center , a
it will immediately strikethe opposite Side of ^
Trough , because it moves faster than the Tro uS ^
If you bring your Hand nearer to the Loot ^
the Table , so as to give more String , the B
recedes from the Center , and strikes the firsts
of the Trough , as moving more ilowly than t
Trough .
, .
This Acceleration when a Body approac
nearer to the Center , and Retardation when
recedes from it, is determined by Geomcti*
ans : Is a Body, for Example , which is drivj^
towards the Center C ( Plate XVI . Fit- l w ^
moved in the Curve A E , it will move tastesa ,
and slower at A : Draw the Lines AC , BC, a ^
EC , DC , so that the Areas ABC and D& j
may be equal to one another , the Parts A B a°
DE of the Curve are described in equal
2 iy the Body j and therefore , a Body that Times ^
isretai* e
in a Curve, by a Force tending towards a Center•>,
laid to describe round that Center Areas proporti° ni
ble to the Times. j
zz6 The inverse Proposition is also demonsti' ate^’
namely, That a Body which is moved in anyC$
in a Plane, and describes about any Point Areasf
fortionable to the Times, is turned out of the
Line, and urged by a Force tending to that Po* ,
t-tj
The greater the Quantity of Matter in any
is, the greater is its centrifugal Force•which
,
a*1
from a greater Quantity ot Motion .
. x
rr .8 ^ Liquors ot different Densities be incso
in a determinate Space, so that the heavier &
not recede from the Center , unleis the
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k ' r5 ancj they be so disposed, that
t.°',Vari
Q t*ie *r Weight the heavy Fluid comes to the
ter nter'>upon moving the Whole about that Cettand^ le hght fluid will come towards the Center,
, *he heavy one fly from the Center.
aSolid be included with a Liquid inadeterof ^ ^?ace, the same may be said as was said
% t -lWo Ciquids : If it be lighter than theLi; if heavier,
i| ' q it will come towards the Center
ul recede from it . All which arises from the
at Centrifugal Force in the heavier Body.
Q\ *periment 3 . Plate XVI . Fig. 8 .] Take four
, ^ Tubes of about one Inch Diameter each,
a a foot long, and having hermetically sealed
In ^ ^et them be firmly tied to an inclined Plane.
(c lhe firfl, you mult have Quicksilver and Waa. ’ in the second, Oil of Tartar per deliqu'mm,
us spirit of Wine ; and in the third Water with
Bullet ; and lastly, in the fourth , Water
L ” a Piece of Cork ; and all os them mutt beaJ half empty.
his inclined Plane must be fastened to the
t^ ' hng Table A or B, ( Plate XVI . Fig. 1) so
to ^ he lower Part of the Plane may come almost
Sr- e Center of the Table , by means of two
goes through x (Fig. 8 .) Lee
,one hieh^
he whirled round, and immediately
the1
5nd ?' Ver Part of the Tubes will remain empty,
■j>/ heheavier Bodies will go to that Part of the
which is farthest from the Center ; the Cork
uds and strikes to the lower Part of the Water,
'vhilit the Leaden Bullet goes to the Top of
th» rv tral forces not only differ on account ofzzp
a|p Quantity of Matter , but the Distance does
. CH ule a Change , and likewise the Celerityis
-"*™*
h tvhich the Body is moved round . TThere
nothing

112,
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nothing else that can makeany Difference in
Forces : and these are all the Things to be c° sl
lidered, when we compare them together.
Definition

IV.

230

The Periodical Time is the Time, in
rounda Center performs one whole Be
lution that
■
,
is, if it describesa Curve that retur
into itself, the Time elapsed between its Depart 11
from, and Return to a Point : If the Curved 0^
not return into itself, instead of a Point we lN"
take a Line passing thro ' its Center .
. ■
231 The Periodical Time depends upon the Cel^
ty of the Body ; and therefore, in comparing^
tral Forces, it mult be taken for the Velocity' ^
IVhen the Periodical Times are equal, and
fiances from the Center are also equal ; the ce>1^ p
forces are as the Quantities of Matter in the f?0
ving Bodies.
Body going

Experiment 4. Plate XV I. Fig. 1. ] Of the
Wheels or Pullics bb, mentioned in the DcjcfV
tionoi the Machines, apply the leallto the 'l®7j
A; so that if the two TablesAandB be wh1^ (
at the fame Time by the Motion of the Wheel C-’they may run round in equal Times ; to each
them fix the long Troughs IF , I F , and the
finders G G , that contain Glals 'Pubcs, mu* . s
thrust thro ' the Center Holes of the Tro uk
quite into the Feet of the Tables .
,
Put a Ball L of hall a Pound into the 1 1° ke
of the Table B, and a Ball L of one Pound 111
j ,s
Trough of the Table A : Threads tied to the
go thro ' the little Tubes G G , and are lasted ^
Weights placed in the Separations or Hollo ' vS ''
the Feet of the ’Fables, in such Manner , that
Distances of the Balls from the Center , wh el1 c
Threads are stretched and the Weights } ^

of Natural 'Philosophy .

HZ

I?ife<L
§e ' a» may be equal > now if the Weight in the
^ Potion or Hollow of the Foot of A be one
5j^Un dj that in the Separation ofB mult be half
QM° Und > or if this lalt lliould be one Pound , the
ier must be two Pounds.
the Wheel Q be turn ’d round faster and
till by the centrifugal Force of the Balls
.eights above-mentioned be raised, and both
v e‘ghts will be lifted up precisely at the fame
tyjjj » therefore Weights that are as the Bodies,
fh '* Cceteris paribus^ be overcome by the centri-

^f° rce-

the Quantities of Matter in the revolving 2 32
^0([.
l m ^ and the periodical Times also equal,
% ’ff are e<
forces are at the Distances from the Center.

X]f xPer iment y . PlateX .V I . Fig. I .] ThisExpcir, Cn^ is made in the fame manner as the forego¬
ne is/Ecad of a Ball of half a Pound , put in
% ^r°ugb of the Table B a Ball equal to the
frQ^r chat is ok one Pound . Let the Distances
the, -xl*le Center be taken in any Proportion ; if
^ ^ eights joined 'to the Balls in the (lime
^ s don , and the Wheel Q _be moved faster
you will fee the two Weights rife
the iv ac c^e fame Time . As, for Example , if
3tkl L^ ancc of the Ball upon A be of iz Inches,
half e Weight joined to it of i Pound and a
the ’ arid the Distance of the other Ball of 8 Inar>d the Weight joined to it of i Pound , the
Raiment will succeed.
ft *»enthe periodical Times are equals but the Di- 2J3
hap a«dthe Quantities of Matter in the revolving
p0f es differ, the central Forces arc in a Ratio com¬
°f the Quantities of Matter and the Difit
* which follows from the two last Propoq u ns-. To determine that compound Ratio , the
‘utity of Matter in each Body must be multiplied
I
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plied by its Distance from the Center , and
Products will be to each other in the Ratio a* 01
said.

2 34

Experiment 6 .] If in the last Experiment j
Ball upon B be changed , and you place a ,
of half a Pound at 8 Inches from the Center, a1
you also change the Weight joined to it , and 11
a Pound be uled instead of a Pound , the
riment will also then succeed, and the
will begin to rife at the fame time. If you flj.1g
tiply the half Pound Ball by its Distance ot
Inches , the Product is 4, and multiplying. 1”
x Pound Ball by 1z Inches , its Distance ir0^3
the Center , the Product is 11 ; which P r° . j,t
aretoone another as 1to z ; that is, as the W e’S.f
of half a Pound to that of 1 Pound and a h^ ’
which are in this Experiment both lifted us
the fame Moment.
The Differences of central Forces arising n ^
the different Distances from the Center , and
different Quantities of Matter may compel ,
one another , for Jhpposing-the Quantities of ^ -0
ter in the revolving Bodies to be in an inverse
of the Distances from the Center, the centralF°[ ^
•will be equal ; as much as one Force is greats' ^
respect of the Quantity of Matter , so much d
the other exceed it by reason of its greater v
stance.
Abc
Experiment 7 .] Let a Ball of half a Pou " jpf
placed at the Distance of 14 Inches , and

one Pound at the Distance of 7 Inches j eV ,
thing else being as in the foregoing Expen >f e%
if the Weights in the Foot or Spindle ot e .
Table be alike, they will life at the lame Mot*1^
237 There is a Cafe of this Proposition , •when ^
Bodies joined by as bread revolve about their c°^ kf
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^ nkr 0f Gravity. For the Distances from that
are in an inverse Ratio of the Weights of
bodies*, and therefore the central Forces are *95 9°
>al.
v '■ By the Force by which one Body endeacir ls to recede from the Center , the other is
of u swards it ; and by reason os the Equality
th f;
orces, they retain one another, and continue
Motion : If they revolve about any other
they do not continue their Motion ; and
fee ) 7 whose centrifugal Force overpowers,
Boj CS *Tom t ^e Center , and carries the other
y along with it.
p

f ^PMment 6. Plate XV I. Fig. 10 .] Let two
it)
®Jt^ es B und Q _.be joined by a Thread,
the 1*c^1you must mark the Point C, which is
tyi Co ®imon Center of Gravity of those Bodies,
jCri the Thread is stictch ’d.
bfe 11
bis
^ Experiment you must use but oneTah?v’ ar*d fix upon it a long Trough that reaches
^d ^ l^e Olruneter of the Table both Ways,
I'^ j^ Bole middle Point is over the Center of the
l^ ls trough you must place the 80the^° vc' nwndoned , and the Thread that joins
thepEing
^
stretched, the Point C must be put in
Wfji TBldle of theTrough .
When the Table is
it
^ round, the Bodies are carried round with
remain at rest in it . If the Point C be
from the Middle of the Box, upon
t0hu'h^
1ng the Table , both Bodies will be carried
pl^ 1at'p il(j of the Box which the Point C was
nearest to.

;< r ':. L~~

.difference of the central Forces is also
F lt^ed
from the Difference of the periodical
det er le

en t^e Quantities of Matter in the Bodies LZ6
fl'<al r°un(K and the Distances fromthe Center are
’ ^Je central Forces are in an inverse Ratio of
1 2,
the
"iDhifi

16

Book l.
di¬
the Squares of the periodical 'Times: That . is*
rectly as the Squares of the Revolution made 111
the lame Time.
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Experiment p . PlateXV I. Fig. i .] To the
ble Aapplya Wheel or Pulley,such as bb,
whole Circumference is double the Circumfcrev

of the Wheel which is fix’d to the Table B»
that when the two Tables are whirl ’d both t°S
ther , B shall go round twice for A once ; that 'i >
the periodical Time of that Brail be double 1
periodical Time of this.
e
In each Trough I L , IT , lay a Ball of ^
Pound at equal Distances from the Center . *
Ball laid on the Table B must be tied to t
Pounds in the Foot , and the other Ball upon
is joined by its Thread to half a Pound it*c s
Foot . Upon whirling the Tables , both We 'S1^
will rile at the fame Time : Which Weight *' 8
here as i to 4 , the periodical Times being ^ 4
1, whose Squares are reciprocally as 1 to 4z37 However the central Forces differ from one&.
ther , they may, according to what has been fiid>
be compared to one another ; for they ared ^ l
in a Ratio compounded of the Ratio of the
*231 ties of Matter in the revolving Bodies*,
jjse
*232 Ratio of the Distances from the Center*, ,r (st
an inverse Ratio of the Squares of theseno (
*236 Times*. If you multiply the Quantity of M3
in each Body by its Distance from the Cc”
and divide the Product by the Square of the Tj
nodical Time , the Quotients of the Division
be to one another in the laid compound R a
that is, as the central Forces.
Experiment to .] Every thing being prepa’ejj.a
in the former Experiment , let a Ball of ha ^
Pound , at the Distance of 8 Inches fro”1 $
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f the Table B, and let it by the Thread
beentcr°
H l° incd to one Pound in the Foot ; let another
^ °i two Pound be placed at the Distance of
; • Miches from the Center of the Table A, and
J ncd vvith a Weight of ; Quarters jof a Pound;
the Tables , and the W eights will be raised
JUst
at the fame Time,
^cre
8 the Bodies are as j to x; the Distances
as“ to xz j the Squares of the periodical Times
a: 1to 4 ; multiplying one Half by 8, anddiviVj^Blhe Product by 1, the Quotient of the Diis 4 ; multiplying 1 by iz , and dividing
o e Product by 4, the Quotient is 3. Therefore
.ventral Forces are to one another as 4 to 3,
Ich Ratio also the Weights in the Feet have to
°ne
ar>other.
jJ ^ hen the Quantities of Matter are equal, the z $8
Jfiances themselves must be divided by the Squares
she periodical 'Times, to determine the Proportion
*he central Forces.
2>>n that Cafe, if the Squares of the periodical z 3p
?les he to one another as the Cubes of the Distances,
/(.e Quotient of the Divisions, as well as the cen0c forces, will be an inverse Ratio of the Squares
J Distances.

^°°k I.

.Experiment 11.] Let the periodical Times of
t^ aod B be as 1 to z, in the fame manner as in
at ^ \vo last Experiments . Take two equal Balls,
In CC the Distance from the Center on B be 10
the
0>c^esj and the other Ball’s Distance from
be of 16 Inches : To the Thread of the
-p, ' fasten one Pound and a Quarter , and to the
Jj j'ead of the other fasten half a Pound in the
^ .' ovvof the Foot A ; whirling the Tables , the
■y
j 'Shts will rife the fame Moment.
- n rhat Experiment the central Forces are as
you also find by Calculation *. *238
*}
0 which
This
I 3

i j8
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This Ratio differs very little from the i
^
Ratio of the Squares of the Distances, wh' nVC1
c!1i
e
to one another as 200 to f 12 •, the
Cubes of 1
Distances are also almost as the Squares of the y ^
riodical Times : These Squares ave as 1 to 4,
al\
thole Cubes as its to si 2, which Ratios
do^
much differ. If you take other Numbers ,
th ■
Ratios will be exactly the fame, and the E xPelj
S
ment will succeed in the lame Manner ;
but it
not easy in the Experiment to vary the
pel1^
dical Times or the Weights in what
Ratio 1
please.
.j
240 When the Force , by which a
Body is ca.,r '^
towards a Point , is not every where the ft 111
’
but is either increased or diminished in Pi'°
P
ol
tl°es
to the Distance from the Center ,
several Cm
will thence arise in acertain Proportion .
, s
241 If the Force decreases in an
inverse Runo
the Squares of the Distances from that
,1j
Body will describe an Ellipsis, which Point
is an
Curve , in which there are two Points called the
Foci, and the Point towards which the
Force
directed falls into one of them : So that in
Revolution the Body once approaches to , and mW
recedes from it. The Circle also belongs to t
5.
fort of Curves, and so in that Cafe the
Body m*
also describe a Circle : The Body
may alF>
supposing a greater Celerity in it ) describe
two remaining Conic Sections, viz. theP«
r<1.
or Hyperbola, Curves, which do not
return 111
themselves.
. j,
24 1 On
the contrary, if the Force increases
the Distance , and that in the Ratio of
theDin ^'E
itself, the B >dy will again describe an
lipfi 'f but the Point, to which the Force . jp
is .
rected, is the Center of the Ellipse^ and the
jn each Revolution wili twice approach
to, * jS
Pgaistj twice recede from that Point .
pjc

1Y *itc

tS ■p - //S.
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J^'u?.S
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also a Body may move in a Circle, for the
'•calon above-mentioned.
j Experiment I z.~\ Hangup a leaden Ball with a
Thread ; if the Ball be drawn back from its
- °*nt of Rest , it is always carried towards it by
!J?Gravity , and from equal Sides with equal Force,
Distance be equal. The Ball in its Motion
\
.scribes an Arc of a Circle, which Way soever
falls when you let it go : If those Arcs are not
£e,y great , they coincide with a Cycloid, and the
°y ce> with which the Ball in any Point is carrlec* towards the lowest Point , is as its Distance

r°ni that Point *j therefore here the Force in- *156
re afes in the Ratio of the Distance,
t, f-et the Ball be pull’d back from the lowest
r °.*nt, and projected obliquely ; then it will decdbe an oval Curve about that Point , which
^vhen the Ball does not run out to a great Distance)
E hardly differ at all from an Ellipse, because
the Proportion of the Forces , and because in
Cale the Ball does sensibly move in the fame
J^ he Center of the Ellipse is the Point in
hich the Ball is at rest when it is not projected ;
nd in every Revolution the Ball does twice apf r°ach to, and twice recede b om it. If the Ball
. an gs over a Table so as almost to touch it when
ls at rest, and the Point , over which it is, be
^k ’d upon the Table , the Experiment will bemore sensible if you draw an Oval upon the
ahle with Chalk , by following the Body with

^Hand.

lithe Proportion (mentioned Numb. 241 , and 243
of the Forces by which a Point is driven
®.^ ards a Center , be a little changed , the Body
p 1' no longer describe an Ellipse ; but such a
Urve as may be reduced to an Ellipse, by fup-

14

posing
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posing the Plane in which the Body
moves aff
rated by some Motion , which
therefore will rM;
the Ellipsis moveable.
Experiment 13 .] Every Thing being as in
former Experiment , let the Ball be so
thrown th*,
it may runout to a greater Distance j
and then
will describe a Curve which
maybereferr ’dtot
movcable Oval : It will indeed twice in everyE
volution come towards the Center , and
twice t
cede scorn it ; but the Place of the
Points
in
wh^ _
it is least, or most distant , is
changed every E
volution , and these Points are always
carried
fame Way , their Motion conspiring
with ^
Motion of the Ball.
CHAP.

XXVI.

Of the Laws of Elasticity .

TTST E have already
what Elasticity
*44 V V and whence it strewn
arises* ; and what ' S1
Effect in the Congress of Bodies,
whether
strike one another directly or obliquely
; wlA
remains is to examine the/Law of Elasticity
*
which we shall do from Phænomena.
All Bodies, in which we observe
Elafi lCi
consist of small Threads or Filaments , or
at le*
may be conceived as consisting of such
Thre sl j
and it may be supposed that those
Threads ^
together make up the Body > therefore
that
may examine Elasticity in the Case
which rs
least complex , we must consider
Strings of
steal Instruments , and such as are of
Metal ; W
Catgut -Strings have a spiralTwist , and
conhdcr ’d in the fame manner as those cannot ^
FibrB
which Bodies are form ’d.
«
2-44
Elasticity of Fibres consists in this-, that t y
,
can be extended, and taking away the
Force ty ^ ^ y

I2r
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are lengthen'd, they will return to the Length
p ? they had at first.
res have no Elasticity , unless they are extended 24^
; it appears in Strings that
), °a certain Force as
without being stretch ’d j for
fix’d
Ends
lp Ve their
a
^y°Uremove them little from their Position,
0fCy do not return to it : But what the Degree
tit, en^ on i s> which gives Beginning to Elaftiis not yet determined by Experiments.
yhen a Fibre is extended with too much Force, 245
this Degree of Tension
;
is °{(-S* ts Elasticity and
know , that the Degree
we
»
this
ofY Un^nown
Elasticity,
whichconstitutes
Fibres,
in
js tension
Limits,
certain
^mfined to
appears the Disterence of Bodies that are 244
tl
and such as are not so; why a Body loses
j.
Cj Elasticity, and how a Body destitute of Elattibv acclUll'es that Property . A Plate of Metal,
Blows of a Hammer , becomes elastic,
seated
^bemg heated, does again lose that Virtue.
^ Elision, that terrni•lat Wcen t^e limits
fo ^ Elasticity , there is a different Force required
different Degrees of Tension in, or to stretch
js 0r ds to certain Lengths : What this Proportion
1 must be determined by Experiments , which
bep be made with Chords of Metal, as was said
] 0rm But as these Wires are scarce sensibly
c S ’-hen’d, the Proportions of the Lengthening
jj 'lot be directly measured ; therefore they mult
Itle asured by another Method,
(Plate XVII . Fig 1 .) be a small Wire
jp Eet ab
pletcb’d horizontally with a certain Force , whole
Yy s are fix’d at A and B : Let it be bent by a
^ ^ ght hanging in the Middle of it, so that it
y come to the Position A CB.

*k

I.
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z4 ^

The Line C c drawn from the middle Point y„(
String or Chord after its Inflection, to the ^
Point of the fame when it was in its natural ot
is call'd the Sagitta {Arrow) of the Chord t
Let ce be an Arc of a Circle described ^
the Center B, with the Radius Bo. H 3"
Chord or Wire by the Inflection was str£ tc ^
the Length Ce , which Quantity has a ce rC
Relation to the Sagitta Ce. :
s
The Weight also, by which the 8tr >l>A^
stretch ’d, has a certain Relation to the Force
which the Fibre is lengthen ’d, that is drawn 31long
.
B C : And so in several Experiments , by comp3'1. e
the SagittaCc , and the Weights with whin" ^
Chords are inflected, the Proportions of ^
Lengthenings are determined ; as will be the
in the following Experiments .
. 4]

*49 The

Machine for performing them

isa vC rtl ^

Board , about 3 Foot long , and 1 Foot
See Plate XVII . Fig. z. ^
The Rulers of Wood mn, tnn, are six’dt °j s
Board like a Moulding , and carry two P*1*
H , H , made like a Wedge , which slide 3‘° ol)
upon the Rulers , and are fix’d any where v?
them by means of Screws, which hold theM
hind the Board, their Shanks being moved 03 ,
wards and forwards, by means of a Slit in the Bf ’
Between A and B there are equal DM 1
reckon ’d from the Middle on either Side, i° ^
der to determine the Places where to fix
Prisms.
f
At O there is a Groove , to hold the
in the Side of the Board j which Pulley is ieP
sented in Plate XIII . Fig. 8 .
,-e
The Wire , with which the Experiments ,
made, is fix’d at one End of the Ruler nt»i

I2Z
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other End goes over the Pulley T , the
sght
*
P stretching it , and the Prisms, H , H,
j- lining it in Points , which are equally distant
r°^ the Middle of the Machine.
«*' here is a Brass Plate de let into the Middle
(j
Board, and mark’d with very small Divik ^S) along which moves another Brass Plate or
U,
which hangs upon the Wire , having a
t ole thro’ which it runs : This Index has a Scale
/! n^'n8 from it, which , together with the Index
^ ^ ejghs just an Ounce . The Length of the
^
is determined in each Experiment by the
th r Ce of the Edge of thePrilms H , I I ; for in
itiQ
Infections made by hanging on Weights
, concerning which alone Experiments are
", the String is not moved upon the Prisms,
the Weight P raised up, but only the Part
? is extended by these Inflections.
5), the Inflections of the String , the Sagittæ
t^ ^ ^ fured by the Divisions on the Plate ed -, for
to, ^ t>d £ of the Index gc does always descend
i ally with the Point C in every Inflection.
^ ^peument i .] Let P be a two Pound Weight , 2s°
*et the Wire be inflected at C with the Weight
Ounce , that is, with the Weight of the
lhe t> anc^fridex/ ^ ; and observe the Division of
}• Oate
ed, to which the End g of the Index
nfjAscends. Change the Weight Pto 4 Pounds,
isi fl ° double the Weight by which the String
Vitj e^cd , that g may descend to tire same Di’p^°n) and this Weight will be two Ounces:
the Ounces will give the fame Inflections, when
height
P is of 6 Pounds.
Experiment it follows , that the 2.j*i
h it *^ ^kb a Fibre is increaseda certain Length
flJ t \ft ret thing, is in the different degree of ‘tension,
e tension itself; if, for Example , there be
three
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three Fibres of the fame Kind , Length and Thse^
ness, whose Tensions are as i , 2 and 3 » a I
Weights in the sameProportion will equally st ret
those Fibres .
^
2f2
‘she least Lengthenings of the fame Fibres
one another nearly as the Forces by which the
are lengthened. As for Example , let a Fibre
stretched with the Weight of ioo Ounces, J* ^
be separately lengthen ’d with the Weighs
I Ounce , 2 Ounces , and 3 Ounces , the Length

'■

ings will be nearly as 1, 2, and 3 ; that is, ^ .
Ounce superadded does equally lengthen the Fihs '
For the Tensions by the Weights of 100,
and 102 Ounces, by which the Fibre is stretch
in each Cafe, when an Ounce is superadded, a
not sensibly differ from each other .
^
The Property of Fibres may be applied
their Inflection , and is of great Use . Let .
Wire AB (Plate XVII . Fig. 3 .) be so inflc^ Jj
as to acquire the Positions ArB, A cBi
A C B, yet so that in the greatest Inflection Vfi
Sagitta may not be \ Inch long, supposing
Wire 2 Feet and a Half : In those Cases c,
Lengthenings of the String are very small, th^
fore they are in the Ratio of the Forces t"
*252 produce them *, and they serve to express th cl
let cD express the Force by which a String ^
stretch ’d when it is not inflected , and with 1
Center B describe the Circle Dd y the Lin^s £
dc , d C, which are longer than cD by the
city by which the Fibre was lengthened in cV ^
Cafe, express the whole Forces by which
Fibre is stretched in every Case. But here ^
Arc D d is hardly of one Degree , and D ^
ways far ^enough distant from the Point c, whc ^
fore D d may be looked upon as a Right L1^
parallel to cC , and the Lines cd, c d, C d
the same Ratio to the Lines cB , cB , CB . Lhj^ e

I.
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^ fc the Point C is always drawn towards Br-and
Q.’ by Forces proportionable to the Line C B or
f}en' ar>d the Force by which the Wire is in'Jotki ’ whose Direction is along cC , is as the
for-- Sagitta *, or as the Sagitta itself . 'There- *203
$
ln all the least Inflections of a Chord, Musical if
dimiand
increased
is
Sagitta
the
,
Wire
or
q, edin the same Ratio as the Force with which the
0rd is inflected.

^xperimcnt z. Plate XVII . Fig. z. ] Let the
bylrf A B, stretched by any Weight , be inflected

2’ anc^ 3 Ounces ; the Deken Wci 8htof
sej ts of the Point g, that is, the Sagitta themes are to one another as 1, 2, and z.
of thefame Kind , Thickness, and which 25-4
^
nords
Q,r*
^ siually stretched, but of different Lengths , the
henings, which are produced by fuperadding
th a Eights , are io one another as the Lengths of
is plain, because the Chord is
P\ 0rds> This
all its Parts ; therefore the
in
L a!1y stretched
Chord is double the
whole
a
of
r n8thening
n8thening of half of it , or of a Chord of half
Length.
those Chords , let A B,
*b to l^c of
be Chords of the fame
)
4
Fig.
.
(
If;5P/dteXVlI
different Length,
of
but
,
Thickness
eQn<a aud
stretched , and so inflected , that ACB
of u e t ^ie Fofltion of the first, and a d b that
be p last ; and let the Triangles B C c, and b D d
th p 'lar - c B is to D b, that is, the Lengths of
the Chords
;
ar j k° tds are as CB to db therefore
an(j en gthened in Proportion to their first Length,
in ..^ usequcntly they are drawn by equal Force
Directions bd, ad, BC , AC * : But by **54
*«
-mentioned , 2-fs
of
—
w“ v- Triangles above
w* the
t])e p *eness
arc equal
Di
and
C
t0 forces also acting along r
*
are as203
Dr/,
,
eC
;
° bc another *, and the Sagitta
the

!jeIjik
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the Lengths of the Chords; which does there^°'ej
as teris paribus, obtain /» unequal and i#fle
Chords.
Experiment 5 , Plate XVII . F/g. 2,] L et
Chord AB be stretched by any Weight , h^ "^
fixed the Prisms H , H , at the sixth Divisi 0110
each Side : Now let it be inflected with
Weight , so that the Sagitta may be equal to 1
Divisions of the Plate e di Let
the fliilins

brought to and fixed at the fourth Di vitro" 0"
foitf
each Side, and the Sagitta will be equal
J «U to . 4
Divisions of the Plate j and so on for any Pom 10

of the Prisms.
(
One may compare together Fibres of the' 31;.
Kind , but different T hicknels ; they may belo° ^
cd upon as made up of several very fine Fibres
the fame Thickness , whose Number in the ab°^ e
mentioned Fibres must be taken in a Ratio
01 ^
Solidity of those Fibres, that is, as the Squats
the Diameters, or as the Weight of the In“ rc
when their Lengths arc equal. Therefore th
Fibres will be equally stretched by Forces that3
in the fame Ratio of the Squares of the D13"1. e
tersi which Ratio also is required between 1
Forces by which the Chords are inflected, 1
the Sagitta may be equal in the given Fibres- b
by diminishing the Force by which the
stretched in the fame Ratio as the Force by
*250 it is inflected , th zSagitta is not changed *. 1 oc.
j
ifd sore, if the Forces by which the Fibres are fi rct£rgti
be equals and they are inflected by equal
horces, etl
in that Cafe also the Sagittaj will be equals hoi^e
different the Fhicknefs be.
Experiment 4 . Plate XVII . Fig. 2.] Tak c 3l^
Chords of the fame Kind, and unequal 1 b1^.

£ook
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> and let them be separately applied to the
j^ hine, leaving the Prisms HH in the same
p iCe>if they be stretched by the some Weight
t|j ari(i also be inflected by the some Weight L,
tf igittœ will be equal.
(d let the Chord A B ( Plate XVII . Fig. I .)stretch- z?7
/00w^ fa p0 infl efted as to acquire the Figure
then left to itself and by its Elasticity it
fyj*return to its first Figure , and in that Cafe the
th° tl0n ob the Point C is accelerated ; for when
lV ^ ^0>d is let go from the Position A C B, the
tet lrit C’ Smoved with the Force that is able to
jj ai °it in that Position . This Motion is not dcb °ycd, but there is iuperadded to it, in all the
f>!llts of the Sagitta , the Force by which the
rjt*nt C might be retained in them . The Celef is the greatest of all at c, and by that Cele¬
ry the Point C is carried farther, and then re^ tllng, it milper form several Vibrations, \xi which
Point C runs out but short Spaces ; for which
the Force , by which the Point C is acted,
in all Distances from c, is as the Distance
Therefore the Motion agrees *2S3
ea eh Point .
of a Body vibrating in a Cycloid,
Qndi lotion
Per/ 0'® unequal soever the Vibrations are, they are
*' 55
If rued in the fame Time*.
e st there be two equal and similar Chords, butun- ^
Ifb stretched, unequal Forces are required to
them equally ; therefore the Vibrations
pCPerlormed in unequal Times . One may comJje their Motions with the Motions of thePenbj Ullls which vibrate in Cycloids*, and deferi- *257
similar Cycloids by different Forces ; which
v'Saie invcrsly as c^e squares of the Times of
*
Sq; Orations *. In Chords therefore likewise the165
stirnes of the Vibrations are to one
anf esst° i^oe‘
01 Hr inverjly, as the Forces by which they are
equally

i2 8
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equally inflected ; which are as the Weight* ^
. i
*2$o which the Chords are stretched*.
are similar , equally ft re^ (^e

When the Chords
but of different Lengths, their Motion mun,
compared withthat of Pendulums by another IV
thod ; for as the Times of the Vibrations are
beconsider ’d, the Celerities also, with which c i
Chords are moved, must also be considered '• * %
in the Chords A C B, adb (PlatelLV II.
whole Sagittx are equal, and in which the P°J'
.' S
C and d may be considered as describing si st1
Cycloids, the Celerities, with which those P010^
are moved in correspondent Points , are to ca
other in an inverse Ratio of the Squares oftheTi ^ ,
*165 of the Vibrations *. In Pendulums and equ
Chords, the Forces are taken for the Celerit'^ ’
0^'l
*77*63 because in those Cafes they are in the fame Rat've
Let the Chords AC , ab, be divided into vc'0‘
small Parts , but each into an equal Nutnb er
Parts ; the Ways to be run through by correlp0
dent Parts, supposing the Sagitta equal, wi‘\ . f
equal, and these small Parts will perform si1*11..
Vibrations j but the Particles of Matter in 1.
correspondent Particles areas the whole ChoJ“ ^
determ"^
That therefore their Celerities may be with
wh‘c
in correspondent Points , the Forces
the
when
the Chords are inflected,
equal, must be divided by the Quantity of
ter in the Chords , as it follows from Nutnb- ^
It is therefore plain , that those Celerities atc
one another directly as the Weights by whi< ■-.&
Chords are inflected, and ioverfly as the Quants
of Matter in those Chords, that is, inverfly ast Lengths : But those Weights are also in an ii""^
*255 Ratio of the Lengths of the Chords *; there*0^
253 the Celerities are in an inverse duplicate Ratio
those Lengths , that is, inverfly as the SquaresoQ
Len£ clJ
2/P

1

I°°k
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°fh^ s *an<^t^ienj as was said before , the Squares
in that
*Qv^ 'Times of the Vibrations will also be Chords
the
of
therefore
Rat*° - 'she Lengths
, y as the Times of the Vibrations,
f- ne may , in the fame manner , compare the ■
ter**°f the Vibrations of Chords of different Thick(„u' opposing the Chords equals and stretched with
^eights ; the Quantities of Matter are as
oquares 0f the Diameters therefore to dethe Celerities of the correspondent Points,
?re Eights , by which the Chords are inflected,
divided by those Squares, when the
Sa be
iity are equal * ; the Celerities therefore are *256
, and
there^ as t^ie Squares of thetheDiameters
Times of the
y ., e'ore the Diameters are as

^ti ons.

Chords of the fame kind being given, the
Ett]atl0ln of the Vibrations may be compared tothe

they are in a Ratio compounded of
>
ler for
hy Ratio of the square Roots of the IVeights,
1lC^° the Chords are stretched* , and the Ratio of* 25%
*259
bjq engths of the Chords*, and the Ratio of the *260
If y° u multiply the Diameters by
lengths , and divide the Product by the
Cjj Root of the Weight that stretches the
sevJp and go through the fame Operation for
\vjj| Chords ; the Quotients of the Division
bfa, be to one another as the Times of the ViOrh aftic Plates may be considered as a Congeries , 2.62.
le of Chords ; when the Plate is inflected,
so^
4 fibres are lengthened , and there are unequal
r^ en ings in several Points of the Plate ; now
h*' Vc’ w^’c ^ 's formed by the inflected Plate,
ctrn; e discovered from what has been said conu n§ Chords.
S$
of the z<
together the Inflexions
^/r> C°mparing
fir >vr/ >c
tbo
fhp \ 7 /tvo *v* e\*\rw +if \\ inl
by
Forces
the
to
proportional
are
, they
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which the Plate is bent. Let
A B (flat, XVJS
/vg . s .) be an elastic l ’late or Spring , whole v
A is fixed, and let it be inflected by two For
264 so as to be brought into the Position ab 3,1j ^ )l
if the one be doubled, the other , b b and b Bj'^
be equal ; and therefore in the Vibration8 t
Motion of the Spring is accelerated in the I
*253 manner as the Motion of a Chord *, and
*156 tion of a Pendulum in a Cycloid *} and theZ7'
tiom of this Plate are performed in the J
Time.
Experiment y. PlateXV II . Fig.6 .] TheSf 1’^
A is made up of severalelaflicPlates , andp ut ^to the Box B, and there moves oneachSio ^ J
tween the Rulers c d, cd, two Strings ate
to the upper Part of the Spring , and run
1/
kUV Bottom
HUiVVUl
the Hole <
?,^ e,V) in*»* the
V11W B0^.
of the
jt
you hang half a Pound upon the Thre^ 5W
will descend half an Inch -, add anothe> .rt»
Pound , and it will descend half an Inch ^ % o
and so on , ’till the Spring can be compteu^
farther .
t()C
Each small Plate is bent in Proportion t0 ^
Weight } and the Motion of the Weight,
count of all the Inflections together , sc" ovV Ljtli
fame Proportion . The Experiment is ra^ c '\ r
several Plates joined together } because ^Vj0n
rious Inflections the Direction of the
of the Weight on the Plates is not ^
changed .
"
zos What
has been laid of -the Inflection ot t ^
may be applied to the curve Plate or op u
ACB (Plate XVII . Fig. 7 .) If it be
two Weights , so as to acquire the Position to
a e b, and the Weights are to each other *8p:
2, the Distances cc and c C will ’be ^ -c§
Therefore the bending in of the Spring,

^°°k I.
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^ through by the Point C, are as the Weights
^^hwhich the Plate is pressed. Which may also
, aPpliedto the bending in of several Platesjoin-

I^gether.
^ ^he Ball ACB (Plate XVII . Fig. 8 .) being z66
^Qe of ail elaltic Substance, may be considered
of several Plates ; and the Intro^
ctisisting
^hons (or Yieldings inward) of the Point C will
Proportionable to the Forces with which the
°.dy is compressed.
^et the Point C of the Ball ACBE (Plate
P| *1- Fig. p .) strike several times against any
j^ ne> and let that Point go inwards to d, d, and
the Strokes will be to each other as the Lines
• Ed , and C D . At the first Stroke the Part
. c becomes flat, the second Stroke a cb is flatc'nc and the,third ACB; As here we always
der the least Arc?, the Arcs (that is, the
<J attieters of the plane Surfaces made by the
£ lo kes) are to one another sensibly as the Chords
3 *’ Ca, and CA * therefore the Surfaces are
als .Squares of thole Chordsj in which Ratio
from the Nature of the Circle, are the Lines
tlj 5Cd , and CD , which are to each other as
Therefore in elastic Spheres, the
Pj strokes .
? Smac^e h the Strokes follow the Proportion of
th an
e Strokes.
Experiment 6 .] Take a flat Piece of blue Mar- 2.68
fast in a horizontal Position, and a lic^
t|£eade
tet ''' , so as to make the Colour the more inPi c j if you let an Ivory Ball fall upon this
fl^ ne> that Part of the Ball, which by being made
r0. applies itself to the Stone, leaves a very
f^ JSpot in the Surface of it : Let the Ball
hep 'btn the Height of p Inches, and the Spot
rom the Height of ; Feet,
tyjf ' Then ^et ic f
Icb is the Quadruple of the other, and the
K z Spot
hj
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Spot will be F ; lastly, let it fall from the
ol 6 Feet and 9 Inches, which is nine times £
first, and the Spot will be G . In that Exp6
tnent , the Strokes of the Body against the St®
"131 are to each other as 1, r , and z* : In W"1
13° Ratio also are the SpotsE, F andG-, for ^lr t
draw the right -angled Triangles DAB, P 0
in which the Sides D A, A B, B C , are eq ua g
one another , and to the Diameter of theSp^
the Dine B D will be exactly equal to the
ter of the Spot F , and the Line C D to the
meter of the Spot G.
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